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Abstract
This study analyzes visual patterns and strategies used within two sets of documents
on the weapons and forces of the Iraq conflict, published online by the CNN (1998)
and BBC (2003) respectively to accompany news coverage of the war. Using a
functional approach to image analysis and multimodality and referring to Social
Semiotics as an overall theoretical approach, all of the illustrations contained within
these documents are analyzed, noting patterns of Representational, Orientational and
Organizational meanings, and discussing their possible ideological antecedents. A
variety of strategies used by BBC and CNN to distance the viewers (users) of these
documents from suffering and violence, align them with the Coalition's position in
the conduct of war, and present aesthetically-appealing images of Coalition forces.
The roles of narrative structures, perspective, coding orientations, and relations
between images and articles which they accompany are shown to be of particular
importance in producing these portrayals and supporting an ideological position
which favours the Coalition's interests.
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War is understood and interpreted, justified andjudged through the images
and narratives that tell the stories of war. Most civilians experience military
conflict through the signs and symbols of its depiction, their impressions
derived not from the battles in distant lands but from the manner they are
rendered at home.
(Andersen, 2006, xvi)

1. Introduction
The present study examines visual aspect of the discourse found in the online
documents by BBC (2003) and CNN (1998) which introduce news readers to the
weapons and forces of the Iraq conflict. Within these documents, a variety of visual
images, both photographic and diagrammatic, are used to cover a range of topics
relating to both Coalition and Iraqi forces - in ways that appear diverse, but also
highly strategic. To uncover these strategies, a comprehensive methodology for
functional analysis of visuals is developed and applied in this study, following from
the visual analysis work of O'Toole (1994), Lemke (1998, 1999, 2002, 2004, 2005),
Oyama and Jewitt (2001), ledema (2003), Machin (2004), Teo (2004), van Leeuwen
(2005), Kress and van Leeuwen (2006), Royce and Bowcher (2007) and Knox (2007).
This analysis is applied as part of a Social Semiotics approach, as outlined by
Halliday (1978), Hodge and Kress (1988) and van Leeuwen (2005) - drawing also on
elements of Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA), as outlined by Fairclough and Wodak
(1997), Wodak (2001), van Dijk (2001) and others to offer a critical perspective on
the discourse at hand. I take the view that visual choices made by BBC and CNN in
presenting this highly complex issue are far from neutral, factual representations - but
rather reflect dominant ideologies to a significant extent and thereby do important
ideological work.
The choice of data - which is visual and originates from an online
environment - is, in my view, highly relevant in today's media landscape. The
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Internet is in itself a relatively new semiotic environment - but has become an
extremely important media source in the past several years, widely referred to as the
contemporary 'new media'. In her 'call to arms' to discourse analysts, Mautner (2005)
points out that there has been relatively little CDA research into online media
published in journals in the preceding several years, and while this trend is currently
changing, there is still a significant unfulfilled potential for research in this area. Due
to the technological capabilities of Internet technology, online media has a
significantly more complex multimodal potential than traditional print or even
television media, and uses images in ways that are likewise different. Kress and van
Leeuwen (2006), in their comprehensive guide to functional visual analysis titled
Reading Images, state that "The world represented visually on the screens of the 'new
media' is a differently constructed world to that which had been constructed on the
densely printed pages of the print media" (p.31). This study will thus seek to explore
ways in which visual resources of online media are being used to present complex
issues related to war, and patterns which emerge in the use of these resources. On this
point, it is also interesting to observe how these patterns differ between CNN and
BBC - even from the fact that there is a five-year gap in publication date between the
two, during which time Internet technology developed rapidly, revealing the dynamics
of change and ways in which the visual potential of online media has been deployed
more thoroughly over time.
The primary set of research questions for this comparative study is as follows:
1) How are weapons, forces and actions of war presented?
2) How are images used within BBC (2003) and CNN (1998) special
documents on weapons and forces of the U.S. war on Iraq?
3) How is the viewer positioned relative to the war and the weapons in forces
with which it is conducted?
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The positioning of these questions in existing theory of visual analysis will be
discussed in detail in the following two chapters.
The above questions are, in themselves, relatively neutral and are a starting
point for guiding the analysis, however as with any critical study, there are underlying
ideological questions guiding this study as well. As Fairclough and Wodak (1997)
emphasize, "CDA sees itself not as dispassionate and objective social science, but as
engaged and committed. It is a form of intervention in social practice and social
relationships" (p.258). In the present study, therefore, I take a critical stance toward
the presentation of war, seeking to establish a connection between the representative
patterns and their ideological antecedents. This study will show that these antecedents
are directly realized in visual discourse. Kress and van Leeuwen (2006), in their
seminal work on image analysis, emphasize that "even though the visual mode might
seem to provide direct access to the world, it is as amenable to realizing theoretical
positions as is the verbal" (p.30). Thus, additional questions to be addressed in this
study are as follows:
4) How do visual presentations of weapons by CNN (1998) and BBC (2003)
reflect dominant ideologies? What resources are used to create positive
evaluations of military technology? How is the viewer aligned with
dominant ideological positions, and how is the viewer distanced from
negative aspects of the war?
A key starting point for the critical aspect of this study is Chouliaraki's (2005, 2006a)
research on BBC television's coverage of the early stages of the U.S. war on Iraq.
Chouliaraki (2005) points out that in the immediate lead-up to the U.S. war on Iraq
and through the war's initial stages, there was a notable change in British public
opinion: "In the case of the war in Iraq, the British public opinion appeared to shift
from an anti-war position, registered in polls and demonstrations before March 2003,
to a pro-war position as a consequence of the government's "various rhetorical
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devices and a complicit media" (Baines and Worcester 2003, p. 16)" (p. 144). She
stresses however, that "the pro-war bias in western television footage is not a behindthe-scenes co-ordination between government and journalists, but the assumptions
already implicit in the routine professional choices that stage and narrate the war in
television." (p.144). She outlines a number of ways in which these implicit
assumptions manifest themselves, primarily through a pattern of so-called
'aesthetization' - whereby the media presents war as an impressive spectacle to be
observed, carried out by inanimate or 'diffused' entities, shown from a safe distance
relative to the viewer. In this way, the viewer is simultaneously distanced from actual
suffering produced by the war, and prevented from taking an ideological stance
against the war itself. While the visual aspect of Chouliaraki's (2005, 2006a) analysis
is fairly limited, it does provide some insight into the way media portrayals might
operate. The strategy of their application is complex and frequently involves multiple
stages. The analysis in this study will thus examine in detail the ways in which these
apply to a wide sample of images drawn from the data.
In order to better inform the analysis and understand the ideological and
historical processes in which the data is embedded, I also present brief overviews of
the recent history of war presentations in the media, drawing on the work by
Andersen (2006) and Allan and Zelizer (2004) on the history of war reporting, as well
as Lewis' (2007) analysis of the modern American culture of war. These sources
provide a critical perspective on the ideologies behind the 'routine professional
choices' which Chouliaraki (2005) refers to.
The present study is organized as follows. In Chapter 2,1 provide an overview
of literature, tracing the origins and principles of Critical Discourse Analysis and the
functional approach to Visual Analysis. In Chapter 3, a detailed discussion of the
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functional methodology adopted for the visual analysis is included, drawing on
literature described in the preceding chapter, followed by a summary of the data and a
description of the context in which the CNN (1998) and BBC (2003) documents were
published - both in terms of the 'new media' context in which they are found, and the
media discourse of war in general. In Chapter 4, the analytical framework is applied
to the data, providing a detailed qualitative description of patterns found in images
and image sets, supported by analysis of distribution of images by functions and
generic types. In Chapter 5, the findings of the analysis are discussed and considered,
implications to existing theory and future research directions suggested, and overall
conclusions are drawn.
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2. Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
The present study is situated in the developing field of visual and multimodal analysis,
a currently-developing field which has emerged from research of discourse and
society in general. This chapter will examine some of the currently-published work on
relevant topics and trace relevant theoretical antecedents for a research methodology,
which will be laid out in Chapter 3.
Firstly, the primary framework(s) of Critical Discourse Analysis (Wodak,
2001; Fairclough and Wodak, 2001; Fairclough, 1992, 2002; van Dijk, 2001; Young
and Fitzgerald, 2006) and Social Semiotics (Halliday, 1978; Hodge and Kress, 1988;
van Leeuwen, 2005) is briefly explained, with their underlying assumptions examined
as relevant to the present study. Developments of analytical theories within these
fields as well as their applications are also discussed. One of the primary
methodologies used by researchers in Critical Discourse Analysis and Social
Semiotics is Systemic-Functional Grammar (Halliday, 1994; Eggins, 2004; Young
and Fitzgerald, 2006); the metafunctional approach offered by this method is outlined
further below.
Following from and developing out of this approach is the theory of visual
analysis and multimodality (Lemke 1998, 2002, 2005; Van Leeuwen and Jewitt, 2001;
Kress and van Leeuwen 2001, 2006) that has been developed as an extension of
systemic methods from language to visual and other types of non-linguistic
communication. The features of this theoretical approach form the core of the
methodology for the present study, and are thus discussed in terms of their value
toward analysis.
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With the rapid technological and social development of the Internet as a
communication medium and alternative mass media source, there have been calls for
discourse analysts to work more extensively with online media - including Mautner
(2005), who called for Critical Discourse Analysis to 'get wired', and Lemke's (2002,
2004, 2005) work on Hypermodality, Multimedia genres and traversals, which has
provided important theoretical grounding for analyzing the non-linear discourse
features found on the Internet.
Further, a variety of applications of multimodal analysis approaches to modern
media will be discussed, including Knox's (2007) examination of online newspapers,
Machin and van Leeuwen's (2005) analysis of computer games as visual and political
discourse, van Leeuwen and Jaworski's (2002) study of the discourse of war
photography, Teo's (2004) analysis of public poster campaigns in Singapore, as well
as Royce's (2007) and Bowcher's (2007) work on multimodal complementarity in
media articles on financial issues and rugby players. All of these offer useful
theoretical suggestions to consider for developing a visual analysis methodology, and
will be briefly summarized and considered in terms their relevance to the present
study.
As already noted in the introduction, one of the key starting points for this
study is Chouliaraki's (2005, 2006a) work on the television news coverage during the
initial stages of the 2003 U.S. war on Iraq. The final section of this chapter will
examine the findings, approaches and assumptions of Chouliaraki's research on the
U.S. war on Iraq in detail, focusing on applications of her findings towards the
method taken in this study, which will be discussed in the subsequent chapter.
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2.2 Social Semiotics and Critical Discourse Analysis
In this study, I take an approach to communication which originates in Social
Semiotics and Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA), two sociolinguistic movements
which have developed over the course of the last three decades. Social Semiotics
originates in Halliday's (1978) work which considered language as a means for
realizing social meaning, rather than a mental code. CDA began as a research circle
which used sociolinguistic methods, including those applied by Halliday (1978) to the
study of Social Semiotics, but distinguished by its particular concern with applying
these methods to uncovering and challenging the ideologies of dominant groups in
society (Fairclough and Wodak, 1997). In this section, definitions of these approaches
by Hodge and Kress (1988), Fairclough and Wodak (1997), Wodak (2001), van Dijk
(2001), Halliday and Mattheissen (2004) and van Leeuwen (2005) will be presented.
2.2.1 Social Semiotics
Social Semiotics developed as a reaction to traditional semiotics, which studied
meaning in isolation, as a system of codes. The key unit examined by semiotics is the
Sign, which is composed of a Signifier (form) and a Signified (meaning) (Halliday,
1978). Traditionally, these were seen to form abstract systems which could be
observed in actual linguistic use, as Hodge and Kress (1988) describe: "a system of
signs as an abstract structure which is realized or instantiated in text" (p.6) However
in social semiotics, as they stress, "every system of signs is the product of processes
of semiosis, and documents the history of its own constitution. Terms in a system
have value by virtue of their place in that system. At the same time, a system is
constantly being reproduced and reconstituted as texts. Otherwise it would cease to
exist." (p.6) Social Semiotics is thus concerned not only with the system of signs, but
the motivation behind them - whereas traditionally, these were seen as largely
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arbitrary, powerful only by virtue of the meaning attached to them. Social Semiotics
emphasizes what Hodge and Kress (1998) termed 'power as meaning' - the notion
that any system of meaning is a realization of ideologies produced by social
institutions (p.2).
The view of language and grammar adopted by Social Semiotics, as
as per Halliday (1978), is a functional one: "grammar is not a code, not a set of rule
for producing correct sentences, but a 'resource for making meanings'" (p. 192), a
system of choices guided by social considerations. Van Leeuwen (2005) suggests that
every semiotic resource, including (but not exclusive to) grammar, has a meaning
potential which is determined by the way this resource is (or can be) applied in real
communicative situations "Studying the semiotic potential of a given semiotic
resource is studying how that resource has been, is, and can be used for purposes of
communication, it is drawing up an inventory of past and present and maybe also
future resources and their uses" (p.5). The semiotic potential of any system is
'inflected' based on the context in which it is applied - as van Leeuwen (2005)
suggests, the semiotic choices made by individuals and groups are largely caused
cultural differences, differences in sources of authority, and differences in the roles of
participants within the same field of practice or institution.
Methodologically, Social Semiotics approaches semiotic choices by
constructing 'system networks' - inventories of all possible types of meanings within
a system (such aspects of grammar, for instance), and then considers how these are
realized and which of the possible choices within the system are made (Halliday, 1978;
van Leeuwen, 2005). Possible antecedents of these choices are then discussed. Within
any group, institution or ideology, these antecedents could be expressed as sets of
rules (which are generally tacit) governing ways in which semiotic choices can be
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made. Van Leeuwen (2005) recommends approaching sets of choices within
communicative contexts with the following questions in mind:
1. How is control exercised, and by whom?
2. How is it justified?
3. How strict are the rules? How much room do they allow for individuality and
difference?
4. What happens when people do not follow the rule? What sanctions are
attached to deviance?
5. Can rules be changed, and if so, in what way, and for what kinds of reasons?
(P-53)
Social Semiotics is thus concerned with ways in which institutions and ideologies
restrict or enable semiotic choices available through the use of grammatical and other
resources. This approach sees semiotic rules as being grounded in a set of'ideological
complexes', defined by Hodge and Kress (1988) as follows:
a functionally related set of contradictory versions of the world, coercively
imposed by one social group on another on behalf of its own distinctive
interests or subversively offered by another social group in attempts at
resistance in its own interests. An ideological complex exists to sustain
relationships of both power and solidarity (p.3)
Ideological complexes, under this perspective, are composed of relational and actional
models of society - the former being a classification of society into different kinds of
'social agents,' and the latter being responsible for specifying the types of actions and
behaviours 'required, permitted or forbidden' to these types of 'social agents' (p.3).
Social order is maintained through discourse, which Hodge and Kress (1988) define
as "the social process in which texts are embedded" (p.6) - with 'text' in this case
being defined as "the concrete material object produced in discourse" (p.6). Powerful
texts are those which, by virtue of being produced through ideological complexes,
attain 'institutionalized legitimacy and authority' (p.9).
While discursive power held by institution has significant social effects, it is
not static. Just as society is dynamic by nature and social power can be negotiated and
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challenged, semiotic systems which produce texts constantly undergo change through
negotiation:
Meaning is always negotiated in the semiotic process, never simply imposed
inexorably from above by an omnipotent author through an absolute code. [...]
Social semiotics cannot assume that texts produce exactly the meanings and
effects that their authors hope for: it is precisely the struggles and their
uncertain outcomes that must be studied at the level of social action, and their
effects in the production of meaning, (p. 12)
Contrary to the focus of traditional semiotics on constant, arbitrary systems of signs,
Social Semiotics is directly concerned with processes of social change and seeks to
examine systems of signs in parallel to these social processes. It relies on models of
context in explaining communication, and stresses the direct relationship between
discourse and ideology - "every semiotic act has an ideological content" (p.40).
For the purposes of the present study, the notion of system networks and rules
which determine choices made within them is methodologically important, and
informs the functional network for visual analysis outlined in Chapter 3. The
suggestion that these choices are motivated ideologically is also highly relevant, and
will be discussed further below.
2.2.2 Critical Discourse Analysis
Critical Discourse Analysis emerged as a network of scholars in the early 1990s
(Wodak, 2001, p.4), including figures such as Ruth Wodak, Teun van Dijk, and
Norman Fairclough. Key features of this movement include its concern with notions
of power, ideology, history and social context in the study of linguistic
communication, at least initially. Fairclough and Wodak (1997) define the approach
of CDA as follows: "Critical discourse analysis [...] analyses real and often extended
instances of social interaction that take a linguistic, or a partially linguistic form. The
critical approach is distinctive in its view of (a) the relationship between language and
society, and (b) the relationship between analysis and the practices analyzed" (p.258).
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It should be noted that CDA and Social Semiotics, as understood in this
study, are not mutually exclusive approaches, and CDA is in many ways a
development of Social Semiotics oriented towards a more specific, critical purpose.
The crucial distinction for CDA lies in its orientation towards not merely observation
and analysis of systems of meaning and their ideological antecedents, but social
action through criticism - as van Dijk (2001) stresses, "It focuses on social problems,
and especially on the role of discourse in the production and reproduction of power
abuse or domination. Wherever possible, it does so from a perspective that is
consistent with the best interests of dominated groups" (p.96). Research in CDA is
generally preoccupied with uncovering injustices and exposing ideological positions;
and van Dijk's stance on CDA is certainly telling of the field's overall orientation
toward active criticism - he dubs the approach "discourse analysis 'with an attitude'"
(p.96) and states that instead of maintaining scientific neutrality, it takes positions and
argues them through analysis - and does so with enthusiasm, if his own stance is any
indication: "CDA is biased - and proud of it" (p.96). Other theorists such as
Fairclough and Wodak, while stopping short of professing bias in such direct terms,
certainly suggest a similar approach: "CDA sees itself not as dispassionate and
objective social science, but as engaged and committed. It is a form of intervention in
social practice and social relationships" (p.258).
Within CDA, there are many different methodologies - as van Dijk (2001)
is careful to point out, "CDA does not provide a ready-made, how-to-do approach to
social analysis, but emphasizes that for each study a thorough theoretical analysis of a
social issue must be made, so as to be able to select which discourse and social
structures to analyze" (p.98). He suggests that the methodology of CDA should be
driven primarily by the demands of the data it studies, and the context from which this
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data originates - "in CDA, we must make choices, and select those structures for
closer analysis that are relevant for the study of a social issue. This requires at least
some informal ideas about text-context links that tell us which properties of discourse
may vary as a function of which social structures" (p.99).
CDA is concerned with both macro-analysis of ideologically-driven
discursive structures and micro-analysis of their linguistic realizations, as Fairclough
and Wodak (1997) suggest: "Critical discourse analysis is very much about making
connections between social and cultural structures and processes on the one hand, and
properties of text on the other. But these connections are rather complex, and are best
seen as indirect or 'mediated'" (p.277). Even among the theorists cited in this section,
however, specific methods and concerns within CDA differ greatly - for instance,
Wodak is especially concerned with history as a determining factor in modern antiSemitic discourse (Fairclough and Wodak, 1997); while Fairclough traces specific
linguistic structures involved in broad social and political tendencies, for instance as
in his work on marketization (1993) and technologization (1996).
Public news media is a traditional 'target' for CDA research, being a highly
powerful institution - as Fairclough and Wodak (1997) stress, "key areas of social life
are becoming increasingly centred on the media, especially television" (p.259) With
the emergence of 'new media' and significant growth in Internet communication
generally in the decade since the above quote was published, one can certainly say
that this trend has continued, although television is now in the process of being
supplanted by a no less pervasive and powerful medium. The effect of the growth of
public media, Fairclough and Wodak (1997) suggest, is that institutions of power have
increasingly mobilized in their efforts to influence public discourse: "the increased
importance of language in social life has led to a greater level of conscious
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intervention to control and shape language practices in accordance with economic,
political and institutional objectives" (p.259). Thus, CDA research on media discourse
and the institutions of power remains highly relevant. A multitude of researchers
continue to operate within CDA and Social Semiotics, working with topics including
political discourse (Chilton, 2004), war and the media (Chouliaraki, 2005, 2006a),
discourses of science (Halliday and Martin, 1993), and many others cited elsewhere
within this study.
The methodology of the present study originates to a large extent in the
applications Social Semiotics approaches to visual media, namely those by van
Leeuwen (2005), Kress and van Leeuwen (2006), Lemke (1998, 2002, 2004) and
O'Toole (1994). The research aims of this study, meanwhile, are influenced by CDA
and its concern with uncovering the mechanisms of media discourse and ways in
which it frequently seeks to maintain status quo relative to powerful groups and
institutions (such as the military and government) within society. I take a critical
attitude towards these institutions and seek to uncover the means by which their
ideological aims are realized in media discourse.

2.3 Systemic-Functional Grammar
As van Dijk (2001) suggests, CDA does not prescribe a specific methodology for
conducting analysis - however there are certainly methodologies that are highly
suitable to this purpose. Young and Fitzgerald (2004) note that "Critical discourse
analysts use several different methods to help them 'dig' beneath the surface of the
discourse to answer their questions. One widely used theoretical framework is
Systemic Functional Linguistics or SFL - a way of understanding the functions that
language performs and the choices people make when they speak/write" (p. 16)
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Systemic Functional theory originates from Halliday's work originally published in
the 1970s (Halliday and Mattheissen, 2004). SFL, which essentially presents a set of
grammatical resources for realizing semiotic choices, forms the methodological basis
for Halliday's (1978) original definition of Social Semiotics. The Social Semiotic
approach to notions such as ideology, power, and sets of social rules and norms
compliments SFL's strictly grammatical focus, helping to explain rationale behind
grammatical choices. Eggins (2004) summarizes the underlying questions asked by
Systemic-Functional Linguistics (SFL) as follows: "how do people use language? [...]
how is language structured for use? [...] how many different sorts of meanings do we
use language to make? [...] how is language organized to make meanings?" (p.3)
Halliday's theory is organized around a series of semantic strata, the widest of
which is the dimension of Genre, which refers to the overall cultural context and all
the meanings possible within a particular cultural context (Halliday and Mattheissen,
2004). Beneath this is the level of Register, which refers to a particular situation
within this cultural context. Every situation consists of three dimensions, which are
termed Field (topic or focus of activity), Tenor (relations of power and solidarity) and
Mode (role of language in structuring the situation), which are understood by readers
intuitively and have "significant and predictable impacts on language use" (Eggins,
2004, p.9). Field, Tenor and Mode are mediated through three semantic metafunctions
(types of meaning): Ideational, Interpersonal and Textual. In language, each of these
is realized through specific lexico-grammatical systems within the text: Ideational
meanings through the system of Transitivity - which includes processes (realized by
verbs), participants (realized by nouns and pronouns) and circumstances (realized by
prepositional and adverbial phrases); Interpersonal meanings through systems of
mood (e.g. imperative, interrogative, declarative structures) and modality (e.g.
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certainty, probability, obligation, inclination - expressed through modal verbs and
adverbs); and Textual meanings through cohesion (e.g. patterns of reference) and
coherence (e.g. thematic structure) (Eggins, 2004; Halliday and Mattheissen, 2004).
The diagram below summarizes the structure of this system:

(Eggins, 2004, p. 112)
SFL treats lexico-grammatical systems in language as "a finite set of choices
or oppositions" (Eggins, 2004, p. 13). These choices are taken as both discrete and
deliberate, motivated by ideological considerations.
SFL provides an exhaustive set of methodological tools for classifying text
features in terms of their functions, and connecting them to higher-level structures. Its
strength lies in the fine level of detail and specificity it can provide in micro-analysis.
The notion of grammar as a system of choices is an extremely useful one, and is the
reason SFL and CDA work well in combination; as Young and Fitzgerald (2006)
suggest, whereas SFL is concerned with the 'what' and 'how' of grammatical choices,
CDA helps account for the 'why'. Meanwhile the criticisms and observations CDA
makes about any type of text are significantly strengthened by SFL's grammatical
micro-analytical approach.
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Since the present study examines visual rather than verbal data, SFL does not
apply directly to the analysis, however is used to inform it to a significant extent. This
is in part due to the fact that visual analysis approaches (O'Toole, 1994; Lemke, 1998,
2002, 2004, 2005; Kress and van Leeuwen, 2006) have generally adapted the
assumptions and key structures of SFL analysis to visuals. The same trifunctional
approach (i.e. composed of three metafunctions) based on Halliday's (1978; Halliday
and Mattheissen, 2004) work is retained within these methodologies, as are many of
the concepts - such as participants, processes, circumstances, modality, coherence and
cohesion, which were noted above. These are expressed differently in visuals: for
instance in language, processes are expressed through verbs, whereas in visuals these
rely largely on the system vectors. Useful parallels can, however, be drawn - and
these are certainly of greatest value to multimodal studies which consider both visual
and linguistic meanings.
The functional approach to visual analysis will be outlined further below.

2.4 Visual and Multimodal Analysis
As the discussion above suggests, Social Semiotics (and in fact Semiotics in general)
was originally developed based largely on language as the primary communication
mode. Halliday (1978) outlined the Social Semiotics approach in reference to the
theory of Systemic Functional Linguistics. Much of the work in the field continues to
focus primarily on linguistic analysis. Indeed, language and especially the printed
word have been the privileged semiotic modality in Western culture for centuries. In
traditional semiotics, as Teo (2004) suggests, visuals have been largely ignored, in
part due to the perception that their interpretations depended more on their linguistic
context and viewers' subjective perceptions than any definite semantic properties:
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"Traditionally, the visual sign has been seen as subordinate to the verbal message [...]
Barthes (1977) argued that the meaning of images (and other semiotic codes) is
always related to and, in a sense, dependent on verbal text [...] too 'polysemous' and
indefinite by themselves [...] and to properly understand them, language has to come
to the rescue" (p. 193). However, as Teo (2006) argues, approaches based on Social
Semiotics have shown visuals to be far from an 'impoverished' system of meaning.
Lemke (2005) supports this notion, stating that visual structure and multimodality
have always played key roles in text: "Every written genre has always been
multimodal, deploying not only the signs of the linguistic system but also those of the
visual-spatial meaning systems associated with orthography, typography, and page
layout" (p.45). As Kress and van Leeuwen (2006) suggest in their work on visual
analysis, Reading Images, technological and social changes in recent times have
allowed visual semiotics to challenge the semiotic dominance of language by
allowing visuals to be composed and distributed more efficiently than ever before:
The place, use, function and valuation of language in public communication is
changing. It is moving from its former, unchallenged role as the mode of
communication, to one mode among others, to the function, for instance, of
being a mode for comment, for ratification, or for labeling, albeit more so in
some domains than others, and more rapidly in some areas than others, (p.36)
They also describe the nature of multimodal relations (i.e. featuring more than one
semiotic mode) between visual and text: "the visual component of a text is an
independently organized and structured message, connected with the verbal text, but
in no way dependent on it - and similarly the other way around" (p. 18). With rapid
pace of technological development allowing ever greater amounts of visual content to
be easily accessible to the public, it is simply no longer justifiable to focus on
linguistic communication in the study of discourse.
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In recent years, theorists working in the areas of Critical Discourse Analysis,
Social Semiotics, and Systemic Functional Linguistics have taken note of this
semiotic shift. There have been calls for greater emphasis to be placed on developing
tools capable of accounting for meaning outside strictly linguistics contexts. Lemke's
(1999) work on multimodality in scientific discourse stresses the need for the
development of such methodologies:
Organizational discourse [...] cannot be abstracted from the medium in which
it is materially mediated, nor can it be analyzed solely by tools designed purely
for work with extended, connected verbal text. We need analytical tools that
are well-adapted for such genres as tables, lists, and charts; for graphicalvisual combinations of other semiotics with verbal text; and for hypertext
modes of discourse organization, (pp.44-45)
Lemke (1998, 1999, 2002, 2004, 2005) has pioneered much of this work, extending
some of the notions associated with multimodality to non-linear 'hypermedia' (2002,
2004) in online environments, and the semiotic structure of traversals (2005) - paths
taken by viewers and users of internet multimedia across not merely visual-verbal
combinations, but much more complex interactions of multiple types of media. Some
of Lemke's work on extensions of multimodality will be considered further below in
this chapter.
In terms of visual analysis as such, one of the first and most influential works
to employ a functional perspective to analysing images was O'Toole's (1994) The
Language of Displayed Art. O'Toole adapted a variation of the same trifunctional
framework (referring to three semantic metafunctions) as originally used by Halliday
to construct his Systemic Functional Theory. Drawing in part on theories of visual art
(and thus introducing concepts such as the Gestalt), O'Toole's framework is detailed
to a similar level of detail as SFL, thus proving highly effective and providing a
starting point for other theorists to build on.
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By far the most significant development in functional analysis of visuals is
Kress and van Leeuwen's (2006) Reading Images, the first edition of which was
published in 1996 and drew heavily on O'Toole (1994) while having a significantly
broader focus - whereas O'Toole's methodology is geared primarily toward visual art,
Reading Images outlined one which is much more universally applicable, something
that is achieved in part by a more diverse use of illustrations and analysis examples
this book provides. Having been significantly updated for the second edition, this
work forms the core of the methodology for the present study - in large part because
its organization by metafunctions (ideational, interpersonal, textual) lends itself
readily to comprehensive application in a functional study, and allows parallels to
linguistics structure to be drawn efficiently from SFL handbooks (Eggins, 2004;
Halliday and Mattheissen, 2004) which are organized in a similar fashion. The
analytical framework outlined in Reading Images is complemented effectively by van
Leeuwen's (2005) Introducing Social Semiotics, which explicitly connects visual
analysis to the theory of Social Semiotics. Van Leeuwen (2005) also provides indepth detail on a number of the systems within visuals, particularly in terms of
cohesive devices.
Other work on functional approaches visual analysis published in recent years
and referred to in this study includes Lemke (1998, 1999, 2002, 2004, 2005), Jewitt
and Oyama (2001), van Leeuwen and Jewitt (2001), Machin (2004), Royce and
Bowcher (2007), as well as a number of studies which use methodological approaches
based on the above works.
A detailed methodology of visual analysis will be presented in the following
chapter. The rest of this section, meanwhile, will consider the relationship between
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visual semiotics and previously-outlined approaches to linguistic analysis, as well as
discuss some of the aspects of multimodality.
Arguably, the functional framework of visual analysis (as per O'Toole, 1994;
Kress and van Leeuwen, 2006) fills precisely the same space as functional grammar.
Jewitt and Oyama (2001) emphasize that just as SFL includes a variety of specific
grammatical constructs performing specific functions, "Visual social semiotics is
functionalist in the sense that it sees visual resources as having been developed to do
specific kinds of semiotic work" (p. 140). They also note that visual semiotics realizes
three metafunctions, much in the same way as text. If we insert this framework into
Halliday's model of discourse (see diagram from Eggins (2004), above), the overlap
suggests that a functional methodology of visual analysis essentially accounts for the
same concepts - with field, tenor and mode being realized through (adjusted)
ideational, interpersonal and textual metafunctions, which in turn are realized with
specific sets of visual constructs, which perform very similar roles to grammatical
constructs outlined in Halliday and Mattheissen (2004) and Eggins (2004). These
constructs include Narrative and Conceptual structures responsible for
Representational meaning; Perspective and Modality realizing Orientational meaning;
and systems of Framing, Salience and Information Structure being responsible for
cohesion (Kress and van Leeuwen, 2006). Parallels between functional accounts of
linguistic grammar and visual structure are very useful to be aware of, and can be
used to great effect in multimodal analysis, which considers both text and visuals.
While this study is primarily visual, these parallels will still be drawn where
applicable in Methodology (Chapter 3) and Analysis (Chapter 4).
Returning to the concept of multimodality, Kress and van Leeuwen (2006)
characterize the relationship between semiotic modes in modern media as follows,
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contrasting it to a more traditional language-centred approach: "This incessant process
of 'translation', or 'transcoding' - transduction - between a range of semiotic modes
represents, we suggest, a better, a more adequate understanding of representation and
communication [...] language is not at the centre" (p.39). Bowcher (2007) suggests
that multimodal texts are neither redundant nor have visual elements in a dependent
role - concluding that their relationship with linguistic aspects of the text is
complementary and productive: "although redundancy of meaning may be the result
of the simultaneous use of several modes, we cannot say that the resulting meanings
that are produced by a multimodal text could be produced if only one mode were to be
used" (p.242). Royce (2007) outlines a wide variety of ways in which 'intersemiotic
complementarity' (i.e. image-text relations) function - including both synonymous
structures where the meanings made in each of the modalities reinforce those made in
the other, and conversely antonymous structures where opposite meanings are made
in text and visual elements, largely for ironic or humorous effect (p.68). Royce (2007)
also suggests that the verbal-visual relations can be used to reinforce attitudes towards
certain elements of the discourse (p.98), attract viewer's attention to articles or
particular parts of them - serving as a 'stabilizer of weight' (p.99), and suggest
potential reading paths for the viewers/readers to take (p. 102). Lemke (2005), in his
discussion of online media, suggests that images and text are used in parallel and
constantly refer to each other, where conventions and overt cues "indicate to a reader
(or compositor) of the main text when an image or figure becomes relevant" (p.47),
thus alternating the viewer's attention between text and image, reinforcing the
meanings made in both. Chouliaraki's (2005) findings also indicate that different
modes contained within the same space (in the case of her study - visuals and
verbalizations in TV broadcasts) can be used in a complimentary fashion - with one
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modality (visual in the case of said study) taking an active role of narration,
explanation or evaluation, while the other modality uses passive exposition to
illustrate the narrative.
What is evident from the above observations is that multimodal relationships
can function in a great variety of ways and to varying degrees of complexity, while
the semiotic load of any multimodal text is generally shared between different
modalities - through alternation, juxtaposition, and complementary use. The present
study will certainly consider the role of images within the articles of which they are
part of, and outline the typical functions they perform.
With increasing use of visuals in modern Western media, the range of
meanings that visuals can represent is increasing. As Kress and van Leeuwen (2006)
note, images seen in public discourse are becoming 'increasingly coded' - that is,
more and more conceptual representations are being embedded into them. Machin
(2004), in his study of image banks used by the media, notes that even a relatively
naturalistic modality such as photographs is frequently used to represent abstract
concepts and idealized, readily-recognizable types of people, objects and events.
Machin (2004) suggests that this is in many ways a consequence of social and
economic tendencies in society - where it is desirable for 'consumer categories' to be
recognizable (p.334). Ways in which this typification and coding is achieved will be
discussed further in Methodology (Chapter 3) and Analysis (Chapter 4).
Thus, in the relatively new field of visual semiotics, a fairly comprehensive
theoretical and methodological framework already exists and should be applied, tested,
and adjusted through practical research, of which there is still only a limited amount,
with many aspects of visual discourse in the public context and in relation to
institutions of power yet to be discussed. This framework fits well with the overall
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approaches of Social Semiotics and CDA, and is further enhanced by direct use of
extensions from SFL. It will thus be adapted as a primary methodology for the present
study, and explained in detail in Chapter 3.

2.5 Online Media and CDA
As the data used in the present study is drawn completely and deliberately from online
sources, the importance of which in the modern media landscape will be later noted in
the Background section, one should consider the extent to which such research is
relevant and needed in the context of Critical Discourse Analysis.
According to Mautner (2005), there is both significant need and ample cause
for discourse analysts to use data from online sources. While the situation has
changed somewhat in the past three years, as of 2005 Mautner noted a relative lack of
research of online media by scholars working with CDA, as suggested by the number
of publications on these topics appearing in CDA journals. She notes that this is not
the case in other linguistic disciplines - including corpus linguistics, computational
linguistics, and computation studies where online data has been used extensively
(p.810). The same is true of communication studies - "ever since the internet 'took
off in the mid-1990s, there has been a growing body of research into various aspects
of communication on and through the internet. The areas covered include semiotic,
textual and interactive properties of computer-mediated communication" (p.810).
However the portion of research in CDA which has used online data has remained
relatively low- although there are notable exceptions, in particular the work of Lemke
(2002, 2004, 2005) which laid significant groundwork for further research into online,
multimodal semiotics. His work in this field will be discussed further below.
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Thus Mautner (2005), in effect, issues a 'call to arms' for critical researchers.
Aside from the prospect of using new, previously unresearched data, ease of
processing and the sheer amount of discourse to be found online, Mautner also notes
aspects like 'diversity of voices' for those interested in interested in 'emancipatory
agendas' (p.816), a dynamic, non-linear structure and frequently interactive of the
discourse itself (p.819) which is not found in any other medium, and multimodal
potential (p.820). Lemke (2005) suggests that the online environment also affords
unique opportunities for observing genre development, since the structure of online
media accelerates this development significantly: "Hypertext, especially open-ended
hypertext such as the Worldwide Web, affords great opportunity for the emergence of
new genres. [...] Genre evolution, or at least the emergence of new genres, is likely to
occur much more quickly under these conditions" (p.53).
There is certainly a need in the field for this type of research. Mautner's
findings aside, in the course of my own research I had not found any studies similar to
my own in terms of data and approaches used to analyze it, with the possible
exception of Knox (2007), whose study of online newspapers, while slightly more
oriented towards text and multimodal relations (rather than strictly visual semiotics),
certainly parallels the present study in some ways. Knox examines both visual and
verbal aspects of the front pages of three online newspapers; his visual methodology
is based to a large extent on O'Toole's (1994) and work, as well as Kress and van
Leeuwen's (2006) Reading Images - however what he does with it is substantially
different from my aims in the present study, as he is mostly concerned with page
layouts rather than illustrations. Rather than focusing on representational and
orientational meanings (as 1 do), he is primarily concerned with the organization of
the websites, both visually and verbally. He notes the predominance of highly
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condensed types of texts, which he defines as "newsbites", and discusses at length the
non-linear organization of the discourse within these pages. Knox (2007) suggests that
among online newspapers, there is significant consistency developing in terms of
design, as his study "shows how digital, discursive and ideological convergences are
contributing to the development of a grammar of visual design in English-language
online newspapers which crosses national and cultural boundaries." (Knox, 2007,
p.20). The most primary similarities are in terms of organizational meanings,
particularly the layout which allows viewers to skim more efficiently and traverse the
pages in a primarily non-linear fashion. In this latter discussion, Knox relies heavily
on Lemke's (2002) article Travels in Hypermodality, one of the most prominent
works dealing with online discourse in terms of Social Semiotics.
Lemke (2002) provides the following definition for the term he introduces to
describe the modality of online discourse, referring to the concept of'hypertext',
which describes the non-linear nature of text structures online: "Hypermodality is the
conflation of multimodality and hypertextuality. Not only do we have linkages among
text units of various scales, but we have linkages among text units, visual elements,
and sound units. And these go beyond the default conventions of traditional
multimodal genres" (p.302). He stresses the non-linearity of hypertext as a salient
feature of online communication - "There are many possible trajectories, or traversals,
through the web of a hypertext" (p.301). One of the most important aspects of
Lemke's (2002) study is that he stresses the role of multimodal and visual semiotics in
designing a methodology to study any online discourse: "I propose here that one
useful way to understand the design resources afforded by hypermodality is to
consider multiplicative combinations of'thepresentational, orientational, and
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organizational resources of each semiotic mode (language, depiction/
imagery/graphics, and soundforms) (p.301).
Lemke's findings regarding hypermedia are further extended in his (2004) and
(2005) work, where he focuses on the idea of traversals even more extensively,
suggesting that these traversals cross more than just boundaries of verbal and visual
modalities of hypertext in a non-linear fashion - they cross the much more
fundamental boundaries between sites, institutions, and roles. Lemke (2005) suggests
that current technology allows people to simultaneously function in multiple contexts:
"In addition to hypertext, the notion of traversal also applies, I believe, to analyses of
how we increasingly cycle our attention among various immediate and virtual worlds"
(p.54). This, in his view, has potentially major effects on the role of dominant
institutions in defining the identity and activity of individuals in society, since
traversals now allow individuals to freely cross institutional boundaries, associating
and participating in activities far outside their immediate physical context, and using
virtual worlds and games to interactively explore roles and identities which they
would never have access to in their real-life institutional context (Lemke, 2004, 2005).
While traversal on this level is beyond the scope of the present study, this is certainly
a promising direction for further research into hypermedia. In terms of portrayals of
war, traversals between news media and entertainment would be interesting to
examine - and indeed, research on both already exists (see discussion of Machin and
van Leeuwen (2005), further below).
As work by Mautner (2005), Lemke (2002, 2004, 2005) and Knox (2007)
suggests, online media is a rapidly developing discourse environment with rich
multimodal and visual resources available for analysis. With rapidly developing
technologies, its multimodal capabilities are only increasing. Mautner (2005) has
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outlined notable gaps in terms of CDA research into this type of media, some of
which are yet to be filled. Also of interest is the non-linear potential of the Internet
which, at the very least, represents a radically new way of reading/using media such
as news (Knox, 2007), and at most - signals a significant social change in the role of
institutions and the position of individuals relative to them (Lemke, 2004, 2005). The
present study thus aims to address some of the unique aspects of online discourse,
considering them in relation to the visual content at the centre of this study.

2.6 Modern Visual Media and CDA
There are a number of published studies of modern visual media, some of which have
already been mentioned above; for the remaining part of this chapter, however, I will
focus on four in particular - Machin and van Leeuwen's (2005) examination and
comparison of the Black Hawk Down movie and video game, van Leeuwen and
Jaworski's (2002) comparison of photographs relating to the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict in British and Polish newspapers, Machin's (2004) study of image banks,
Teo's (2004) study of national campaign posters in Singapore and Chouliaraki's
(2005, 2006a) work on TV reports from the early stages of the 2003 U.S. war on Iraq.
The latter, being of core importance as a starting point for the present study, will be
discussed in the next subsection, while this section will deal with the former two.
Machin and van Leeuwen's (2005) study looks at Black Hawk Down, an
American war film and video game of same name, both of which were developed
with assistance from US military. The findings emphasize the role of perspective,
agency and identity in reframing the events of the 1993 conflict in Somalia. The
viewer (or in the case of the video game, player) is aligned with the American
position against Somali warlords, and distanced from suffering, especially of civilians,
through a number of devices the most important of which is use of identity. Both the
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movie and the game are noted for their use of 'collectivized', rather than individual
identity, with most participants being shown as representatives of groups rather than
individuals - which are visually characterized through appearance and attributes, and
verbally described in terms such as 'elite soliders', 'operators', 'civilians', and so
forth. At the same time, a variety of devices is used to give certain groups a positive
identity - to encourage the viewer to "imaginarily identify with the heroes " [emphasis
original] (p. 131), or negative identity - such as Somali warlords. US troops are
described as being on humanitarian missions, providing relief to the reportedly
starving population - while, as Machin and van Leeuwen (2005) suggest, their actual
role in the conflict was probably damaging more than it was beneficial. Meanwhile,
actual suffering is backgrounded, especially in the game.
The study thus shows a direct connection between institutionally-driven
ideologies (of support for the US military) and ways in which they are realized and
reinforced through visual discourse. I will return to aspects of Machin and van
Leeuwen's findings in Chapter 3, as part of my methodology.
Van Leeuwen and Jaworski's (2002) article compares the photographs
representing the Israeli-Palestinian conflict in the British Guardian newspaper, and
the Polish Gazeta Wyborcza. Once again, it is shown how ideological stance influence
representations of reality - the Guardian tends to show Palestinians more in victim or
lone resister roles against Israeli troops, in a way romanticizing their identity; Gazeta
Wyborcza shows the Palestinians primarily as terrorists, while at the same time
representing the Israelis as a mostly abstract, distant force. This, again, shows the
correlation between cultural and ideological differences, and patterns of depiction and allows van Leeuwen and Jaworski to draw very conclusions regarding the
ideological positions of dominant political and social groups in Britain and Poland
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respectively - one of which sympathizes with the Palestinian cause, and the other
does not.
Machin (2004) discusses image banks, companies such as Getty Images which
collect and then sell stock photographs for use in the media. The study traces the rise
of stock photography in news media, which took place simultaneously with the
consolidation of these image banks, precipitated by computer technology which made
storing, distributing and searching for images simple and efficient. Image banks allow
journalists and editors of newspapers (both print and online) to search for stock
photograph based on both simple terms and so-called 'conceptual terms' - such as
'freedom' and 'independence'. Stock photographs, as Machin notes, are generally
'decontextualized', making sure that "a photograph is more easily inserted into
different contexts, and acquires a 'conceptual' feel" (p.320).
This has important ideological ramifications, since media articles about events
and issues increasingly show 'conceptual', idealized representations instead of images
originating from the real context of these events and issues. Most of these images are
visually attractive - "posed, stylized, colour-enhanced" (p.335), showing models who
represent generic types of people rather than individuals. Such images lack a definite
sense of time and space, and can conveniently be re-used, unlike contextualized
photographs. Perhaps even more concerning, from a critical point of view, are the
types of images that image searches bring up. Machin (2004) observes that when one
searches Getty Images for 'freedom', the results include several images of jumping,
happy people, along with two images of US jet fighters, while 'capitalism' is not a
possible search term and 'globalization' returns only "romantic images of global
business" (p.333). Thus the types of stock photographs in image banks, their
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categorization, as well as their use are highly indicative of dominant ideologies
involved in the production of the discourse.
Teo's (2004) study of national campaign posters examines three artifacts of a
genre used by the Singaporean government to promote community values and
majority interests. The three posters examined pertain to a campaign to increase
national productivity, a campaign to encourage the use of Mandarin among the
Chinese community, and a campaign to encourage public courtesy. Teo adopts a
visual analysis framework based on an earlier (1996) edition of Kress and van
Leeuwen's (2006) Reading Images, used extensively to inform the methodology in
the present study. Ideational, Interpersonal and Textual aspects of the three images are
examined and, importantly, paralleled to linguistic constructs through SFL - such as
for example the reference to process types (p. 196) in an earlier (1985) edition of
Halliday and Mattheissen's (2004) An Introduction to Functional Grammar (as cited
in the present study). I use a similar approach in Chapters 3 and 4, where applicable.
Teo (2004) systematically shows how Representational and Orientational
patterns in the image produce images of harmony and positive relations, using a
variety of devices - for instance showing a multi-ethnic selection of people with
happy expressions from a close distance and in close proximity to each other (pp. 195197) to symbolize public harmony; or bright, highly saturated colours and positive
symbolic imagery such as a road leading toward a rainbow (pp. 198-199) to suggest
future prospects.
However as Teo (2004) suggests, the aesthetically-appealing imagery reveals
not only positive aims of the government, but also underlying tensions between
majority and minority groups within Singapore. For instance, the first poster
(productivity campaign) carefully represents a wide, inclusive range of ethnic groups,
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but as Teo (2004) notes - "While ethnicity is carefully managed in the poster, other
issues are more problematic. [...] The under-representation of females, for instance,
could be seen as reflecting a fundamentally patriarchal society" (p.206). Likewise,
features like the authoritarian stance of the government reflected by the low vertical
angle used in the image, paralleled by the use of imperative in text, represent a
fundamental social tension in the government's role (p.208). Teo (2004) also
criticizes one of the posters (Mandarin campaign) as overly-contrived in terms of
symbolism and as a result - incongruent (p.208).
Crucially, what Teo (2004) demonstrates is that the visual aspects of the
posters are a meaning system which is capable of reflecting ideological positions
without having to rely on accompanying text, instead adding its own concrete
elements of meaning. The framework he uses for analysis is functional and accounts
for aspects of all three primary metafunctions (ideational, interpersonal, textual),
which parallel the functions performed by text.
These studies therefore illustrate ways in which relationships between
dominant ideologies and visuals features can be uncovered through CDA/Social
Semiotics approaches informed by both awareness of context and a functional
analysis methodology for visuals. The approaches used by these studies, especially
Machin (2004), inform the analysis methodology and will be referred to in the
Methodology chapter below. What makes these examples particularly relevant is that
all of them apply a functional framework for visual analysis which originates largely
from the work of Kress and van Leeuwen (2006) and draws to a large extent on
parallels to SFL.
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2.7 Media Discourse in the U.S. War on Iraq - Chouliaraki (2005, 2006a)
As already noted, a primary starting point for the present study is Chouliaraki's (2005,
2006a) research which examines BBC television's coverage of the initial stages of the
2003 U.S. war on Iraq, which focused on the 'Shock and Awe' bombing campaign
against Baghdad. While Chouliaraki observes strategies similar to ones noted in the
studies above, what is most interesting about her findings is the discussion of the way
in which aesthetic values are used to displace suffering in the discourse, thereby
distancing the viewer and preventing him/her from making ethical judgments or
identifying with either sufferers or their persecutors.
In both of her published articles on this topic, Chouliaraki (2005, 2006a)
draws on the work of pragmatic sociologist Boltanski, who in his (1999) book Distant
Suffering discusses the way suffering is socially constructed. He brings up the notion
of an 'ideal public sphere', free from the influence of institutional ideologies, where
individuals would be able to respond to others' suffering in ways which are ethical an
appropriate:
where a local suffering can be conveyed without deformation in such a way
that it is there for everyone to examine it, that is to say, for all those who, from
the fact of their receptivity arising from a lack of prior commitment, are free to
examine this suffering and find themselves sufficiently affected by it to
become committed and take it up as their cause (p.31)
This, of course, is the ideal - and Chouliaraki (2005, 2006a) stresses that in the real
public sphere, the communication technology of today is such that we can see events
of war (i.e. suffering) more closely and immediately than ever before, and yet news
portrayal actually distances this suffering significantly (2005, pp. 144-145). The
primary way in which this distancing is accomplished is through a pattern of
'aesthetization' or 'sublimation': "The sublime is a specific regime of pity that
constitutes distant suffering less through emotions toward the sufferer and primarily
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through the aesthetic appreciation derived from the horror of the suffering itself."
(2005, p.153) This is accomplished in the BBC coverage through imagery - primarily
showing explosions in night-time Baghdad, accompanied by voice commentary
describing the situation in sensational terms. The visuals employ a'detached'
perspective, which "makes a distinct claim to impartiality as opposed to the
'involved' perspective" (2006a, p.266) Essentially, this aesthetic portrayal is made
"without violating the principle of objectivity", and meant to be "contemplated at a
distance and without human presence" (2005, p. 156). Indeed, part of the distancing
strategy is avoiding visual and verbal representation of both sufferers (Iraqi civilians)
and persecutors (Coalition bombers) as animate, individual, concrete entities: the
sufferer only enters the context of Coalition military movements "on the condition
that her very humanity is cancelled" (2005, p.155). With it, the possibility of the
viewer empathising with the victim is also cancelled.
Thus, Chouliaraki claims, 'aesthetic' portrayal creates a particular 'regime of
pity' - an attitude suggested to the viewer, through which "suffering is construed as
an object to watch and comment on, rather than to arouse emotion or a demand for
action on the part of the spectator" (2005, p.151). This is achieved through active
denial of individual, concrete identity to civilians, somewhat similarly to the way this
is accomplished in Black Hawk Down, as analyzed by Machin and van Leeuwen
(2005), but in an even more 'radical' fashion: "the clinical narration of suffering, the
establishment of a radical distance from the location of suffering or the refusal to
humanize the sufferer may indeed come to block an active relationship between
spectator and sufferer" (Chouliaraki, 2006a, p.265). The portrayal uses virtually every
possible technique to distance the viewer from suffering and more notably, the
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sufferer - and thus makes any efforts to criticize the events at best difficult: after all, it
is difficult to criticize unseen violence against a highly diffused, impersonal entity.
Referring once again to Boltanski's (1999) concept of the 'sublime' or 'aesthetic',
Chouliaraki (2006a) discusses how this is accomplished without ever bringing up the
idea of ethics or morals, keeping the viewer satisfied with their own (safe) position
relative to the discourse:
The moralization of the spectator now takes place through a mechanism of
'sublimation', the representation of suffering through an aesthetic register that
discourages spectators from feeling for or denouncing the suffering and invites
them to contemplate the horror of the spectacle, the 'shock and awe' of the
bombardment (p.276)
In other words, the denial of suffering through focus on aesthetic values - the 'Shock
and Awe' produced by the scale of the bombings and their historical significance (as
emphasized by the voiceover) - keeps the viewer from having to take sides: "Without
overtly campaigning for the good nor even regulating the presence of good and bad on
screen, the sublime plays upon absences" (p.279). This, of course, is deceptive:
indeed, the viewer does take a side through passively approving the 'spectacle' with
which he/she is presented.
What is significant about Chouliaraki's (2005, 2006a) research is that, in my
view, she captures what is a very complex, multi-faceted strategy that simultaneously
involves alignment, distancing, abstraction and aesthetization - which carefully
guides the viewer away from ethics and toward aesthetics. There are powerful
ideological forces at work, employing simultaneously aspects of representation,
organization and orientation. Unfortunately, the visual data used in the study is
presented in, at best, generalized and vague terms. Thus, in the present study, it is a
primary goal to examine in maximum detail a similarly complex, multi-faceted visual
discourse of war, specifying features responsible for guiding the viewers toward
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ideological positions in terms of a detailed system of functional analysis of visuals.
The interplay of perspective, identity, ethics and aesthetics will certainly be
considered in the study, as already reflected in the research questions.
2.8 Summary
In the above chapter, I have specified the overall approach(es) taken within this study
(Social Semiotics/Critical Discourse Analysis), discussed the origins of analytical
tools for visual semiotics and their relationship to the tools of verbal analysis, and
provided an overview of a number of research works which inform the theoretical
approach, methodology, and research questions of the present study.
The following chapter will once again return to the sources reviewed here, in
order to construct a detailed framework for subsequent data analysis.
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3. Methodology and Data
3.1 Methodology - Introduction
As already suggested, this study adopts a variant of Halliday's (2004) functional
approach to language analysis that has been developed over time by researchers
including O'Toole (1994), Lemke (1998, 2002, 2004, 2005), van Leeuwen (2005),
and Kress and van Leeuwen (2006) to account for multimodal and visual discourse.
In this chapter, I take a closer look at the functional view of visual discourse and
construct an adjusted metafunctional framework to describe and analyze the data
presented in the next chapter.
In constructing a methodology, the aims of the study should be considered
foremost. For this study, the essential questions are, as stated previously in the
introduction: 1) How are weapons, forces and actions of war presented? 2) How are
images used within BBC (2003) and CNN (1998) documents on weapons and forces
of the U.S. war on Iraq? 3) How is the viewer positioned relative to the war and the
weapons in forces with which it is conducted?
These questions parallel Chouliaraki's (2005, 2006a) work on the TV
coverage of the U.S. war on Iraq and the aesthetization of suffering in general (2006b),
as discussed earlier. Chouliaraki, looking at similar considerations (albeit through
very different data) has focused on the following aspects in order to decode ways in
which the portrayal of war achieves its ideological aims:
multimodality - the properties of language and image that construe the
spectacle of suffering on screen
space-time - the representation of proximity/distance of the viewer to the
scene of suffering
agency - the representation of action in the sufferer's misfortune
(Chouliaraki, 2006b)
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These three aspects form an essentially trifunctional approach - with 'multimodality',
in the sense used here, being a narrowly-defined set of textual considerations; 'spacetime' looked at in terms of its role in positioning the viewer and thus forming the
tenor of the discourse; and 'agency' being a basic aspect of ideational meaning (as per
Halliday and Mattheissen, 2004; Kress and van Leeuwen, 2006). In her analysis,
Chouliaraki (2005, 2006a) has essentially taken a larger multimodal framework and
narrowed it to features most relevant to the data set at hand. The present chapter will
seek to do the same.
3.2 Functional Analysis: Terminology
Earlier in this paper, I outlined the functional approach to linguistic theory that has
been developed largely from the work of Halliday during the 1970s (Halliday and
Mattheissen 2004), and ways in which this theory has extended into visual analysis as
well.
The model and terminology are relatively similar for both verbal and visual
analysis, drawing primarily on Halliday and Mattheissen (2004) - starting with the
level of Genre, as determined by the culture, and Register, as determined by specific
situations within that culture (Eggins, 2004). Within any situation there are three
constructs: Field, Tenor and Mode - the content of a situation, the types of
interactions and relations established through the situation, and the nature of the
communication itself (Young and Fitzgerald, 2006, pp.216-217). These constructs are
expressed through three metafunctions or types of meaning: Ideational (Field),
Interpersonal (Tenor) and Textual (Mode).
From this point on the methodologies of visual and verbal analysis certainly
retain some similarity, but with different resources being analyzed, there is certainly
some divergence in terminology. Below is the summary of some of the variations on
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the labels assigned to each of the metafunctions by theorists whose work informs this
study:

Language
Halliday and
Mattheissen
(2004)
Visual
Kress and van
Leeuwen (2006)
O'Toole (1994)
Lemke (1998)
Knox (2007)

Field

Tenor

Mode

Ideational

Interpersonal

Textual

Ideational

Interpersonal

Textual

Representational
Representational
Representational

Modal
Orientational
Interpersonal

Compositional
Organizational
Organizational

Are these terms interchangeable? They are to a point - although this is not to suggest
the methodological approaches implied by them are identical. For this study
specifically, Lemke's (1998) terminology will be adapted, though used
interchangeably with the traditional Ideational/Interpersonal/Textual which is retained
in the most recent and most comprehensive (from the methodological standpoint)
resource, Kress and van Leeuwen's second edition of Reading Images (2006). The
rationale for this is twofold. Firstly, this helps keep verbal and visual analysis parallel
but separate, making connections between the two where they apply, but maintaining
a distinction where the resources for expressing these types of meaning are simply too
different between the two modes. Secondly, Lemke's (1998) terminology, in my view,
better reflects what visuals - especially photographs - generally do within media
discourse (and certainly within the analyzed data): they 'represent' (rather than create)
what is already understood to be a reality, in ways which are much more direct than
verbal resources; they 'orient' the viewers very directly in ways which go beyond
interpersonal relations, and of which the notion of modality is only one (albeit very
important) aspect; and they function to 'organize' discourse within and around them for which, again, I find 'composition' too narrow and 'textuality' too closely related
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to linguistic terms. It is useful to keep a distinction between linguistic and visual
analysis within multimodal studies, and therefore I use Lemke's (1998) terminology
where this distinction needs to be made clear in the present study.
As already noted, most of the current theoretical approaches to functional
analysis of visuals draw on methods originally laid out by O'Toole (1994). O'Toole's
approach certainly draws on visual art and art theory, and although a significant part
of his categorizations apply to artworks specifically, much of it retains its relevance
and, with adjustments, is made much more universally applicable than the title may
first suggest. O'Toole adopts a metafunctional framework, and divides the realizations
of each of the three types of meaning into four different units or levels of delicacy Work, Episode, Figure and Member - which, while certainly applicable outside of art
as such, are certainly geared more towards accounting for complex conceptual
structures which are not generally present in everyday media (such as the news
discourse examined in this study). A textual component that is essentially grounded in
art theory is the idea of the 'Gestalt' - a compositional 'wholeness' of sorts within an
image, components of which are highly relevant to all imagery.
As a starting point for developing the analytical methodology for this study,
O'Toole's (1994) model is summarized below:
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Units \ Functions
WORK

REPRESENTATIONAL
Narrative themes
Scenes
Portrayals
Interplays of episodes

EPISODE

Actions, events
Agents-patients-goals
Focal/side sequence
Interplay of actions

FIGURE

Character
Object
Act/Stance/Gesture
Clothing Component

MEMBER

Part of body/object
Natural form

MODAL
Rhythm
Modality
Gaze
Frame
Light
Perspective
Relative
Prominence
Scale
Centrality
Interplay of
Modalities
Gaze
Contrast:
Scale
Stance
Line
Characterization
Light
Colour
Stylization

COMPOSITIONAL
Gestalt: Proportion
Framing Geometry
Horizontals Line
Verticals
Rhythm
Diagonals
Colour
Relative position in
work
Alignment of forms
Interplay of forms
Coherence of forms
Relative position in
episode
Parallelism/Opposition
Subframing

Cohesion
Reference
(Parallel/Contrast/
Rhythm)

Here one can see ways in which each type of meaning is realized at different levels of
detail within visual discourse. Further in this chapter, aspects of this model and their
incorporation into work of other theorists (Lemke, 1998; Kress and van Leeuwen,
2006) will be clarified and discussed. It is presented here in order to illustrate a
functional, relatively inclusive set of analytical tools, which is what I aim to assemble
in this chapter, before proceeding to analysis of the data.
Using Kress and van Leeuwen (2006) as a primary guide, and drawing on the
theoretical work of O'Toole (1994), Lemke (1998, 2002, 2004, 2005), Kress and van
Leeuwen (1992, 2001, 2002), van Leeuwen (2005) Jewitt and Oyama (2001), Iedema
(2003) as well as applications of multimodal approaches by Chouliaraki (2005, 2006a,
2006b), Knox (2007), Machin (2004), Machin and van Leeuwen (2005), van Leeuwen
and Jaworski (2002) and others, I propose the following model for analysis in the
present study:
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3.2.1 - Adjusted Analytical Framework
Ideational/Representational
•

Narrative Structures
o Processes
• Transactional vs. Non-Transactional
o Vectors
o Participants
• Individual vs. Diffused
o Circumstances

•

Conceptual Structures
o Classificational Structures (Taxonomies)
o Analytical Structures
• Topographic Structure
• Topological Structure
• Temporal Structure
o Symbolic Structures
Interpersonal/Orientational

•

Perspective (Attitude)
o Size of Frame (Distance)
o Horizontal Angle
• Frontal vs. Oblique: Engagement
o Vertical Angle
• High vs. Low: Power
• Gaze: Offer/Demand
o Narrativization / Origin of Perspective
• Ordinary vs. Privileged Positions

•

Modality
o Depth of Perspective
o Clarity/Detail - Participants, Background
o Colour - Differentiation, Modulation, Saturation
o Lighting
o Coding Orientation
• Naturalistic
• Sensory
• Technological
Textual/Organizational

•

Coherence
o Genre (generic type)
o Function within text
o Patterns of reference
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•

Cohesion
o Framing
o Salience
o Linearity
o Information Value
• Left/Right (Given/New)
• Top/Bottom (Ideal/Real)
• Centre/Margins

This set of features informs the analysis presented in Chapter 4. The rest of
this chapter will proceed to explain, expand and clarify the features listed above, with
special consideration for the ideological work they can be used to accomplish.

3.3 Ideational / Representational Function
As Kress and van Leeuwen (2006) suggest, resources used in conveying ideational or
representational meanings must be "able to represent objects and their relations in a
world outside the representational system." (p.42) Ideational resources, in other words,
are a system of choices used to establish a field of discourse (Young and Fitzgerald,
2006, p.220) through which a reader/viewer may know what activity is taking place
(i.e. being described or portrayed). Speaking strictly in terms of visual discourse,
Knox (2007) states that "Representational meanings function to portray the
experience, or a version of 'the way things are' (p.22, emphasis original).

3.3.1 Narrative Structure
One of the most primary element of representational meaning is accomplished
through narrative structure, which includes the three most essential elements of any
situation: processes, participants and circumstances. In visual discourse, participants
are defined as distinct, salient, readily recognizable entities. They can perform active
and passive roles (e.g. Actors and Goals). Processes are essentially relations, actions
and reactions in which the participants are involved; these can be non-transactional
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and transactional, and are generally indicated by a system of vectors (linear,
directional structures within the image) and geometrical symbolism. Circumstances
are generally formed by less salient, secondary entities within images which are in
non-vector-based relations with the primary participants. (Kress and van Leeuwen,
2006)
Within the system of narrative choices, one of the most powerful ways to
present ideological positions lies simply in the inclusion or exclusion of participants,
processes, circumstance or their aspects. In any type of imagery, it is virtually
impossible to represent all aspects of a participant, process or circumstance. What is
represented is termed by Kress and van Leeuwen (2006) as 'criterial aspects' of an
object: "it is never the 'whole object', but only ever its criterial aspects which are
represented" (p.7). The conception of criterial aspects in an image translates directly
into the representational resources it employs.
The choice of what is to be represented needs to be made for any image - and
can be made in a very strategic fashion, suggesting that the criterial aspects of an
object or action presented in the image are a true and exhaustive representation of this
object or action. This can be reinforced through patterns where the same selection of
criterial aspects is made over multiple images. Within the data, for example, a pattern
is observed where in Coalition vehicles, items like weapons and antennas always
figure prominently (and are thus criterial in the context) but humans are entirely or
almost entirely absent - contributing to the pattern of inanimate agency, which greatly
assists in the framing of war as a technical process, thereby distancing the viewer
from ethical questioning or sense or responsibility.
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3.3.1.1 Processes
The simplest way to explain processes is through a brief discussion of the same
concept linguistic analysis, where processes are essentially what is realized by verbs actions, events and states. Processes necessarily include at least one participant
(although certain structures can be used to conceal this participant); they can also
include multiple participants involved in transactions. In systemic-functional
linguistics, the following process types are distinguished: material (denoting action),
mental (thoughts, emotions, senses), verbal (communication), behavioural (patterns of
behaviour), and relational (existence, identity, possession) (Eggins, 2004).
In visual terms, most narrative processes are expressed through vectorparticipant relationships; in static imagery, geometric symbolism plays a particularly
important role in denoting processes (Kress and van Leeuwen, 2006). Material,
mental, verbal and behavioural processes expressed verbally translate relatively
directly into visual meanings:
Visual narrative processes
Non-transactional action
Unidirectional transactional action
Event
Bidirectional transactional action
Non-transactional reaction
Transactional reaction
Mental process
Verbal process
-

Conversion
(Kress and van Leeuwen, 2006, p.78)

Linguistic narrative clauses
One-participant material process
('action')
Two-participant material process
Passive transactional clause with agent
deletion
-

Behavioural process (field of looking)
Mental process: perception (visual only)
Mental process (cognition and affection)
Verbal process (quotation)
Verbal process (affection)
-

Relational processes, which include Existential, Attributive, Identifying and
Possessive relations, are generally expressed visually through conceptual structures
(Kress and van Leeuwen, 2006, p.59), discussed further below.
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The choice of processes is a strategic one, and can influence the entire
interpretation of discourse by altering the nature of the narrative being presented. For
the purposes of this study, a particular focus will be on distinguishing transactional
and non-transactional action processes, and reactions. Action processes can be
represented in very concrete and transactional terms, or in abstract and nontransactional terms. For instance Chouliaraki (2005, 2006b) focuses significantly on
tendencies to favour representing abstract, highly generalized, and technical processes
over concrete, transactional material actions. In the present study, for instance, the
difference between choosing an illustration of a soldier in the process of walking, a
soldier in the process of shooting, a soldier smiling, or a soldier expressing anger to
accompany an article about a military unit has a significant effect on the way the role
of this unit will be interpreted by the reader/viewer.
3.3.1.2 Vectors
As noted above, narrative processes are visually realized through vectors. Kress and
van Leeuwen (2006) define vectors as directional structures formed by strongly
defined lines within an image: "In pictures, these vectors are formed by depicted
elements that form an oblique line, often a quite strong, diagonal line [...] The vector
may be formed by bodies or limbs or tools [...] but there are many other ways to turn
represented elements into diagonal lines of action." (p.59) The strength of vectors and
the clarity of their representation may vary; a strongly defined vector generally
implies a dominant narrative or, in material terms, a powerful action. One of the ways
in which vectors are commonly realized in abstract, diagrammatic imagery is through
the use of arrows and triangular forms which explicitly produce diagonals and
symbolically indicate direction. Vectors define narrative structures - they are
something narrative structures have and conceptual structures do not.
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Vectors can realize transactional processes by pointing from one participant to
another, or non-transactional processes by pointing outward from a single participant.
It is possible, especially in abstract imagery, for vectors to be represented without
clearly-defined participants, thus concealing or at least abstracting agency. The key
aspect of vectors is their directionality: any vector must, as Kress and van Leeuwen
(2006) suggest, indicate a direction: "features of directionality must always be present
if the structure is to realize a narrative representation" (p.59). This directionality is
easily realized in abstract imagery; in more naturalistic images, it frequently relies on
subtle structuring of diagonal lines, or the orientation of participants and the viewer's
ability to recognize them - for instance, any person in the modern Western society
looking at an image of a car on a road should be able to recognize which direction the
car is suggested to be moving in, simply through the car's external features.
Otherwise, if there are strongly-defined but directionless linear structures in an image,
Kress and van Leeuwen (2006) suggest these to be realizations of analytical structures,
showing relations between participants, rather than narrative vectors which indicate
actions and events.

3.3.1.3 Participants
As already noted above, participants represented visually in an image are defined as
distinct, salient entities (Kress and van Leeuwen, 2006, p.48) that are distinguished
and connected by relative positioning, size, and vectors - in other words, involved in
or connected through processes. They can take active roles (actors, sensers) - being
the origin or subject of a process, or passive roles (goal, phenomenon) - being the
receiver or object of a process. Under certain conditions, participants can be
unrepresented - implied, positioned outside the frame or concealed, in a similar way
that passives can be used in text to withhold overt agency (Eggins, 2006).
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The choice of represented participants is of paramount importance in any
discourse. The choice to include or exclude a participant, or place a particular type of
participant in an agent or goal role, is an ideologically powerful one. In discourse
related to war, this is all the more important - since the reality of war is material
violence and suffering. Chouliaraki (2005, 2006a) notes that pity and responsibility
for suffering can be assigned or, conversely, denied through choices of representative
participants. In the TV imagery Chouliaraki observed on BBC, "The sufferer of the
bombing is represented largely in non-human terms. [...] The sufferer is also
verbalized as a diffused entity." (Chouliaraki, 2006a, p.272) This means that in
representing the material processes of war (i.e. bombing, in this case), the entities
representing the sufferer were non-human ('targets', 'positions') and often presented
as diffused entities ('the city') - rather than as individual people. "Unlike the
references to 'anti-aircraft gunners' or 'emergency teams,' which are simultaneously
visualized in a spectacular manner, the 'ordinary Iraqi' is a significant visual absence"
(p.273). There are significant ideological implications to this: inanimate, distributed
entities are not something that is capable of suffering, and are not something that the
viewers/readers can directly identify with and sympathise - rather, only something
they can observe. This is enhanced by the actors in the process of war being treated in
the same way: "the diffusion of the persecutor [means that] representation of
suffering in this piece of the footage systematically steers away from the emotional
engagement with the figures of pity and proposes the spectator to watch a different
approach to the element of suffering." (p.273) As noted earlier, this approach offers
the viewer the possibility to observe the war as 'sublime' - an aesthetically- and
historically-significant spectacle. Similar observations are also made by Machin and
van Leeuwen (2005) in their study of war discourse in video games - where they
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suggest that rather than being presented as individuals, participants in violence are
represented generically and 'collectivized'. They also emphasize the importance of
naming and categorization of participants: only the actors towards which the player is
intended to have a relation (positive or negative) are named, with others simply placed
into categories such as 'enemies', 'civilians' and 'elite soldiers' - a n d visualized
according to group characteristics rather than individual ones. This, again, places the
player in a position to observe the discourse impersonally and focus on aesthetic
elements and appearances, while remaining distant from any individual suffering.
Thus, in the present study the types of participants represented and ways in
which they are identified - as animate or inanimate, individual or diffused - will be
carefully observed.

3.3.1.4 Circumstances
According to Kress and van Leeuwen (2006), circumstances in visuals are non-vector
relations and items in the discourse that do not appear to have a direct role in the
process, but rather indicate peripheral meanings - Setting, Means and
Accompaniment (p.72). Setting is frequently realized through the objects and
attributes of the image's background; Means is essentially an instrumental relation
whereby an action is accomplished by an actor with the help of an object (e.g. a
soldier shooting by means of a gun); and Accompaniment is realized through visual
collocation that places an object in the same context as a participant, but without
specifying a role for it.
In linguistic analysis, Eggins (2005) also outlines circumstances of Manner,
Extent (time), Cause, Matter and Role. Although most of these are usually expressed
through conceptual structures in visuals, one could argue that it is at least possible for
Manner to appear in much the same fashion as means or accompaniment - for
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example in the data, there are a number of images where one could argue that smoke
trails from rockets or wakes from ships indicate the speed and power with which the
action takes place (although these could be simply classed as vectors). Extent, Cause,
Matter and Role are more symbolic types of meaning which are difficult to depict
overtly through narrative representation, and in visuals are primarily expressed
through conceptual structures, which are discussed further below.
In the present study, circumstances will be examined as far as possible.
Presentation of setting, in particular, can be a strategic choice in regards to having the
viewer identify with, or conversely - be distanced from, a scene presented in the
image. A rich, recognizable background makes a scene more specific and identifiable;
absence of background, conversely, abstracts the scene - along with the actions and
participants it contains. In his study of stock photographs used in the press, Machin
(2004) observes a consistent pattern of decontextualization - which implies
abstraction of backgrounds, or even their outright removal. This has increasingly
become a standard in photographs appearing in the press, which as Machin suggests
increasingly favours re-usable, generic stock images over specific, contextualized
photos: "by means of decontextualization a photograph is more easily inserted into
different contexts, and acquires a 'conceptual' feel" (p.320) This 'conceptual feel' is
in itself an abstraction and distancing strategy, since as Machin notes, "image bank
images tend to lose their origin in time and space" (p.325), thus presenting the viewer
with a perspective that is devoid of specificity, which is achieved through poorlyarticulated circumstances. As many of the publicity photographs discussed in the
analysis originate in military and private image banks, this is a very relevant
consideration in this study.
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In certain cases, choosing to represent an entity as a circumstance rather than a
participant is also a significant ideological choice. As Machin and van Leeuwen (2005)
observe in the Black Hawk Down video game and film, civilians are frequently
backgrounded in the presentation (p. 135), which does not remove them from the
discourse, but by treating them as circumstances rather than participants the discourse
minimizes the player's identification with their suffering: they are merely a part of the
setting and to a large extent a cause, but they have no interactive role and thus become
in effect less human.
Finally, circumstances in visuals can be an important way of specifying
processes and participants. Machin (2004), in discussing the role of props in stock
photography, notes that "Props are used to connote not only the setting but also the
identities of the actors and the nature of activities, but in terms of 'types' rather than
individual entities" (p.322) He suggests, for instance, that a model could be
photographed with a laptop (as accompaniment) and would be understood to be a
businesswoman; then, the same model could put on a hard hat and be understood as a
construction worker. These collocations can be a powerful symbolic strategy to
represent groups and types, and is certainly very important in a context where it may
be ideologically advantageous to typify 'soldiers', 'civilians' and 'enemies' and thus
diffuse identities of individuals that may be part of them.
Given the nature of the data, analysis in this study concentrates primarily on
circumstances of setting and considers contextualization/decontextualization as one of
the most important strategic choices.

3.3.2 Conceptual Structures
While narrative structures form the core of ideational meaning in visual discourse,
there are aspects of representation which they do not capture. Consider, for instance,
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the earlier discussion of processes, where relations (as represented in language
through relational processes) are generally presented in ways other than vectorparticipant relations. A more extended definition of representational meaning,
provided by Lemke (1998), is as follows:
In visual depiction, this is the figural or representational function that presents
to us a scene whose elements we can recognize and which have
comprehensible relations to one another in terms of the typical scripts of that
scene. This is what tells us what we are being shown, what is supposed to be
"there", to be happening, or what relations are being constructed among the
elements presented, (p.93)
The recognition of identities, 'comprehensible relations' and 'typical scripts' relies in
large measure on conceptual structures within visuals.
Kress and van Leeuwen (2006) define three categories of conceptual structures
in visuals: Classification structures (taxonomies), Analytical structures (part-whole
relations), and Symbolic structures. Needless to say, conceptual structure is of
particular importance to complex, technical imagery which needs to account for more
than simply surface appearance of processes and participants - however elements of
conceptual structure are present in naturalistic images as well. Below is a brief
summary of the three types of conceptual structures.

3.3.2.1 Classification Structures (Taxonomies)
Classification structures refer primarily to taxonomical relationships within a context
(Jewitt and Oyama, 2001). Taxonomies can be expressed overtly in diagrammatic
imagery, by directly charting relations between objects, and also covertly elsewhere.
Taxonomies can include multiple levels, with subordinate and super-ordinate
members. Visual similarity in size, shape, and placement suggests the belonging of
objects in the same class and on the same level; difference places objects into
subordinate and super-ordinate roles. (Kress and van Leeuwen, 2006, pp.45-46)
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The simplest and most overt type of Classificational structure is a tree diagram,
where elements are organized into classes directly and relations are determined by
vertical and horizontal placement. However, only one such diagram is found in the
entire data set for this study - and plays a very minor role, in explaining Iraqi
command structure on the CNN website. The more important type of Classificational
structure for this study, then, is covert taxonomy - which is produced through
symmetric sets of participants within an image (Kress and van Leeuwen, 2006), used
to establish classes. In the data, there are images which feature groups of participants
such as soldiers or civilians, sharing similar features and having approximately equal
prominence and position within the image - which helps establish them as classes.
Recalling the pattern of 'typification' noted by Machin (2004) and discussed in the
preceding section on Circumstances, this can be an important strategy in denying
individual identity and diffusing/distributing agent and recipient roles to types and
classes, thus denying the viewer a direct way of identifying with participants and
providing a more abstract, aesthetic outlet for portrayals of suffering (Chouliaraki,
2005, 2006b).

3.3.2.2 Analytical Structures
According to Jewitt and Oyama's (2001) definition, Analytical structures "relate
participants to each other in terms of a part-whole structure" (p. 144). They are thus
mostly concerned with attributive relations. As Kress and van Leeuwen (2006)
indicate, these relations "involve two kinds of participants: one Carrier (the whole)
and any number of Possessive Attributes (the parts)" (p.87). In the context of this
study, examples of Carrier-Attribute relations in photographic imagery would be, for
instance, illustrations of ships (carrier) with antennas, guns, structures on deck
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(attributes); or of soldiers (carrier) in uniform, with helmets and various equipment
(attributes) and so forth.
Both structurally and in terms of purpose, Analytical structures are different
from either Narrative structures or Classificational structures discussed above: "there
is neither a vector (narrative process) nor compositional symmetry and/or a tree
structure (classificational process). It serves to identify a Carrier and to allow viewers
to scrutinize this Carrier's Possessive Attributes" (p.89). The latter point is
particularly important: the focus of Analytical structures, as implied by the title, is to
focus the viewer on analyzing the appearance and attributes of a subject. This is
frequently further enhanced, as Kress and van Leeuwen (2006) suggest, by lowered
modality - especially in the background - in order to allow focus on the Carrier. This
echoes some of what has already been said regarding decontextualization (Machin,
2004) in terms of Circumstances - the focus on attributes is, essentially, an effect
intended by decontextualization. This leads to precisely what Chouliaraki (2005,
2006a) calls 'aesthetization' - a focus on external attributes of the image's subject,
which the viewer examines instead of considering the processes and implications of
the discourse. As will be seen in the data analysis which follows, this is precisely
what often occurs in presentations of weapons and forces.
Besides attribution, there are three specific types of Analytical structure that
are particularly relevant to analysis of technical imagery (though can occur elsewhere):
Topographic, Topological and Temporal structures.
Images where Topographic structure is employed are "read as accurately
representing spatial relations and relative locations of the Possessive Attributes"
(Kress and van Leeuwen, 2006: 98). One particular type of Topographic structure
which is of relevance to this analysis is called an Unstructured Analytical Process,
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which presents "an unstructured map, accurate in scale, but without any visual
indication of the possessive attributes relative to each other" (p.93). Kress and van
Leeuwen (2006) go on to illustrate: "This can be seen, for instance, in advertisements
which display all the parts that make up the engine of a car, or the full range of
products manufactured by an advertiser, in order to impress the viewer with their
sheer abundance" (pp.92-93). This is something that can be seen quite frequently in
BBC imagery; and as the latter part of this example suggests, has a very concrete
effect in terms of orienting the viewer - indeed, impressing him/her through attributes
and quantity, rather than explanation of function. This once again recalls
Chouliaraki's (2005, 2006a) 'aesthetization'.
By contrast to Topographic structure, Topological structure is intended to
accurately represent relations between participants (Kress and van Leeuwen, 2006:
98). This is most obviously used in diagrams showing situations and functions of
subjects. These do, in effect, create narratives - but in very abstract terms that deemphasize concrete, material dimensions (Kress and van Leeuwen (2006) even refer
to these as 'quasi-narratives'). The use of such diagrams, as the data shows, can be a
powerful tool to distance the viewer from suffering, by presenting the processes
which produce it it in terms of relations in diagrams rather than more concrete terms.
Temporal structure refers to various ways in which static images indicate the
flow of time, which is certainly relatively difficult to achieve without some form of
symbolism. This can be done explicitly, through labeling time within an image - but
can also be done implicitly, for instance by placing multiple depictions of the same
participant along a line, with each introducing a gradual change in state (Kress and
van Leeuwen, 2006). Within the data found in this study, use of temporal structure is
certainly limited, and indeed as Chouliaraki (2005, 2006b) and Machin (2004) suggest,
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'timelessness' is a desired quality when abstract, distanced, relatively 'harmless'
portrayals need to be produced.
Thus, Analytical structures deal with part-whole relations and are used when
the viewer's attention needs to be shifted to attributes of a participant rather than any
processes it is engaged in.

3.3.2.3 Symbolic Structures
Symbolic structure refers to the ways of indicating meanings about participants which
are inherent to the participants and their attributes themselves (Kress and van
Leeuwen, 2006). For instance, by being a member of the modern Western society, one
can certainly recognize what traffic light colours mean: colour choices in this may
seem arbitrary, but any driver would certainly be able to recognize the symbolism
behind them. In their (2002) work on semiotics of colour, Kress and van Leeuwen
mention it as something that, within an understood and established cultural system,
can have definite symbolic meaning: "Starting with the ideational function, colour
clearly can be used to denote specific people, places and things as well as classes of
people, places and things, and more general ideas." (p.347) Likewise, in visual
discourse related to military action, one can frequently recognize soldiers, civilians,
and vehicles by external colours - which is something images in this data certainly do
take advantage of.
One can also recall Machin (2004) and his discussion of the role of
circumstances or attributes in creating instantly recognizable types - arguably, in
large part through symbolic structure. Machin draws an interesting parallel between
Medieval descriptions of saints and models in stock photographs: just as Biblical
saints were recognized by items they carried or their dress in iconic images, so do
modern Western people readily recognize types - be they businessmen, construction
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workers, soldiers or innocent civilians - by their appearance and items that
accompany them. Their "individuality has been fully 'appropriated' [...] by the type
they are to represent" (p.323), Machin argues.
The importance of symbolism is to signal such types and identities to the
viewer. It is particularly useful in considering some aspects of the appearance of
military units (for instance, it is not difficult to identify a modern military plane
simply by its shape), and distinguishing types of participants and, therefore, their
suggested roles in the discourse.

3.4 Interpersonal / Orientational Function
The second function of any discourse is to convey interpersonal meanings, and
thereby orient a viewer within the discourse. Knox (2007) offers the following
definition: "Interpersonal meanings position the content of a text in relation to the
producer and receiver, and in doing so construct a relationship between them." (p.22).
A viewer is oriented relative to the discourse in two primary ways - firstly, through
his/her implied positioning relative to participants and processes in an image
(attitude/perspective), and secondly through ways in which the image articulates
representations to appear true or 'real' to greater or lesser extents (modality) (van
Leeuwen, 2005). Lemke (2002, 2004, 2005) suggests that the antecedents of this type
of meaning lie in personal and community-based values and attitudes: "These are the
meanings by which we orient to each other in action and feeling, and to our
community in terms of point of view, attitudes, and values" (p.305). Discussion of
social and cultural antecedents for preferred attitudes (and thus orientations) will be
included in analysis.
The rest of this part of the chapter will deal with two primary aspects of
orientational meaning: perspective and modality.
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3.4.1 Perspective (Attitude)
Perspective is the way a viewer is literally positioned within an image. Within any
type of static imagery which seeks to reproduce a naturalistic type of perspective
(which is overwhelmingly common in Western culture, the viewer observes the scene
from a fixed point, and through a fixed frame. The authors of any image select this
perspective, and have a number of powerful ways of influencing the viewer's attitude
at their disposal.
Any perspective consists of the following primary elements: size of frame (or
distance), horizontal angle and vertical angle.

3.4.1.1 Size of Frame (Distance)
Size of frame refers to the relative size of a given participant to the total size of the
frame (i.e. outer limits of the whole image), and can also be referred to as distance which, while technically incorrect (there is no such thing as distance in a twodimensional static image), accurately describes the effect of the size of frame on a
viewer's perception. This distance, however, is not simply physical. Consider the
following account of the implications of size of frame configurations:
Images can bring people, places and things close to the viewer or 'keep them
at arm's length'. In everyday interaction the norms of social relations
determine the distance we keep from each other. This translates into the 'size
of frame' of shots. To see people close up is to see them in the way we would
normally only see people with whom we are more or less intimately
acquainted. Every detail of their face and their expression is visible. We are so
close to them we could almost touch them. They reveal their individuality and
their personality. To see people from a distance is to see them in the way we
would normally only see strangers, people whose lives do not touch on ours.
We see them in outline, impersonally, as types rather than as individuals. This
does not mean of course that the people we see represented in close-up are
actually close to us, or vice versa. It means they are represented as though they
belong or should belong to 'our group', and that the viewer is thereby
addressed as a certain kind of person. (Jewitt and Oyama, 2001, p. 146)
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This effect is certainly most sharply apparent with human participants; however it
extends to inanimate objects as well. For instance, as Kress and van Leeuwen (2006)
state, a perspective which positions the viewer close to an object creates an
impression - "as if he or she is using the machine, reading the book or the map,
preparing or eating the food" (p. 125). A size of frame is considered to represent close
distance when the subject of the image exceeds the size of the frame, with only parts
of it visible within the image. This impression can be further enhanced by cutaways
and representation of only specific parts of a subject rather than the whole. While
socially the closest, this presentation can be confusing. Kress and van Leeuwen (2006)
suggest that medium distance, where the subject is shown in full but without
exceeding the size of frame, is often favoured in photographic imagery. In this way,
features of the appearance of the object can still be shown in relatively high detail,
while also showing its overall form. This is a distance that is generally preferred in
advertising, and considered to represent a relatively privileged position (pp.125-126).
At longer distances, where the subject only fills a small part of the frame, the social
distance is much greater: "there is an invisible barrier between the viewer and the
object. The object is there for our contemplation only, out of reach" (p. 128) - in other
words, it is out of the viewer's access, providing a view from "behind the gates"
(p. 128) only.
The difference which size of frame makes is one of social distance; generally
speaking, the closer the perspective, the closer the relation suggested between the
viewer and the reality represented in the image.
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3.4.1.2 Horizontal Angle
The horizontal angle in visual orientations relies on a simple geometric effect: the
relationship between horizontal planes of the viewer and the scene inside the image.
An image can present a scene from oblique or frontal angles - which, as Kress and
van Leeuwen (2006) stress, "is not strictly an either/or distinction" (p. 135) - an image
can be predominantly frontal or predominantly oblique, but each of these includes a
range of possible angles, the precise limits of which depend more on the viewer's
subjective perception than on any specific geometric measurements. If an image is
sufficiently detailed and presented in naturalistic perspective, parallel horizontal lines
leading outward from the viewer (such as walls of buildings, for example) will
converge at either one or two points if traced far enough. These convergence points
can lie either within the frame or outside it. If there is a single convergence point, and
it appears within the frame, the angle is considered to be frontal. If there are two
convergence points that lie well outside the frame, the angle is considered oblique.
What is the implication of horizontal angle? Kress and van Leeuwen (2006)
summarize this as follows:
The difference between the oblique and the frontal angle is the difference
between detachment and involvement. The horizontal angle encodes whether
the image-producer (and hence, willy-nilly, the viewer) is 'involved' with the
represented participants or not. The frontal angle says, as it were, 'What you
see here is part of our world, something we are involved with'. The oblique
angle says, 'What you see here is not part of our world; it is their world,
something we are not involved with.' (p. 136)
The difference, thus, is one of involvement or engagement. With maximally frontal
perspective, a viewer is drawn directly into a scene and into engagement (or, possibly,
'confrontation') with its participants - placed into the same 'world' as them. With
maximally oblique perspective, the viewer is disengaged from the scene and takes on
the role of observer - with participants being treated as 'phenomena' to be observed,
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rather than entities or person engaging the viewer (p. 138). Between these, there is a
range of options within the system, which Kress and van Leeuwen (2006) describe as
"degrees o f ourness' and 'theirness'" (p. 139) which are regulated by horizontal angle.
Finally, there is also an inverse variation of the frontal view - a back view, where the
viewer's perspective puts him/her behind a participant. This can be used to suggest
extreme disengagement, but also, as Kress and van Leeuwen (2006) suggest - trust, as
exposing one's back to an observer can instinctively be considered a risk. A viewer
placed behind a human participant is in a position of maximum safety - since in this
case the participant can also be interpreted as a protector.

3.4.1.3 Vertical Angle
Vertical angle in visual representations, determined by how high or low a viewer's
perspective is relative to the subject or scene of the image, mediates power relations.
As Kress and van Leeuwen (2006) summarize, "if a represented participant is seen
from a high angle, then the relation between the interactive participants (the producer
of the image, and hence also the viewer) and the represented participants as one in
which the interactive participant has power over the represented participant - the
represented participant is seen from the point of view of power" (p. 140) - and vice
versa.
Low vertical angle (relative to the represented participant) can be used when a
subject needs to be shown in a way that is impressive, powerful, or even threatening;
high vertical angle suggests control, relative safety, and perhaps most importantly privilege in relation to the represented participant. The choice of vertical angle can be
used to place the viewer into favourable or unfavourable positions relative to a subject,
and thus help align or distance a viewer from it. This is a powerful method of
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orienting the viewer, and is all the more effective in combination with the other two
aspects of perspective, which is detailed below.

3.4.1.4 Perspective - Combination
Researchers whose work has been mentioned so far in this study have found patterns
of perspective to be very important in enforcing ideological positions in the discourse.
It is standard practice in visual analysis to code the three primary aspects of
perspective (Size of Frame, Vertical Angle, Horizontal Angle). Machin and van
Leeuwen (2005), for instance, distinguish between features such as 'MLS' (medium
long shot), CS (close shot); 'sideview', 'front view'; 'high', 'low' and so on. The way
in which these features influence social distance, engagement and power is very
explicit and important.
As Chouliaraki finds in her (2005) study of TV presentations of the U.S. war
on Iraq on BBC, the viewer tends to get 'fixed' in a certain perspective, becoming
static and showing one specific view of the war instead of moving through space and
showing multiple perspectives on the war. In the case of BBC TV imagery in March
2003, Chouliaraki finds that the most predominant perspective is that seen from the
hotel where reporters are positioned - a broad panorama of Baghdad taken from a
relatively high position, with the strikes seen as flashes in the distance. In her (2006a)
publication on the same topic, Chouliaraki calls this a 'detached perspective' - "the
perspective of 'detached' observation makes a distinct claim to impartiality as
opposed to the 'involved' perspective, and, therefore, it construes a distinct type of
public space within which the spectator makes decisions about the suffering he or she
witnesses" (p.266). She goes on to suggest that this combination of perspective
features (long distance, oblique and high angle) has a powerful effect on identifying
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the viewer's place and restricting the interpretations of the discourse that the viewer
could make:
Despite the total visibility that this view offers, or precisely because of this,
spectators of the 'update' are simultaneously kept resolutely outside the scene
of action. They are onlookers, watching the action from a safe distance. One
consequence of the combination between distance and total visibility is
'detached' observation, a witness position that turns the reality of the war into
a tableau vivant. (p.267)
Another way in which involvement relates to perspective, through distance as well as
angle, is provided by Kress and van Leeuwen (2006), who state that at closer distance,
the relations between viewer and participants/objects are "dialogic", while at longer
distances they become "monologic" (p. 129). It is thus reasonable to assume that if
authors of an image seek to engage the viewer in observation (instead of direct
involvement) and suggest interpretations rather than encourage discussion, they will
choose 'detached', 'monologic' perspectives from longer distances and oblique, high
angles. Patterns of these features will be noted carefully in subsequent analysis.

3.4.1.5 Narrativization
One basic question regarding perspective is: when perspective is present in an image,
whose perspective does one see? In other words, what/whose position would a viewer
need to be in to obtain the same view in the real world?
Kress and van Leeuwen (2006) use the term 'narrativization' to describe
specific origins of perspective, stating that "in many cases there is no immediately
apparent motivation for the point of view (and for size of frame)" (p. 143). The
viewer 'intrudes' into a picture, to be placed in a position of that or other participant
within the context, giving him/her a virtual role in the discourse. "One can, and
perhaps should, always ask, 'Who could see this scene in this way?', 'Where would
one have to be to see this scene in this way, and what sort of person would one have
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to be to occupy that space?'" (p. 143). This can be a powerful alignment strategy, as a
viewer would naturally be aligned with the participant role from which the image is
taken, and relations implied by that role.
Recalling Chouliaraki's (2005, 2006a) notion of'detached' perspective, it is
also important to consider whose perspectives are denied in a given discourse. There
are many different ways to witness the same event, with video technology as
pervasive as it is, views from involved perspectives in a war are possible - but only a
limited number of these are presented in war discourse. Machin and van Leeuwen
(2005) likewise emphasize this theme in their study of Black Hawk Down, where the
viewer is consistently positioned in perspectives which favour involvement with U.S.
soldiers, but are detached from not only the 'enemy' combatants, but also the civilians.
A particularly unusual perspective can be used to simply draw attention to the
subject and its attributes - for instance, aerial photography of ships from medium
distance, which is used extensively in the data for this study by both BBC and CNN,
is something that can only be done with special equipment, special access and military
cooperation, and no doubt at great cost and beyond the access of an ordinary observer.
The resulting photographs are, however, aesthetically striking to an ordinary viewer as they place him/her in a privileged position that would otherwise be inaccessible.

3.4.1.6 Perspective in Scientific Images
On the surface, it would seem perspective is largely irrelevant in scientific or
technical imagery - after all, even the most elaborate scientific drawings only
partially articulate perspective depth. A lack of complex perspective, however, also
has its effects. Kress and van Leeuwen (2006) note that most scientific images
(technical drawings, diagrams, maps, charts) use either directly frontal or top-down
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angles - which are powerful and 'priviliged' because they "neutralize the distortions
that usually come with perspective, because they neutralize perspective itself (p. 144).
This is accomplished in two different ways: "The frontal angle is the angle of 'this is
how it works', 'this is how you use it', 'this is how you do it'. The top-down angle, on
the other hand, is the angle of maximum power. It is orientated towards 'theoretical',
objective knowledge. It contemplates the world from a god-like point of view"
(p. 145). This claim to objectivity is a powerful one - and certainly is used
productively outside of scientific discourse. This type of images increasingly pervades
more 'everyday' discourses, including the media - which is certainly reflected in the
data for this study.
Of course, perspective has also been gradually filtering into these popularized
uses of technical imagery. This will be considered further below, in the discussion of
Coding Orientations.

3.4.1.7 Gaze
One last aspect of perspective, which relates specifically to human (or at least animate)
participants, is gaze. Gaze is mediated through eye contact and facing, and realizes the
system of offer and demand. When human participants are involved, gaze can be used
to indicate a relation between participants - and involve the viewer directly and in
powerful ways. Combined with a low vertical angle (which indicates power) and
frontal perspective (which indicates maximum engagement), direct eye contact can
place a direct demand on the viewer (Kress and van Leeuwen, 2006)- in a way similar
to imperative mood in linguistic analysis (Eggins, 2004). A particularly powerful,
confrontational form of demand is a threat and can cause the viewer to take on a
hostile attitude towards a represented participant. Combined with high angle it can
instead indicate offer and create a submissive relationship between viewer and
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represented participants. Aversion of eye contact can disengage the viewer from the
discourse and make it more difficult for him/her to identify with the represented
participants. Averted gaze can also simply indicate the viewer's involvement in 'selfreflexive', mental processes (Kress and van Leeuwen, 2006, pp.120-121), a high
degree of concentration. When seeking to distance the viewer from the discourse, it is
advantageous to avoid direct gaze. When seeking to, conversely, align the viewer with
a particular position (or set of participants) in the discourse, gaze can be used to great
effect.
Thus, gaze and facing realize the system of demand, and contribute to
engagement and power relations between viewer and represented participants when
humans are prominently displayed in an image.

3.4.1.8 Perspective and Privilege
The notion of privilege has already been mentioned in relation to perspective in
several instances - especially in reference to distance and vertical angle, and due to its
centrality to some of the arguments made in the present study, I would like to clarify
precisely what type of perspective are implied by this term.
A privileged perspective displays most of the following features:
•
•
•
•
•
•

presents a view from an unusual but aesthetically-interesting point in space
presented in high technical quality and with high articulation of modal
resources
made with active cooperation from the subject
uses high angle to place the viewer in a safe, powerful position relative to
subject
uses partially frontal angle to indicate some measure of engagement between
viewer and subject
uses moderate distance to distance the viewer somewhat, but at the same time
keep the clearest, most detailed and complete view of the subject possible

Privileged positions are a powerful way to align the viewer, who is much more likely
to identify with subjects on which they have privileged perspectives. As shown later
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in the data, this particular distinction is one of the most primary ways in which an 'us
and them' position is established in relation to Coalition and Iraqi forces.
3.4.2 Modality
O'Toole (1994) defines the entire system of Interpersonal/Orientation meaning as
'Modal', placing particular emphasis on this set of semiotic resources. In any
framework, it is certainly of no lesser importance in orienting the viewer than the
system of perspective.
The system of modality originates from linguistic analysis, where it is
expressed through auxiliaries, adjectives and adverbs. Eggins (2004), based on
Halliday (1978), distinguishes between modalization and modulation, the first of
which expresses degrees of certainty and usuality (p. 172), and the latter - degrees of
obligation or inclination (p. 179). For instance, consider the difference between
degrees of inclination in "I might do it", "I probably will do it", "I will do it", "I will
certainly do it", "I absolutely will do it". Modality can be both positive and negative,
and range from unmarked to highly modalized or modulated. Highly articulated
modality is marked - it draws attention to itself, and beyond a certain point can be
over-articulated and regarded as excessive, untrustworthy hedging.
The same, essentially, is true of visual modality, although the resources
through which it is realized are quite different, and include aspects of depth, detail,
colour and lighting in an image, which will be considered further below. Visual
modality can be high or low, with the distinction summarized as follows:
LOW MODALITY = ideal, usual, normal, abstract, typical, generalized
HIGH MODALITY = real, unusual, abnormal, concrete, individual, specific
(adapted from Kress and van Leeuwen, 2006, p. 154)
As this suggests, the concepts of'reality' or naturalism, and the question of norm, are
of foremost importance in visual modality. Visual modality is always judged against
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naturalistic norms in a particular medium - which are determined by current norms of
a medium, as Kress and van Leeuwen (2006) suggest - "visual modality rests on
culturally and historically determined standards of what is real and what is not, and
not on the objective correspondence of the visual image to a reality defined in some
ways independently of it." (p. 163) For instance in photography, the norms of contrast,
colouring and sharpness which are considered naturalistic are determined solely by
the median quality of photographs that are commonly seen in common situations in
modern society. These norms would have been very different a hundred years ago, for
instance. When these norms of the medium at a given time are exceeded, "an image
becomes 'more than real' - an effect which can be achieved not only in art (and is
often the favoured modality in Surrealism), but also by means of the special
techniques, materials and equipment of studio photography" (p. 163). Articulation of
visual modality is thus a system of semiotic choices that can be used strategically and with increasingly sophisticated and at the same time accessible technology for
producing and altering photographs at a high level of fidelity, notions of naturalism
and the 'real' are being challenged. This is reflected on the pages of current media as Machin's (2004) study of stock, studio-produced, decontextualized photography
and its increasing domination over 'real', context-specific photographs that were
previously a dominant type of visuals seen in the press. It is still, however, possible to
speak of naturalism in broad terms, as the ordinary, unaltered photograph is still a
notable presence in media and elsewhere.
The set of eight modality markers proposed in Kress and van Leeuwen's
Reading Images (2006) is summarized below:
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(1) Colour Saturation - a scale running from full colour saturation to
absence of colour (black and white)
(2) Colour Differentiation - a scale running from maximally diversified
range of colours to monochrome
(3) Colour Modulation - a scale running to a fully modulated range of
colours with many shades to plain, unmodulated colour
(4) Contextualization - a scale running from the absence of background
to the most fully articulated and detailed background
(5) Representation - a scale running from maximum abstraction to
maximum representation of pictorial detail
(6) Depth - a scale running from absence of depth to maximally deep
perspective
(7) Illumination - a scale running from the fullest representation of the
play of light and shade to its absence
(8) Brightness - a scale running from a maximum number of different
degrees of brightness to just two contrasting degrees
(Adapted from Kress and van Leeuwen, 2006, pp. 160-163)
The system, in my view, is intuitive and inclusive, echoing much of what had been
proposed by O'Toole (1994) and Lemke (1998). In order to simplify the organization
of the data in the present study and address the aspects of images most relevant to
media and the portrayals of war, I propose to unite some of the modalities under 4
more compact headings:
1) Depth
2) Detail and Sharpness (Contextualization, Representation)
3) Colour (Saturation, Differentiation, Modulation)
4) Lighting (Illumination, Brightness)
In the analysis of photographs and diagrams in documents by BBC and CNN,
distinctions between saturation and modulation, for instance, are not as significant as
the overarching choice of allowing one or more aspects of colour modality to exceed
naturalistic norms for a given image. All of the dimensions of colour, when highly
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articulated, serve to draw attention and seek to highlight aesthetic (or sensory)
dimensions of the image's subject. The same is true of other modalities.

3.4.2.1 Depth
Although images are flat, they can create a sense of depth through a variety of means
including overlap of objects, use of focus, diagonals and convergence of lines in the
image. Lighting, contrast and colour can also contribute to perception of depth.
Naturalistic images generally have some measure of perspective, although this can
vary to a great extent - ranging from frontal images of a flat surface to highly
articulated vertical and horizontal angle, unusually narrow or wide lenses, strong
convergence of vertical lines, and so forth (Kress and van Leeuwen, 2006, p. 162).
Non-naturalistic images can include varying degrees of depth through the
arrangement of lines and shapes in an image; a very common partial use of depth is
isometric perspective, which creates a sense of depth through alternation of clearlydefined horizontals, verticals and diagonals .
Articulation of depth is an important aspect in creating privileged perspective
- as hyper-articulated depth gives the viewer not only a sense of the subject's twodimensional form and outline, but also produces a strong sense of three-dimensional
form, something which requires managing perspective very carefully.

3.4.2.2 Detail
As Kress and van Leeuwen (2006) argue, the more detail is visible, the more specific
and 'real' an image and its subjects are considered - although beyond a certain point,
as any marking of modality, it becomes 'hyper-real' (a technique used thoroughly in
Dali's surrealist paintings, for instance). Conversely, the lower the detail in the image,
the more idealized or typical the subjects become.
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Recalling Machin's (2004) discussion o f decontextualization' as a way of
distancing the viewer, one can certainly apply the notion here as well. Absence of
setting lowers modality: "shown in a void, represented participants become generic, a
'typical example' rather than particular, and connected with a particular location and a
specific moment in time." (Kress and van Leeuwen, 2006, p. 161)

3.4.2.3 Colour
As noted earlier in the discussion of symbolism, colour is not significant by itself but
can be used productively as a marker within a context (Kress and van Leeuwen, 2002).
Colour can be articulated along three different scales - saturation, differentiation and
modulation. Kress and van Leeuwen (2006) suggest that the naturalistic standard for
modern photographic imagery lies approximately 3A of the way between lowest and
highest possible articulation of colour (p. 160), which assumes a reasonable but
subdued range of colour. Above this level, colours become more sharply
characterized - which, while less naturalistic, can be aesthetically attractive and more
symbolically significant (provided there is an established contextual interpretation for
the use of these colours).

3.4.2.4 Lighting
Lighting, brightness and contrast can be used to make an image appeal relatively
ordinary if used within naturalistic terms, or suggest dramatic quality (something
which is used to great effect in Baroque paintings, for instance). As already noted,
lighting can interact with perspective depth in presenting the three-dimensional form
of an object through the interplay of light and shadows (Kress and van Leeuwen,
2006). In ordinary, naturalistic imagery, lighting is usually incidental to the scene
displayed; in studio photography and publicity photography in general, lighting is
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very much a science and used deliberately for emphasizing appearance, form and
attributes of a subject - thus focusing the viewer on its aesthetic dimensions.

3.4.3 Coding Orientation (Modality Configurations)
As noted already, the notion of'real' in any type of imagery is determined by the
standards of the given medium. The term Kress and van Leeuwen (2006) use to
summarize the divergent notions of the 'real' in visuals is Coding Orientations,
distinguishing four primary types - Naturalistic, Technological, Sensory and Abstract
(pp. 165-166).
For instance, despite being physically flat, unable to emulate the dynamic
response of human eyes to varying levels of light, and only able to represent a small
fraction of the actual range of visible colours, photographs are accepted as 'real' in
modern Western culture (Kress and van Leeuwen, 2006, p. 165; Jewitt and Oyama,
2001, p.151). Still, within those limits, it is possible to achieve a socially-acceptable
representation of reality, of things 'as they are'. Jewitt and Oyama (2001) provide the
following definition: "Naturalistic modality (modality = 'reality value') defines visual
reality as follows: the greater the congruence between what you see of an object in an
image and what you can see of it in reality with the naked eye, in a specific situation
and from a specific angle, the higher the modality of that image" (p. 151) This is the
first, but not only type of reality that can be represented through imagery.
The second type of reality that can be represented through images is one that
focuses not on appearance but functional accuracy: "graphs and diagrams can also be
thought of as true to reality, as images that depict the world as it is, objectively,
scientifically - and yet they lack all the characteristics that contribute to the
photographic impression of reality" (Jewitt and Oyama, 2001, p.151) The notion of
'real' in scientific imagery is thus completely different from photographic imagery, as
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Machin (2004) indicates: "a photograph may be seen as showing only the surface,
while diagrams can get underneath that surface by representing the structures
common to a range of superficially different phenomena" (p.327). In this context, an
image is only as real as its presentation of facts is complete, often at the expense of
modality marking - "There is often no background, detail is simplified or left out,
colour and depth regarded as superfluous" (Jewitt and Oyama, 2001, p. 151). In other
words, a scientific image regards any modality marking as important only if it
contributes to technical accuracy.
The notion of'real' in the third type of modality is in many ways the inverse
of scientific 'reality', focusing not on factual accuracy of subjects but rather
representing an aesthetic sense of them. In today's Western world, and especially in
the media, these sensory images widely employ photographic technology - but in a
way different from naturalistic representations:
Here what matters is neither the truth of verisimilitude, nor the abstract,
'essential' truth, but emotive, 'sensory' truth. From the point of view of
photographic realism, such 'sensory' images will be less realistic, but this time
not because of a reduction, but because of an increase in the use of the means
of visual representation: uncannily fine detail, richer colour, a deeper
perspective. (Machin, 2004, p.327)
Since this type of imagery engages the viewer directly through affective and aesthetic
connotations of its visual richness, this approach to modality is favoured when the
purpose of the image is to attract the viewer's attention and promote the subject of the
image- for instance in advertisement, but also increasingly in the media. Machin
(2004) describes stock photography as generally "posed, stylized, colour-enhanced"
(p.335), easy for the viewer to identify - but only in vague, surface terms. For the use
of this type of imagery to illustrate news stories and events in the media, Machin
certainly spares no criticism - suggesting that sensory-oriented stock imagery's sense
of reality is increasingly one of "a world organized into consumer categories and easy
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cliches" (p.334). As the findings of the present study show, the simplified, aesthetic
reality of sensory imagery is indeed widely used to displace the other types of reality
- in particular, a material reality of suffering in the context of war.
The fourth type of Coding Orientation, as Kress and van Leeuwen (2006)
suggest, presents an abstract version of'real', which is a low-modality configuration
which uses highly simplified visuals to represent complex concepts, something that
would be only interpretable by highly educated elite. For the purposes of this study,
this orientation is not considered - simply because it is at odds with the functions of
public media, which is directed at the wider population rather than the elites.
Kress and van Leeuwen provide the following definition of the concept of
Coding Orientations, emphasizing their socially-motivated nature: "Coding
orientations are sets of abstract principles which inform the way in which texts are
coded by specific social groups, or within specific institutional contexts" (p. 165)
The four Coding Orientations are thus summarized as follows:
(1) Naturalistic coding orientation (low modality) -seems to mean
approximately the same for everyone, represents reality 'as is' - e.g.
ordinary photography
(2) Technological coding orientation (low modality) - where scientific or
technological purpose of the image is paramount - e.g. technical drawings,
diagrams, blueprints
(3) Sensory coding orientations (high modality) - where colour and detail is
a source of pleasure and affective meanings - e.g. magazine photos,
advertisements
(4) Abstract coding orientations (low modality) - where complex realities
and concepts are reduced to basic representations, which can only be
interpreted by an educated elite - e.g. high art, academic contexts

(adapted from Kress and van Leeuwen, 2006, pp. 165-166)
Within the data analyzed in the present study, the three relevant coding orientations
(Naturalistic, Technological, Sensory) are used extremely productively to orient the
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viewer and distance him/her from the reality behind the discourse. The interplay
between different concepts of'real' is deliberate and ideologically-driven.
It is important to note that, as Kress and van Leeuwen (2006) observe, under
certain circumstances and for special purposes, it is possible to compromise between
different coding orientations. For instance, technological images can be partially
'naturalized' when drawn from perspective, and thus be made more naturalistic and
acceptable, drawing on both notions of'real' simultaneously (p. 172). This is certainly
something which is observed in this study in regard to diagrams produced by the BBC.
At the same time, Kress and van Leeuwen (2006) observe that in modern
visual media, there is an increasing tendency toward coded - diagrammatic or posed
imagery, rather than simply naturalistic presentations (p.29). Even naturalistic
imagery is increasingly coded (p.30) - frequently representing conceptual and
aesthetic notions of 'real' along with its usual function. This parallels the observations
made by Machin (2004), who suggests that decontextualized, studio-produced sensory
images are increasingly dominating news discourse where naturalistic, concrete,
highly contextualized images were favoured. This tendency is noted in this study as
well.

3.5 Textual / Organizational Function
The third function of discourse is to manage and organize the flow of information.
Knox (2007) defines this function as follows: "Organizational meanings form
interpersonal and representational meanings into whole texts which are cohesive and
coherent" (p.22). It should be noted that the concept of 'text' does not indicate written
linguistic artifacts, but rather refers to any type of semiotic construct. The notions of
cohesion and coherence essentially refer to the internal organization of the text and to
connections it has to other texts in the same context respectively (Halliday and
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Mattheissen, 2004). Lemke (2002) describes the way in which organizational
meanings operate as follows: "Organizational meanings are largely instrumental and
backgrounded; they enable the other two kinds of meaning to achieve greater degrees
of complexity and precision. Most fundamentally, organizational resources for
meaning enable us to make and tell which other signs go together into larger units."
(p.305)
A more extended definition of this function of text by Lemke (1998), referring
to the work of O'Toole (1994), notes some of the ways in which coherence and
cohesion are realized:
Depiction deploys compositional (O'Toole, 1994) resources to organize the
visual text into elements and regions, and to link disjoint regions by such
features as color and texture. As material objects, depictions participate in
interactions that define parts and unite them into wholes in the ecosystem
networks where objects are viewed and used, (p.94)
Within this study, cohesion is discussed briefly in terms of the generic types of
images, identified through surface features, as well as the relationships between
images and their wider context - which in this case is mostly viewed through the
relation between images and the articles they accompany, as well as through patterns
emerging among images.
Coherence is considered in terms of how these 'elements and regions' are
linked within images. This is accomplished primarily through the constructs of
framing, salience, linearity and informational structure.

3.5.1 Text-Image Relationship
Of the literature reviewed for this study, Lemke's (2002) and Knox's (2007) work
deal most directly with website layouts. While layout in general is outside the scope
of this study, where I am primarily concerned with the images themselves, it is
important to consider the layout in terms of the relationship between text and images,
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since the illustrations used by BBC and CNN work directly in conjunction with
articles in which they are presented, and their meaning depends on their relation with
the text to a significant extent.
Traditionally, images in public news media have served as illustrations essentially, in roles secondary to text. Their prominence and role, as Kress and van
Leeuwen (2006) suggest, is changing - images are moving into more primary, salient
roles and positions within text.
The relationship between text and visual for most of the data observed is a
complimentary one, with images and text supporting frequently different meanings
they make. This is reinforced through informational structure, which will be discussed
further below.
Chouliaraki (2006a) discusses the relationship between language and images
in television as one between a passive and an active element - with the images simply
presenting reality as it is ("a 'look-at-this' mode of address") (p.267), while the
language (verbal narration in the case of her study) explains the significance of this
image ("a 'this-is-what-it-means' mode of address"). Despite this perceived
passiveness, however, the images are not at all neutral - as Chouliaraki herself
effectively shows.
Recalling once again the work of Machin (2004) on stock photography,
another important development in the role of visual images should be noted - as more
and more generic, decontextualized imagery is used in media, the role of images is
changing due as they lose sense of time and context: "There has been a shift [...] from
emphasis on photography as witness to photography as a symbolic system" (p.317).
The result of this is that instead of showing a 'real' representation of a subject in the
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material sense, the images now play the role of representing a generalized, idealized
essence of the subject - in many ways setting thematic structures for the entire text.
Finally, with the increasing shift to coded technical imagery in the media
(Kress and van Leeuwen, 2006), visuals often take a dominant role, serving as not
only illustrations but indeed complete, self-contained explanations that only rely on
text insofar as labeling items requires.
These factors regarding the role of imagery are thus taken into account in the
analysis of data. The types and functions of images relevant to the data in this study
will be presented in further detail in the next chapter.

3.5.2 Framing, Salience, Linearity
In terms of coherence, the internal structure of images is governed by "three
interrelated systems" (Kress and van Leeuwen, 2006, p. 177) - Information value,
Salience and Framing. These, along with linear structure of images, are discussed as
part of the present section.

3.5.2.1 Framing
Framing refers to a presence or absence of framing devices that connect elements of
an image - suggesting what belongs together, what belongs separately, and what
belongs in a certain given context (Kress and van Leeuwen, 2006, p. 177). Jewitt and
Oyama (2001) offer the following definition: "The term 'framing indicates that
elements of a composition can either be given separate identities, or represented as
belonging together. In other words, framing 'connects' or 'disconnects' elements"
(p. 149).
Framing can be realized in a variety of ways. The most obvious is overt
framing of scenes with borders - which is certainly common in the media. In this case,
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frames are usually formed by clearly-defined lines. Framing can also be implied by
the geometric layout of an image - the patterns of horizontals and verticals dividing it
into areas. Other means of framing include context - the background against which
elements are seen; colour patterns; and as part of temporal structures (discussed above)
- also rhythm, as Kress and van Leeuwen (2006) argue: ". From time to time the
ongoing equal-time cycles of rhythm are interrupted by a pause [...] and these
junctures mark off distinct units, disconnect stretches of speech or music or
movement from each other to a greater or lesser degree." (p.203) These interruptions
of rhythm can be used to separate elements (participants, processes) in an image, and
to suggest that they do not 'belong together'.
Conversely, when there is no framing present, the suggestion is that elements
shown are part of the same context, group or classification: "The absence of framing
stresses group identity." (p.203) When multiple elements are present within a single,
clearly defined frame, it is suggested that they naturally 'belong together' (pp.203204).
Framing can greatly assist in the production of some of the same meanings
through Classificational and Analytical structure, and enhance either the production of
distinct identities, or, conversely, assist with their 'diffusion' (Chouliaraki, 2005,
2006a). Organizationally, framing is instrumental in producing perspective, where
distance and angle are mediated through size and type of frame. Overall, the role of
framing in joining or separating elements and creating (or denying) identity is of
prime importance in a visual discourse.
3.5.2.2 Salience
Salience refers to ways in which elements within an image attract a viewer's attention.
It is used, in other words, so that "some elements can be made more eye-catching than
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others. This again can be made in many different ways, through size, through colour
contrasts (red is always a very salient colour), tonal contrast - in short through
anything that can make a given element stand out from its surroundings." (Jewitt and
Oyama, 2001, p. 150) The most salient element or elements in images become the
subject and centre of the discourse, indicating to the viewer what an image is about.
As the definition by Jewitt and Oyama (2001) above suggest, a variety of
methods including colour differentiation, contrast and size are used to indicate
salience. There is no objective method of determining salience - it is always relative
within an image, as Kress and van Leeuwen (2006) stress: "The viewers of spatial
compositions are intuitively able to judge the 'weight' of the various elements of a
composition, and the greater the weight of an element, the greater its salience." (p.202)
Thus a blurry, low-saturation shape will be highly salient when presented in a
decontextualized fashion, whereas a fairly well-defined object or even a person can
hold very little weight in an image that presents a busy street scene with many other
objects of greater salience in it.
Salience can interact with informational structure (discussed further below)
and, for instance, indicate the importance of a Given against a New, or vice versa:
"Regardless of where they are placed, salience can create a hierarchy of importance
among the elements, selecting some as more important, more worthy of attention than
others" (Kress and van Leeuwen, 2006, p.201). The hierarchical nature of salience
mentioned here is also of note, and contributes to organization of Classificational
structures (taxonomies).
Thus, salience is a means of organizing visual discourse by directly indicating
which items are more important than others, thus indicating which elements the
discourse is really about.
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3.5.2.3 Linearity
Linear structure refers to ways in which a viewer's attention may be directed
from element to element in an image. In naturalistic images, linearity is generally
incidental; but elsewhere it is possible for authors of the discourse to manage the way
a viewer observes an image.
As Kress and van Leeuwen (2006) suggest, traditional printed text structures
are always linear by necessity: "In densely printed pages of text, reading is linear and
strictly coded. Such texts must be read the way they are designed to be read - from
left to right and from top to bottom, line by line." (p.204) One of the most important
features of Hypertext in online environment is that by contrast, it is highly non-linear
- something that is of particular importance to Lemke's (2002) study of Hypermodal
discourse. He notes that in non-linear structures - including images - the viewer's
gaze wanders, but can be fixed where necessary by use of salience and vectors (p.301).
This can be used to create reading paths, something that is particularly relevant in
diagrammatic imagery for instance: "reading paths begin with the most salient
element, and from there move to the next most salient element, and so on" (Kress and
van Leeuwen, 2006, p.204).
By explicitly guiding the viewer through an image, careful management of
reading paths can be used to suggest interpretations and point out points of
importance within an image while (along with salience, modality, and other means)
helping to sideline elements considered non-essential. This can certainly be an
ideological choice in distancing and alignment of the viewer. Linear structures,
therefore, should be considered as another means of suggesting particular meanings,
and are analyzed where applicable in this study.
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3.5.3 Informational value
The concept of Information structure takes advantage of a system whereby the relative
placement of elements in a semiotic space endows them with certain information
value. Kress and van Leeuwen (2006) distinguish between three spatial relations,
whereby elements within an image are endowed with depending on in which 'zone'
they are in the image - left/right, top/bottom, centre/margin.
Left-right relations between elements of an image account for Given-New
structures. If two elements are thus placed in a horizontal relationship, the element on
the right becomes a Given - representing information that is implied to be known,
familiar, standard or pre-supposed; and the element on the left becomes a New, which
represents a new message or unknown information about the Given (Kress and van
Leeuwen, 2006, p. 180). This can be used in a variety of ways - for instance in website
layouts with multiple columns and spaces (Lemke, 2002, 2004, 2005) where
information be strategically placed in order to be represented as either Given (and
thus known and proven) or New (and thus more interesting or unusual). When there
are chains of multiple elements placed along a horizontal lines, one element can be
simultaneously New (in relation to the element on its left) and Given (to the elements
on its right), thus creating chains of'Given News' (Kress and van Leeuwen, 2006,
p. 185). Since Given-New structures are theorized to be connected closely to written
script (which in most Western cultures is left to right), Kress and van Leeuwen (2006)
note that in other cultures which use languages such as Arabic, the direction of this
relationship is reversed (since the script is right to left) (p. 181).
Top-bottom relations realize Ideal-Real structures. Kress and van Leeuwen
(2006) suggest that "For something to be ideal means that it is presented as the
idealized or generalized essence of the information, hence also its, ostensibly, most
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salient part. The Real is then opposed to this in that it presents more specific
information (e.g. details), more 'down-to-earth' information (e.g. photographs as
documentary evidence, or maps and charts), or more practical information (e.g.
practical consequences, directions for action)." (pp. 186-187) Interestingly, the data in
this study shows a pattern of relationship between 'details' (i.e. text) and photographs
- with many images in fact used at the head of articles, which suggest that images,
rather than the text, are preferred in representing the ideal. Recalling some of the
patterns of decontextualization and the changing role of photographs in the press
described by Machin (2004), this certainly makes sense.
Finally, Centre-Margin relations are responsible for creating subordinate
relations. If an element is in the center, it is presented as the 'nucleus' of the discourse,
with other elements placed in the periphery being subordinate to it (Kress and van
Leeuwen, 2006: 196). As Kress and van Leeuwen suggest, Centre-Margin layouts are
relatively uncommon in modern Western culture, although are still used on occasion.
For the data in this study, this is not a relation that is used in a particularly productive
way - but it is still useful to keep it in mind.
One important aspect of the three types of Information structures is that they
can combine with each other. The diagram below illustrates the way in which GivenNew, Ideal-Real and Centre-Margin relations interact on a visual plane:
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(from Kress and van Leeuwen, 2006, p. 197)
It is through this interaction that the Centre field of an image attains another
role - that of mediator between Given and New, and likewise between Ideal and Real.
Within the present study, the structures of Informational value will be
considered both within images and in explaining relations between image and text especially the latter, since there are notable patterns of both left-right and top-bottom
dynamics in terms of placement of images and text that certainly help explain the
function and features of these images. This will be further discussed in the Analysis
chapter.

3.5.4 Recurrent Patterns
As already noted above, rhythm and patterning are an important means of organizing
discourse. In linear discourse, it is possible to embed certain ideological orientations
in stages and expect the viewer to gradually absorb their effect as he/she proceeds
through the text (or visuals). However, online media is non-linear, as Lemke's (2002)
work on Hypermodality suggests. Knox (2007), in his study of online newspapers,
likewise stresses that it is impossible to predict a viewer/reader's path through online
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discourse. Thus, he states the following in regard to the way ideological orientations
are built into non-linear discourse:
As news stories become more atomized and the reading of news texts becomes
more 'traversal', the ideological representations in a single verbal news text
take on less and less significance, and the mosaic in which they are visualverbally positioned becomes increasingly important. A reader's interaction
with an online newspaper is chaotic - a particular reading path cannot be
predicted, and the path and exit point cannot be determined by the entry point
and entry conditions. Over the course of time, however, collective order
emerges from the chaos of individual trajectories, and patterns of meaning
emerge. It matters less and less what a particular news text says (and it is
increasingly likely to say very little in any case), and more and more what
patterns emerge across the superordinate text, (p.48)
While Knox focuses particularly on what he calls 'newsbites' - a highly abbreviated
text genre that is emerging in online newspapers, this observation is also very
applicable to visuals. As the content of online media becomes increasingly visual, the
unpredictable reading path of the viewer means that like nowhere else, emergence of
superordinate themes and patterns across images is the single most important way of
reinforcing ideological positions. The features of such images, in many ways, are
positioned to be important only insofar as they support (or deviate from) these
superordinate patterns. It is precisely for that reason that the present study is aimed
foremost at uncovering these patterns. The portrayals of weapons on BBC and CNN
obtain their powerful ideological effects in terms of aligning and distancing viewers
through this patterning more than through any other means available in the discourse.
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3.6 Data
Having outlined the analysis framework for the present study, I now proceed to a brief
description of the data, starting with the historical and technological context in which
it is found. The remainder of this chapter will discuss the history and ideologies
behind the representations of modern war in the media, briefly outline the
development of 'new media' in online environments, and specify the selection and
organization of the data used for the study.
3.6.1 Modern War and the Media
Since the present study examines two artefacts which originate from a rich and
complex war discourse, it is certainly worth to step back and consider this wider
context, which this section aims to do. The history of war and the media is a complex
issue, so the present section provides only a brief and limited overview to inform the
analysis, referring primarily to work by of Allan and Zelizer (2004) and Andersen
(2006) on media and the war specifically, as well as Lewis (2007) on the culture of
war which has developed in the United States over the past fifty years, both within the
public and the military establishment.
As Andersen (2006) points out, for the majority of the Western public today
war is not an immediate reality - it is, rather, something that is mediated and
negotiated through depictions:
War is understood and interpreted, justified and judged through the images
and narratives that tell the stories of war. Most civilians experience military
conflict through the signs and symbols of its depiction, their impressions
derived not from the battles in distant lands but from the manner they are
rendered at home,
(xvi)
The development of communication technologies, especially the television and later
also the Internet, has both accelerated and complicated ways in which this mediation
takes place (Andersen, 2006: xxi). The media and the institutions of power have had
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to adapt to the capabilities of this new technology, which has allowed the public to
access images and narratives of war in ways which are much more immediate and
often more telling of the human suffering which accompanies war. As Adrian Lewis
(2007) suggests in his book The American Culture of War, the Western, particularly
American public have difficulty reconciling enlightened democratic ideals with
violence and suffering - and for this reason technology has increasingly come to the
forefront in the conduct of war (Lewis, 2007, p.32).
From a Western, particularly American standpoint, the newest era in the
history of presenting and explaining war and weapons to the public begins after the
Vietnam War. The Vietnam War was a defensive one, fought in difficult terrain
against an insurgent enemy - which resulted in increasing reliance on aggressive use
of firepower to avoid American casualties (Lewis, 2007, p.261). For those who
supported the American effort in Vietnam, its presentation in the media was
essentially a public relations disaster, as Andersen (2006) notes: "a majority of the
American public turned against the fighting after the Tet Offensive of January 1968
when television imagery revealed the escalating brutality of the war" (xxi-xxii). It
remains, to date, associated with the images of human suffering on both sides - the
shocking casualty figures sustained by troops, the frequently extreme methods with
which the war was conducted, and the devastation and loss endured by the
Vietnamese population. The nature of the images seen by the public owed much to the
unprecedented access which reporters had to the war: "It was common practice for
journalists to sleep in the barracks, eat in mess halls with the troops and talk to the
commanding officers as well as local officials and peasants, all of this without public
affairs escorts" (Andersen, 2006, p. 156). It was clear from these images that
technological superiority had not, in fact, eliminated suffering but in many ways
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exacerbated it. The media played an instrumental role in the public opposition to the
war in the U.S. and elsewhere, and as Lewis concludes, "The Vietnam War damaged
America's ego. The myth of America received a severe blow. [...] Americans
believed they, as a people, were morally right and courageous. Vietnam called all this
into question" (p.293). Needless to say, the military and political leadership drew its
own conclusions from this experience: "In post-Vietnam War operations the Army
and the other services, remembering the media's coverage of that war, tightly
controlled the movement of the media, limiting its access" (p.371). Public opposition
had very concrete and lingering political effects, often described as the 'Vietnam
Syndrome' - a deep scepticism and distrust of any military intervention in world
affairs by the U.S. (Lewis, 2007). A new approach to presenting the war thus had to
be found in order to gain support for any major operations.
In 1990, Iraq invaded Kuwait, sparking an international standoff. With the
UN's support, a large coalition was gathered to protest Saddam Hussein's annexation
of the country. As negotiations continued without success, military forces from the
US and its allies gradually deployed to the Persian Gulf. As the prospect of war
loomed, the Western public was inevitably interested in how it would be fought if it
happened - and perhaps more importantly, allowed Western media to prepare for
covering it when it did happen (Andersen, 2006; Allan and Zelizer, 2004). In the US,
military officials were eager to highlight the effectiveness of their forces and weapons,
which had received significant technological updates since the Vietnam War,
including so-called 'smart weapons', better described as precision-guided munitions
such as laser-guided bombs and autonomous cruise missiles that could guide
themselves to targets assigned to them from a safe distance (Lewis, 2007). These
received great publicity in the press - but from a safe distance from the conflict itself.
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As Andersen (2006) noted, the military carefully managed media involvement in the
conflict to avoid a repeat of the coverage in Vietnam: "No independent freedom of
access was allowed. Journalists were organized by the military into pools" (p. 155). In
the coming war, military officials would be working closely with the media to portray
the war in the way they wanted it to be seen. The final ingredient for this potent new
image of war was inadvertently provided by Saddam Hussein himself- his regime's
actions received international condemnation and were widely unpopular throughout
the world (Lewis, 2007, p.346). Among the Western public, there would be little trust
in any claims about the war's conduct coming from his regime, and little sympathy
for the cost his forces would pay should the war start. Although perhaps weary of
prospects of a major war, viewers and readers of news in the West would be much
more willing to accept and embrace the dominant, official, and largely approving
portrayal of the Coalition's war effort.
Operation Desert Storm began on January 16th, 1991, after the deadline for
Saddam Hussein's withdrawal from Kuwait has passed. From the first hours of the air
campaign against Iraq, briefings from Pentagon and White House officials provided
current information on the war's progress. The war received unprecedented, real-time
coverage through 24-hour cable news channels, especially in the US and Britain,
which universally saw "marked increases in their audience ratings" (Allan and Zelizer,
2004, p.6). More importantly, official sources provided exclusive footage of air
strikes filmed from the airplanes and even weapons themselves - 'smart bombs' and
cruise missiles hitting pinpoint targets of military value. The footage was striking and
effective, and soon became the focus of the increasingly intense and enthusiastic TV
coverage: "The night footage of the bombing of Baghdad was an aesthetic spectacle,
the visual reference of fireworks symbolizing the destruction of the city. High-
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technology weaponry became the answer to issues once raised about the moral and
ethical - or even economical - problems of war" (Andersen, 2006, p. 164).
Official sources declared the strikes successful - and the war lasted a very
short period, with Coalition ground troops fighting only several brief engagements by
the end of it, with minimum losses, most of them by friendly fire (Lewis, 2007). Most
of the campaign was fought in the air, where 'smart bombs' and high-tech aircraft
reigned.
Of course in truth the situation was far less straightforward. As Andersen
(2006) noted, "The vast majority of airtime was filled with reporting that revolved
around a narrowly defined military perspective" (p. 188), while other perspectives
were sidelined. This view precluded concern for civilians, and the media coverage
reflected this: "Utterly absent from media discourse was concern for the people of
Iraq. The coverage created the desired impression that this war was accurate,
antiseptic and, above all, clean, just like the world presented in commercial messages"
(p.l78).While 'smart' weapons indeed helped strike many strategic targets, they were
a very small percentage of munitions used in the war. There had been errors as well,
but as Lewis (2007) suggests, they were sidelined from the media, in part by the
distrust toward the Iraqi claims: "Mistakes were made: The Air Force struck a civilian
bunker and a prison [...] But, for the most part, Saddam Hussein lost the propaganda
weapon he believed was of strategic importance" (p.346). Towards the end of the war,
tens of thousands of retreating Iraqi troops are known to have been killed in heavy,
indiscriminate bombing on the so-called "Highway of Death" - but coverage of these,
as Andersen (2006) emphasized, had been quite one-sided: "One pilot said the road to
Basra, filled with the withdrawing Iraqi army, looked like "spring break at Daytona
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Beach" as he bombed the congested line. No images from the ground that might have
sobered up the college metaphor were provided" (p. 167).
The war was lauded as a success, having been supported by a large coalition
and having achieved its goals. It was short, it was effective, and it produced images of
weapons that likewise promised a new era in warfare. It may have inflicted a vast
amount of suffering, but it was the images of efficiency and precision that dominated
coverage in the West. In a sense, 'smart weapons' were the heroes of this war. Some
compared the new imagery associated with them to video games (Andersen, 2006).
Lewis (2007) summarized the results of the war and its impact on the media as
follows: "In Desert Storm Americans could rightly conclude that the Armed Forces
performed in an outstanding manner. However, if the press had been given free reign
the picture might have been somewhat different. Bad things happen in every war"
(p.373). In the eyes of military officials, as Andersen (2006) suggests, the Gulf War
provided a cultural model to be followed: "After the First Gulf War, smart bombs and
high-tech weapons became the central commodities around which the culture of war
revolved" (p. 191).
Over the next decade, American and other allied forces remained in the region,
periodically conducting operations to enforce sanctions and no-fly zones imposed on
Iraq after the war ended. While Iraqi civilians suffered a great deal under the
sanctions, and often became 'collateral damage' in strikes, the overwhelming
disapproval for Saddam Hussein's regime in the West kept public opinion largely in
favour of these sanctions and operations. In 1998 there was yet another brief air
campaign against Iraqi military installations - which is what CNN's (1998)
documents examined in this study refers to.

Following the terrorist attacks of September 11 , 2001, public outrage in
America (and many other Western countries) had a massive effect on public opinion for the first time since Vietnam, support for war was not a matter of how quickly and
safely it could be conducted (Lewis, 2007). The US was prepared to lead a coalition
to long-term commitments, where destruction of perceived terrorist threats was the
primary objective and permanent solutions were sought. Officials, starting with
President Bush, used a powerful rhetoric of standing up to aggression and against
tyranny in speeches that resembled those of Allied leaders during World War II - the
'Good War' (Andersen, 2006). However the high-tech presentation of war was there
to stay. Coverage of the first clash in the War on Terrorism - in Afghanistan - was
less extensive and enthusiastic than in previous conflicts, but with popular opinion
still reeling from the shock of the September 11 attacks and a seemingly clear
objective, this was not a great concern. Initial progress in Afghanistan was quick and
the ousting of the Taliban and its replacement by a new regime was widely praised.
For the moment, it was causes and goals of the War on Terrorism that preoccupied
Western consciousness, not its weapons (Andersen, 2006).
Through 2002, pressure on Iraq was once again increasing. The US accused
Saddam Hussein's regime of secretly continuing its program to produce weapons of
mass destruction, and raised concern that these weapons may one day fall in the hands
of terrorists. Unlike the build-up to the 1991 Gulf War, however, the causes for war
were much more controversial and international support for a military solution was
minimal (Lewis, 2007). As the prospect of war drew nearer, the media and authorities
began preparing for covering the war. Interest in weapons that would be used once
again increased. As usual, information on them was released - this time even more
extensive, with Andersen (2006) observing that "The "waiting for war" stories that
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dominated coverage were the result of what was being heralded as a new era of
military openness" (p.228). Careful to avoid unrealistic expectations, officials and
military analysts were now more forward in stating that high technology had its limits
and there were instances where it could fail - but would usually work as intended. It
was at this stage that the BBC (2003) published its extensive Fact Files, covering a
wide range of weapons and forces that would likely be employed in the upcoming
conflict.
Once again Pentagon officials were eager to manage the coverage as well as
possible. The war was to be covered live from its very first moments - leading
analysts such as Andersen (2006) to draw parallels to the popular entertainment genre
of'reality television'. Nowhere was this more evident than in the newest, albeit lowtech addition to the media arsenal - embedded reporters: "In Operation Iraqi Freedom,
the Pentagon modified an old system to fit the new realities of war. It developed a
system of embedded reporters, journalists who accompanied units into operations."
(Lewis, 2007, p.438) While the concept itself, as Lewis (2007) suggests, is not new,
what was unusual was that embedded reporters would be the only journalists able to
report from the frontline in the early stages of the ground war. Needless to say, what
they could communicate was strictly controlled, in part to avoid endangering the
troops, but also no doubt in part to avoid images like those that dominated the public
perception of the Vietnam War (p.438). The net result was that when the war began,
American and British media would be saturated with information that came
predominantly from official sources.
When it did begin in March 2003, the war's first stage featured the cleverlynamed "Shock and Awe" campaign, conceived largely by Donald Rumsfeld who
envisioned a comprehensive attack to overwhelm the Iraqi government and military
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structure and dominate the information war (Lewis, 2007, p.414). The ground war
was captured by embedded reporters almost exclusively, and proceeded at lightning
speed - often with likewise clever names for operations such as the "Thunder Run",
the direct tank assault that captured Baghdad in a matter of hours (Lewis, 2007).
When major combat operations were announced to have been completed in May 2003,
there was no doubt that they succeeded. The main target, Saddam Hussein's Baathist
regime, was overthrown - which was precisely the goal of the campaign.
As Lewis (2007) relates, the official doctrine of the Coalition during the war
"was based on the premise that the United States was fighting a state, not a nation,
and that it was possible to maintain the separation between the people and the
government" (p.414). There was probably a fair amount of self-congratulation among
military authorities on the handling of the public attention towards the war - they took
both positive and negative lessons learned in Vietnam, the Gulf War, and other
conflicts such as Kosovo, applying them in the most extensively-covered conflict to
date with great success. They produced a tightly-controlled image of the war that was
powerful and distant at the same time, and avoided producing unrealistic expectations
(Andersen, 2006). While the coverage may not have persuaded opponents of the war,
it maintained a solid measure of public support at home. To many, the war was a
foregone conclusion, although there was some surprise at just how quickly it had
concluded.
Lewis (2007), however, suggests that the view of the war as a guaranteed
success is erroneous, and criticizes the much-praised 'Shock and Awe' premise of the
war as a serious mistake: "in the case of Operation Iraqi Freedom, Rumsfeld took
significant risk [...] had the Republican Guard and Special Republican Guard fought
loyally and tenaciously, and had Saddam Hussein's system produced a few good
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generals, they could have made the United States pay dearly for Baghdad. The
Rumsfeld Doctrine would not have worked against a unified nation-state fighting a
more total war" (p.435). Likewise, Andersen considers the official stance on fighting
the state while avoiding the nation to be, at best, unrealistic:
Telling viewers that civilians were not targets and that the Pentagon is
concerned about casualties is a comfort. It seems a humane sensibility, but it
hides a fundamentally antihumanitarian reality. When an intensive bombing
campaign named Shock and Awe is planned, celebrated and carried out in an
urban area, how can the deaths of civilians be accidental? (p.261)
Both Lewis' (2007) and Andersen's (2006) analyses show that the war was in fact
fraught with difficulties, but none had been severe enough or exposed sufficiently to
cause public protest.
What the military officials no doubt underestimated was threats coming from
beyond the Baathist regime. Soon after the major combat operations ended, the
Coalition became embroiled in an insurgency campaign conducted against it by both
Sunni and Shiite militias within Iraq. As of the date of writing, violence continues,
and the presence of Coalition troops there remains contentious (Andersen, 2006).
Casualty figures, tactical blunders, and civilian suffering are once again increasingly
finding their way onto news pages, although unlike the news of victorious results of
2003, these hardly make the front pages, as Lewis (2007) notes: "By the summer of
2005, the deaths of thirty or forty Iraqis and two or three American soldiers or
marines were no longer front-page stories. On the evening news the appointment of
judges and the potential of Viagra (a drug for male impotence) to cause blindness
trumped the death of a few soldiers and marines" (p.439). As the war lost popularity
and clarity, its 'reality show' portrayal all but disappeared. (Andersen, 2006)
In the face of asymmetric warfare, maintaining a positive image has created a
difficult public relations challenge for political and military leaders, in the US and
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elsewhere. But while this challenge is yet to be resolved, the lessons learned in
handling coverage of large-scale offensive operations will not be forgotten. Tensions
are currently looming over Iran's nuclear program - and if they ever spill out into war,
there is no doubt that an arsenal of modern, high-tech weapons will once again be
used to its full potential. Should this happen, 'smart bombs', cruise missiles,
unmanned attack planes and other high-tech systems will yet again be on the front
pages of international news.
In more general terms, Lewis (2007) warns that the perception of war being
created through the pervasive emphasis on technology is a dangerous one: "The
United States is working tenaciously to eliminate man from war, to kill with
technology from a safe distance, to fight war without casualties, and in the process of
doing so it is losing sight of the objectives of war" (p.399). As he suggests in his
analysis, this perception is fundamentally flawed and is in fact undermining American
security and capability to engage in war, lulling the public into a false sense of
complacency enhanced by an image of war which Andersen (2007) likens to a form of
entertainment being propagated through the press. The fact from which this particular
culture of war appears to be distancing the Western public is that, according to Lewis
(2007), "Technology can augment, expand, and enhance the capabilities of man, but,
it cannot replace man. War is ultimately a human endeavor." (Lewis, 2007, p.451)
These conclusions and the recent history of the role of media in war will
certainly be used to inform the analysis to some extent, providing some basis to
determining ideological antecedents for patterns found within imagery.

3.6.2 New Media
Kress and van Leeuwen (2006) use the term 'new media' to refer primarily to online
hypertext media, emphasizing drastic differences between this type of media and its
more 'traditional' predecessors, in particular print media: "The world represented
visually on the screens of the 'new media' is a differently constructed world to that
which had been constructed on the densely printed pages of the print media" (p.31)
The rapid development of computer networking technology over the past two decades,
has resulted in the rise of a rich hypertext-dominated World Wide Web (or Internet).
From a semiotic standpoint, the most significant features of Internet media are its
ability to create non-linear texts and networks of texts connected through chains of
hyperlinks, and its ability to embed a wide variety of non-text media into text content
- including images, audio, video and interactive content such as games (Lemke, 2002).
Boczkowski (2004) summarizes the genesis of 'new media' as follows: "online
newspapers have emerged by merging print's unidirectional and text-based traditions
with networked computing's interactive and (more recently) multimedia potentials.
This occurred partly as a reaction to major socioeconomic and technological trends"
(P-4)
The emergence of this type of media signals a shift in the role of the
readers/viewers - it is now possible for them to become more actively involved in the
text, giving them a much greater flexibility in selecting and accessing content, and
allowing them to become (inter)actively involved in the text rather than being passive
observers (Boczkowski, 2004, p.63). From a purely technical standpoint, today's
Internet technology is also far more efficient and far less expensive than print media
when it comes to both the volume of text and the saturation of visual content it can
provide - which, in theory, makes it the medium with greater multi-modal potential
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than any other (Mautner, 2005). Its interactive nature is further enhanced by the fact
that creating, altering or contributing to content online is also very efficient - apart
from being simply a type of information media, the Internet is a powerful
communication device.
Boczkowski (2004) links the development of online media with the print
media's efforts at innovation for the sake of drawing back its falling readership: "In
the early 1990s, newspapers began narrowing their exploratory endeavors and, circa
1995, focused on the web as their preferred non-print publishing environment" (p.4).
However, he cautions against viewing 'new media' as a fixed, consistent, predictable
set of genres:
Most convergence rhetoric has assumed that technical changes would drive all
media into a common form regulated by a single logic and has speculated
about how best to characterize this product and its social implications. In
contrast, my study shows that online newspapers have unfolded by merging
print's old ways with the web's new potentials, in an ongoing process in which
different combinations of initial conditions and local contingencies have led to
divergent trajectories, (p. 17)
Online media took on a structure and function that differed greatly from any other
available type of public media: "By the end of the 1990s, online newspapers exhibited
a technical infrastructure, nascent communication and organizational patterns, and a
suite of products that looked very different from those of a typical print counterpart"
(p.52) By the mid-1990s, the Internet was a booming network that was saturated with
content, much of it visually-rich; was relatively easy to use; and had a sizeable user
base, predominantly in the world's most developed countries. It was at this stage that
major media corporations had recognized its potential value and began establishing
news outlets online. By 1997 both BBC and CNN - as well as many other
international news companies - were providing regular news service through the
Internet (BBC, 2008; CNN, 2007). As readership increased, so did the amount of
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content designed specifically for their Internet outlets. Among the first such
applications were in-depth features that contained technical, political or historical
background information relevant to current events that would have been too complex
and inefficient to present through other media, including television and print.
The amount and diversity of visual content in online media also has
significance when it comes to giving its creators greater capabilities - while the
number of images in both sets of documents examined for this study is far from
surprising, it is certainly significant and is generally greater than in traditional printed
news media. They are also used in ways different from printed media - owing largely
to the non-linear structure of web media, and the ability to incorporate images into
hyperlink menus and interactive content (Lemke, 2002). More importantly, images
often take a dominant role, serving as the core of the discourse and the primary, rather
than secondary mode of meaning. As technology allows visuals to be transmitted
more efficiently, at less cost and in greater amounts than ever before, Internet media is
allowing a more thoroughly visual semiotic to develop, and Mautner (2005) has
particularly noted this as one aspect of online discourse which should be considered
for CDA research. In the present study, I intend to outline some of the ways in which
this visual potential is being applied.
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3.6.3 CNN and BBC - Background
The two data sources at the center of this study, CNN and BBC are two of the most
influential media corporations in the world, with global reach and a history of
involvement with online media.
The BBC was founded in 1922 as the British Broadcasting Company, initially
as a radio network. As of today, it runs a global network of television, radio, and
online news service - and is reportedly the world's largest broadcaster (BBC, 2008).
Online, the BBC was first represented by a small website, the BBC
Networking Club, in 1994. In December 1997, BBC Online was launched as the
company's home page, which increasingly featured news stories. According to BBC,
it became "one of the leading websites in Europe by the end of 1999" (BBC, 2008).
Later renamed to BBCi and today known as bbc.co.uk, the BBC's online branch is a
major online media outlet, featuring a full range of news and other media services,
including in-depth features, image galleries, video materials, and round-the-clock
updates for news stories. Although the English version of the website is by far the
most extensive, a number of localized versions in other languages are offered as well.
By 2003, the layout and design of the BBC website attained a format which, with
some alterations, it retains today. In 2008, bbc.co.uk underwent a significant technical
update, which introduced extensive use of embedded video technology to illustrate its
current news articles (BBC, 2008).
The Cable News Network was founded as the world's first 24/7 television
news channel in 1980 by media tycoon Ted Turner (CNN, 2007). The format proved
immediately successful in the US, and similar cable news channels are now found
around the world, including BBC's Newsworld (BBC, 2008). CNN was also an early
entry into online news, with its website cnn.com first appearing in August 1995 (CNN,
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2007). The amount of news content on the website increased rapidly, and CNN
pioneered many of the features now commonly seen on news websites throughout the
world. By 1998, it was already a fairly sophisticated, stand-alone news source, with
in-depth content such as the documents on the weapons and forces of the Iraq conflict,
which is examined in this study. It has since continued developing and remains a
leading online news source (CNN, 2007).
Both BBC and CNN covered the conflict in Iraq extensively on their web sites,
not only as part of news stories, but also with in-depth features explaining the
historical and technological background to the conflict.

3.6.4 Data Selection - CNN and BBC Documents
The CNN's (1998) Forces in the Gulf'and Bioweapons Explainer are part of a larger
feature (set of documents) called Strike on Iraq, which besides the military and
technical information also includes political information, maps of the region, and a
timeline of events as they unfolded.
The Forces in the Gulf documents include four major sections: (1) U.S.
Military Assets; (2) Iraqi Military Assets; (3) British Military Assets; and (4)
America's High Tech Weaponry. The latter provides details on American aircraft and
munitions used in strikes against Iraq, the latter including 'Smart Bombs', cruise
missiles, and air-to-air missiles. It is worth noting that while there are numerous
individual articles on Coalition weapons and forces, only a few pertain to Iraqi
weapons (although three of the articles on Iraqi troops are longer than any of the
articles on Coalition forces). The Bioweapons Explainer, linked directly from the
Forces in the Gw//"documents, contains a short explanation of the types of weapons of
mass destruction that Iraq was believed to possess.

While CNN's (1998) documents are technically outdated by this point, they
are still linked to in other CNN articles, other websites such as globalsecurity.org, and
can be easily found via Google search using terms such as 'smart weapons'. It is also
useful to consider these from a historical standpoint - as an example of internet news
media of the late 1990s, a key period of development for 'new media' when many of
its unique features were still being formed. In some ways, therefore, CNN's (1998)
documents could even be said to be a transitional stage between print and online
media - taking only partial advantage of multimodal and non-linear possibilities
offered by the medium. It certainly has a less extensive and varied use of images than
the much more modern and complex BBC (2003) document.
The BBC's (2003) Military Fact Files are a comprehensive set of documents
dedicated to weapons and forces of the Iraq conflict, and are a self-contained special
feature that had been published on the eve of the 2003 U.S. war on Iraq in March
2003. It has been updated since, mostly to highlight results that some of the weapon
systems and forces attained in the war, but still maintains its format and orientation as a device to familiarize the users of BBC's website with the military aspects of that
conflict.
There are six major sections in the Fact Files: (1) Forces, describing both
Coalition and Iraqi troop formations; (2) Firepower, describing both Coalition and
Iraqi munitions; (3) Land, focusing primarily on Coalition and Iraqi tanks; (4) Sea,
describing Coalition ships and submarines; (5) Air, describing Coalition and Iraqi
aircraft; and (6) Bio/Chem Weapons, explaining different types of weapons of mass
destruction that Iraq was believed to possess. As was noted in reference to CNN's
documents above, in all sections except the last, a substantially larger number of
articles is dedicated to Coalition forces than Iraqi forces.
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Comparing the CNN (1998) web page, as above, to the BBC (2003) Fact Files
on the U.S. war on Iraq one can see that the difference between them in terms of
format is primarily an evolutionary one - that is, the overall layout and ways in which
they present information are very similar, but the BBC simply has more content,
larger and higher-definition images, and a more sophisticated, graphics-rich interface.
It includes a few other technically-sophisticated items, including a short animated
presentation.
The BBC (2003) Fact Files remain a highly-read document, largely because of
BBC's extensive thematic linking, which connects most news articles relevant to the
U.S. war on Iraq to 'in-depth' information found in the Fact Files. Some of the
articles in it had also been updated since the conclusion of the major military
operations in May 2003, reflecting some of the results that units and weapons
described in them achieved. The Fact Files are also widely referred to on other
websites pertaining to weapons and the U.S. war on Iraq, and is readily found on
Google search under a wide range of terms (including names of many of the weapons
described in the documents).

3.6.5 Data Organization
For this study, I have analyzed a total of 177 images - which includes all of the
illustrations directly contained in the articles pertaining to weapons and forces of the
U.S. war on Iraq, a total of 40 from CNN's (1998) documents and 137 from BBC's
(2003) Fact Files. The CNN and BBC images are approached separately in the
analysis, and while they are compared and contrasted against each other where
applicable, samples from both sources are presented in Chapter 4 and the Appendix as
far as possible - since there is quite a gap in terms of the number of images,
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publication date, intended audience and technological resources between the two
sources.
The first challenge in dealing with the data was one of organization - which
was approached in several ways in this study. The first and most obvious is
categorizing the data by topic - with the CNN (1998) and BBC (2003) documents
themselves organized into a number of sections, covering topics including aircraft,
ships, munitions and troops. For the purposes of this study, these were reduced to five
sections in total:
Section I
- Coalition Vehicles
Articles on aircraft, naval ships, land combat vehicles (e.g. tanks)
Section II
- Coalition Troops
Articles on troop formations and types
Section III - Iraqi Troops and Equipment
Articles on all Iraqi military units and weapons (except biological/chemical)
Section IV - Coalition Weapons
Articles on munitions used by Coalition troops and vehicles
Section V
- Biological and Chemical Weapons
Articles on Iraq's alleged weapons of mass destruction
The analysis presented in Chapter 4 discusses each of these topic sections individually,
noting patterns within and among both.

The second set of categories used in the data was built around generic types
found in the data. In the Analysis chapter, I outline eight types of images based on
surface features. All of the images in the data are categorized into one of these types,
with the distribution of genres used for analytical purposes. For discussion of these
genres, refer to Section 4.1.1 in the following chapter.
Thirdly, the images are categorized based on their function in relationship to
the text of the articles in which they appear - which is based on their position and

salience, relating to informational structure (Kress and van Leeuwen, 2006) as
outlined earlier. This categorization is presented and explained in Chapter 4, Section
4.1.2.
Using the above three categories, macro-analysis of the distribution of images
by topic (section), genre, and function (within article) was conducted on the entire
data set (177 images). The findings of this analysis are presented and discussed in
Chapter 4.

3.6.6 Micro-analysis, Narrowing Data Selection
All of the images within this study (137 from BBC's (2003) Fact Files, 40 from
CNN's (1998) documents) were analyzed in detailed during the intial stages of the
project, using the analytical framework outlined in Section 3.2.1 above. In presenting
the results of this analysis, some concessions have to be made in terms of the amount
of data presented - largely out of consideration for print space, as extensive analytical
framework had generated approximately 255 pages of raw data analysis for the entire
set of 177 images.
As the primary focus of this research is to uncover patterns and describe them
in primarily qualitative terms, a smaller sample of images comprising a total of 42
illustrations was drawn for presentation in this paper, and can be found in the
Appendix. The micro-analysis component in Chapter 4 is based primarily on this
narrower sample.
The selection of these images was neither arbitrary nor random - they have
been chosen based on the observations made in the entire sample to represent major
patterns observed through detailed functional analysis, as well as salient exceptions
and variations wherever possible. While there are certainly flaws inherent to this
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method from the quantitative perspective, as well as a risk of omitting some of the
finer details and variations within the data, from a practical point of view it does offer
a way to present the data in qualitative richness and to explain some of the dynamics
of visual discourse and describe multiple, complimentary strategies used by BBC
(2003) and CNN (1999) in their documents overall. Wherever possible, exceptions
and irregularities are discussed and qualifications are made. The distribution of
images by genre and function drawn from the macro-analysis, which clearly shows
the predominance of certain image types over others, is used wherever possible to
support findings on the micro-analysis level. While I acknowledge the limits of this
approach, it does allow a fairly efficient presentation of findings based on what is still
a substantial data set.
This chapter has thus outlined the methodological approach, context, and data
selection examined in this study. I will now proceed to a presentation of the findings,
in Chapter 4 below.
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4. Analysis
In this chapter, I will apply the analytical framework established in Chapter 3 to the
data gathered from the BBC (2003) and CNN (1998) document sets on the weapons
and forces of the U.S. war on Iraq, observing firstly the higher-level patterns of genres
and functions of images, and secondly the representational, orientational and
organizational structures in images as part of overall depiction strategies used in
portraying weapons and forces.

4.1 Macro-Analysis
4.1.1 Genres
Before proceeding to discussion of sample results and patterns found in the images of
BBC (2003) and CNN (1998) documents overall, it is necessary to present a brief
classification of generic types of images found in the data. The categories below were
used during data coding to classify each of the images, and were derived through
considering distinctive features, differences in coding orientation, and discursive
functions that the images were intended to perform.

4.1.1.1 Ordinary Photograph
For the purposes of this study, the category of ordinary photographs encompasses
images which fall within technical norms of modern photography, and have been
taken in ways which can be said to represent a naturalistic, ordinary perspective. This
is not to suggest anything about their subjects or actual origins, but rather their
compositional nature. These images do not use extreme angles, elaborate posing, and
do not exceed limits of naturalistic modality - they are made to appear as incidental
views of their subjects that would be seen by unprivileged observers, taken without
waiting for a particular moment or angle, and often without precise framing of their
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subjects. Most typically, these images are taken from approximately eye level and in
colour that is presented in relatively low saturation, which enhances their realism.
Below are two typical examples:

Note that both images are taken from approximately eye level and are
reproduced in colour with low (but naturalistic-looking) saturation; they do not
involve any apparent posing by participants and appear to be made by an uninvolved
observer, with only partial view of their main subjects, while there is significant
'clutter' both in the foreground and background preventing complete clarity. The
overall implication is that these views are incidental and are made from an
unprivileged, relatively distant position. The importance of these features should
become more apparent in contrast to publicity photographs.
One way to summarize these properties is to say that ordinary photographs use
a naturalistic coding orientation, relying on realism (within the limits of photographic
technology) of their depiction to achieve their interpersonal effects. This will be
discussed in more detail below.
Within the overall sample, these images appear relatively frequently. In the
CNN documents, there are 10 ordinary photographs, which is 25% of all images used.
BBC contains 26, which is 19% of all images used. Both BBC and CNN use this type
of imagery most frequently when showing Iraqi military equipment and soldiers - one

half of all images of Iraqi soldiers and equipment can be classed as ordinary
photographs. The predominance of these images is not high among images of
friendly equipment, however are more common on BBC than CNN.

4.1.1.2 Publicity Photograph
The primary difference between the previous category and the current one is one of
modality - whereas ordinary photographs generally present views that are merely
realistic, images in this category go further to present dramatic, elaborate views of
their subjects that endow them with symbolism and significance that more ordinary
views would not provide. Although still using a medium that is generally considered
naturalistic (photography), the overriding coding orientation in these images is a
sensory one - where norms of realism for the technology can be exceeded. This type
of imagery articulates colours, lighting and contrast to a significant degree in order to
make the subjects appear aesthetically appealing and dramatic. This also involves
highly articulated perspective - images taken from very unusual angles, in carefully
selected poses, using wide or narrow lenses, from points of view that would not be
accessible to a common observer or represent a highly naturalistic view, positions
which could be said to be 'privileged'.
In public discourse, these are the types of images associated with professional
photography, ones which could for instance be used in advertisement due to their
striking and symbolic nature. They are used not merely to portray, but in effect to
promote. This is a very important distinction, one which is very relevant in this
context. In theoretical terms, the key to these depictions is the use of sensory, rather
than naturalistic, coding orientations foremost to achieve their orientational effects on
the viewer- the quality and aesthetic appeal of these images override realism, and
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often in a way which Kress and van Leeuwen (2006) refer to as "more than real"
(p. 163) - exceeding norms of modality for the medium.
Two examples are presented below:

(CNN)

(CNN)

Note the extreme high angles that could only be attained by taking photographs from
an aircraft; the dramatic horizontal angles, bright colours in the background and
symbolic background in the first photo. The power, capability and strongly-defined,
diagonal shapes of the subjects are emphasized. These images show neither
perspectives that would be typically be accessible by observers or participants in the
war, nor provide much information about function, location, and other aspects of
these weapons - instead focusing on aesthetic appeal. Although they are by all means
realistic portrayals of their subject, they are articulated in a way that goes beyond
naturalism. The effects of highly articulated perspective and modality in aestheticallyoriented portrayals will be discussed further below.
Within this study, publicity photographs can be found in both the CNN and
BBC documents, with 27 images of this type on CNN (which is 67.5% of total) and
25 on BBC (18% of total) - although this number does not include images that
combine publicity photographs with other visual elements (see "Combination" below).
These images are most prominent on CNN where they are the majority of illustrations
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accompanying articles about Coalition forces, vehicles and weapons (81% of all
images pertaining to these subjects).

4.1.1.3 Press Collage
Press collages are most frequently found on title pages, including those of both the
CNN and BBC documents on weapons and forces. They generally feature
combinations of visual elements, most frequently photographs, although perspective
and naturalism are only of marginal importance - rather, these are focused on
symbolically-relevant representation, showing multiple subjects or participants in
either the same or separate frames, suggesting which elements may 'belong' together
or which elements may be most salient and symbolic of a subject. They can thus be
said to be primarily sensory in terms of coding orientation. Highly-articulated usage
of colour, contrast and irregular framing that largely omits or replaces backgrounds
are some of the more common features, used most typically to draw connections or
distinctions between the various elements brought together in the collage. Individual
elements within the collages are rarely involved in overt interactions, and they
generally have little role beyond their symbolic significance - and thus are
represented in lower levels of detail than they would be in photographs (ordinary or
publicity, as above). Rather, they often serve as previews for content seen elsewhere,
and often incorporate parts of other illustrations found within a document.
In the BBC (2003) and CNN (1998) documents, this genre is most commonly
used for section or feature titles, as seen below.
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It should be noted that not all images categorized as "press collages" featured multiple
photographic elements combined. Some included only one, in addition to titles and/or
abstract backgrounds, but otherwise shared the 'cut out' appearance and other features.
Likewise, not all elements with multiple frames from different types of sources were
placed in this category - this will be discussed in the "combination" section below.
Press collages appear only in 2 instances on CNN (5% of total), both times as
title images; and 9 times on BBC (6.5% of total), primarily as titles as well.

4.1.1.4 Scale Drawing
Scale diagrams belong to a modality that is oriented towards neither representative
realism nor aesthetic effect. These images belong to technological coding orientations
- where detail, colour, perspective or depth are only important insofar as they
contribute to the representation of structure, scale and/or function of the subject. How
they correlate to real appearance, or what symbolic connotations they produce is not
considered particularly relevant. They can thus be said to use a primarily
technological coding orientation.
Within the data examined for this study, these types of diagrams are found
only on BBC's website where they show internal and external detail of weapon
systems. They are by no means visually impoverished and have very clean, sharp
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appearance, appealing colours, and usually a measure of perspective. They also
usually feature cutaways and labels showing components of these weapons. Some
measure of geometric and colour symbolism is used in these diagrams, but their
primary focus is on topographic accuracy - showing scale and composition.

(BBC)
There are 8 scale drawings (not counting instances where they are combined with
other elements, see "Combination" below) contained in BBC's (2003) Fact Files.

4.1.1.5 Function Diagram
Likewise found mainly in BBC's "Fact Files" in the course of this study, function
diagrams are similar to the above-mentioned scale drawings in style and orientation
towards function over appearance. They also employ a technological coding
orientation. The main difference is that these diagrams are not to scale - rather than
topographic accuracy, their primary goal is topological accuracy - accurately showing
relations between components and steps in processes such as delivery of weapons.
Unlike scale drawings which present structure of weapons systems, function diagrams
show stages in material processes in abstract ways. As a result, geometric and
temporal symbolism, vectors and visual salience of dominant participants are usually
prominently featured.
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(BBC)
Not including instances where they are used in combination with other elements (see
"Combination", below), function diagrams appear in 19 instances in BBC's (2003)
Fact Files (14% of total). In the CNN's (1998) documents, the single diagram of the
Iraqi command structure can also be considered a function diagram.

4.1.1.6 Map
Geopolitical maps are used occasionally to help situate some of the weapons and
emphasize their capabilities. Maps are topographical structures, and their composition
is primarily determined by their functional role.

Only one map (shown above) appears in the data, presented on BBC in an article
describing Israeli missile defense systems.
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4.1.1.7 Optical Sensor Data
Although found only once in this study, as part of a BBC article on "Smart Weapons",
this type of imagery is often considered iconic of modern warfare. It is essentially
photographs created from optical sensors carried on weapons and weapon systems,
such as 'smart bombs' which rely on such sensors for precise targeting. Due to the
nature of the sensors and the extreme conditions and distances with which they have
to cope, imagery produced by them is extremely grainy, low-quality, and sometimes
difficult to decipher. Furthermore it is sometimes censored to avoid leaks of sensitive
military information.
In the media, it is used largely for aesthetic effect, to give concrete examples
of the capabilities of the weapons, which are most usually seen tracking very small
from long distances, and striking them accurately. While they are certainly naturalistic
within the norms of imaging technology from which they are sourced, their use in
media contexts often emphasizes their sensory dimensions. The extreme contrasts,
electronic text and items like crosshairs are used to draw attention and symbolize the
high-tech nature of the weapons. To viewers not familiar with this technology, this
imagery provides little to no information value. It is frequently accompanied by
explanations that clarify the significance of the images. In the case of BBC, the image
below appears in the "Smart Weapons" section and is followed by a series of function
diagrams explaining processes that this image is a part of.
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4.1.1.8 Combination
As already noted above, categorizing certain images into generic types sometimes
proved challenging. In some cases, combinations of different genres were found in the
same space.
For example, BBC (2003) used the layout seen below for many key
illustrations in its Fact Files:

(BBC 97)
On the surface, one could consider this a "press collage", as it does fit many
aspects of the category - and even shares the background with some of BBC's
collages, but the purpose here is distinctly different. This image is perhaps more
accurately analyzed if it's considered to include two distinct elements - a publicity
photo element with a faded background on the left, and a scale drawing on the right.
Rather than a press collage where the purpose is primarily to create a mood, serving
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an aesthetic purpose, there is informational value in the scale drawing, which is
topographically accurate and complements the photograph.
This is a very predominant category on BBC, and with only a few exceptions,
the images that comprise it are exactly of the same structure and genre as shown
above - a combination of publicity photograph(s) and scale drawing(s), with faded
background for the photographs and a light grey grid forming the primary frame of
the image. The total number of images placed in this category is 48, which is 35% of
total for BBC's visuals. Of these, 43 are a combination of photographs and scale
drawings presented in a format identical to the example shown above. Of the
remaining five, four are also combinations of photographs and function diagrams or
scale drawings, used to complementary effect. One is an animation which combines
scale drawing and function diagrams in relatively equal proportion.

4.1.1.9 Summary
The images found in the data sample thus fall into eight different categories, most (but
not all) of which use photographic sources in some form. The distribution of images
by generic type is summarized in the charts below:
El Ordinary
Photo
• Publicity
Photo
• Press
Collage
D Scale
Drawing
• Function
Diagram
III Map
• Optical
Sensor
QCombinatio
n

CNN - 40 images

BBC - 137 images
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As this analysis suggests, there is a significant difference between BBC and CNN in
terms of the distribution of different types of imagery. Where this difference is most
apparent is in scale drawings, function diagrams, and the "Combination" category
which generally includes scale drawings and diagrams. These comprise a significant
part of the sample in the BBC's (2003) Fact Files, yet are virtually absent in CNN's
(1998) documents. By contrast, CNN's documents use publicity photos in the
overwhelming majority of articles.
The implications of this distinction will be discussed further below; at this
point, it is sufficient to say that there is significant strategic difference between the
way CNN and BBC present the same type of discourse.

4.1.2 Functions
In terms of the role of images in combination with the text, as part of larger
multimodal documents, I would distinguish three primary categories into which use of
images would fall:

4.1.2.1 Primary illustration
Primary illustrations are often the sole images within an individual article, and serve
as summaries of the overall 'essence' of their subject. They usually portray the subject
either in full or in a detailed close-up, and normally present an aesthetically-refined
depiction that reflects the subject's qualities. Primary illustrations are usually located
at the start of the articles and one of their primary roles, in conjunction with article
titles, is setting the theme or mood within their respective articles. Due to their default
position at the top of the page, above the main text body within an article, they are
presented as the ideal - the generalized essence of the discourse, as opposed to the
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text which is presented as the real - concrete facts and practical information.
Typically, publicity photos are used in this illustrative role.
CNN uses these extensively within their documents on weapons and forces.

4.1.2.2 Secondary Illustration
As opposed to primary illustrations which try to summarize their subject in one image,
secondary illustrations only show individual features of the subject, aspects of its use,
or the context in which it is usually found, referring to text or other images for further
detail and synthesis. This type of illustration includes both ordinary and publicity
photos. These images are usually located somewhere within the body of the article,
rather than at the top.
BBC's (2003) Fact Files use these extensively in conjunction with subtitles that relate
the images to text articles. In most instances where secondary illustrations are found
on BBC, they are located to the right of the main text body, which places them in a
given-new relation with the text, which serves both to solidify the factual nature of the
text and underline the role of images as giving additional information on specific,
singular features of the subject rather than presenting its generalized essence.

4.1.2.3 Exposition / Explanation
This use of images coincides largely with scale drawings and function diagrams.
Rather than summarizing qualities or presenting individual features of the subject,
they provide a more concrete representation that is largely technical in nature. In the
case of scale drawings, this involves exposition of the subject's components and
dimensions - not qualities, or at least not overtly; in the case of function diagrams,
complete explanation of its functions - not a snapshot of an aspect within them. By
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default, these images are exhaustive - that is, they show a complete set of attributes,
relations and/or functions. This is generally done with the aid of labels, lines, and
symbolic vectors such as arrows - though it can be accomplished without these, for
example by creating very clear covert taxonomies (by showing multiple subjects in
one frame and symbolising the relation between them through size and position) or
using carefully-arranged temporal structures (suggesting sequences in time, through
positioning, repetition or symbolism). Photographs can appear in an
exposition/explanation role, however this is relatively unusual - primarily because the
default mode, technical drawings, lends itself much more readily to these functions
and is much easier to articulate and control for attributes and functions on display.
Images placed in this role are usually dominant within their respective articles
and contain information that is necessary for their overall interpretation. Since CNN's
(1998) articles do not contain such diagrams (with one exception), this use of images
is found mainly in BBC's (2003) Fact Files within this study.
Another notable feature of the exposition/explanation role is that it takes on
images that combine multiple frames, often of different generic types (see
Combination in the discussion of generic types), for example small photo insets
within diagrams. In effect, these diagrams often gains their own primary and
secondary illustrations - which is not surprising, considering the dominant role these
diagrams take within (and often over) the articles. For the purposes of the study, these
subordinate illustrations will not be treated separately, but analyzed as part of the
larger images in which they are embedded.
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4.1.2.4 Summary
Thus, for the purposes of this study there are 8 generic types of images and 3
patterns of their use distinguished. The overall distribution of these between CNN's
(1998) and BBC's (2003) documents on weapons and forces in the Iraq conflict is
summarized in the table below:

CNN
•

Ordinary Photograph

40
10

Primary
Illustration
38
10

•

Publicity Photograph

27

26

•
•
•

Press Collage
Scale Drawing
Function diagram

2

2

•
•

Map
Optical Sensor Data

•

Combination

Total

Secondary
Illustration
1

1

Exposition /
Explanation
1

1

1

BBC
•

137
26

56

Ordinary Photograph

53
26

•

Publicity Photograph

25

3

22

•
•
•

Press Collage
Scale Drawing
Function diagram

9
8
19

7
1
1

2
1
1

•
•

Map
Optical Sensor Data

1
1

1

•

Combination

48

43

28

6
17

1

5

As far as the use of images, once again BBC shows a much wider range, with a
notable amount of secondary illustrations and explanation/exposition visuals which
are by and large absent from CNN's (1998) set of documents.
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4.2 Micro-Analysis
The remainder of this chapter will present detailed analysis of individual images,
discussing patterns found within each of the sections and their relevance to the overall
effect of the CNN (1998) and BBC (2003) documents. The analysis follows from the
framework established in Chapter 3, and discusses Representational, Orientational
and Organizational aspects of images found within each section.

4.3 Section I - Coalition Vehicles
The first section of analyzed data covers images found in articles about military ships,
tanks, and aircraft. These fall into several sections within both the CNN (1998) and
BBC (2003) documents, but the pattern of representation among them is surprisingly
consistent. As the table below shows, a single generic type, publicity photograph,
predominates in the CNN's (1998) articles - while combination imagery is
predominant in the BBC (2003) Fact Files on ships, tanks and aircraft. In regard to
the latter, it should be taken into account that all 40 combinations in this sample
belong to a specific format that includes publicity photo elements and scale drawings.
The format will be detailed further below.
Section I - Coalition Vehicles
24
4

Primary
Illustration
24
4

20

20

47
3

40

Total
CNN
•
•
BBC
•
•
•
•
•

Ordinary
Photograph
Publicity
Photograph
Ordinary
Photograph
Publicity
Photograph
Scale Drawing /
Diagram
Function
Diagram
Combination

Secondary
Illustration

Exposition /
Explanation

5
3

2

1

1

1

1
2

2
40

40
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Given this distribution, as well as significant similarity among images belonging to
the dominant types, further discussion in this section focuses on unpacking the
features of publicity photo and combination imagery and outlining patterns between
and within them. Photographic imagery that that has differences from the dominant
pattern is also noted, but analysis of scale drawings and function diagrams is omitted
from the present section - for discussion of these, see the Coalition Weapons section
further below.
The most important patterns in this section are as follows:
•

•

•

Organizational
o Use of primary illustrations - placement above the text; ideal-real
relationship with text
o Use of framing, salience, central position to emphasize subjects (CNN)
o Limited internal framing between different representations of same
subject (BBC)
Representational
o Single, inanimate participants
o Non-transactional material actions
o Relational processes, emphasis on attributes
o Limited articulation of circumstances
Orientational
o Medium distance
o Predominance of high, mostly frontal angles
o Very high articulation of depth of perspective
o High articulation of contrast, colour, lighting

A complete functional analysis of 14 images from this section, 6 from CNN's (1998)
documents and 8 from BBC's (2003) Fact Files, can be found in the Appendix.
Results of this sample analysis will be used to inform the specific findings presented
below.

4.3.1 Organizational
Images found within this section share many organizational similarities; in fact the
BBC and CNN each have a format which they consistently follow and which extends
to virtually all primary illustrations of military equipment.
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4.3.1.1 CNN
CNN (1998) uses the layout presented below. Note that the image is dominated by a
publicity photograph (even though it does possess other elements, such as a small
scale drawing), and therefore was coded as such.

|B-52

Bomber

5 C Bomber!

(13) CNN
The image is composed of two primary frames: a black border surrounding the title
and a small silhouette of an aircraft in the top part, and a black inward gradient border
surrounding the large publicity photo at bottom. Within this photo frame, the aircraft
is the most salient element - which is established through size and contrast primarily,
and its central positioning in the frame focuses the viewer's attention on it.
Serving as the primary illustration for its respective article, the image clearly
establishes a pattern of reference to it, which is further reinforced by the title being
contained within the image, labelling it as showing the same subject as the article. The
image, positioned directly above the article's text itself, helps establish the overall
theme - which becomes more significant when the representational and orientational
dimensions for it are considered, since the image helps cement the participants and
processes of the discourse, and a certain attitude toward the discourse, which are
echoed in the text. These will be discussed further below.
Another way to describe the vertical relationship between the image and the
text is in terms of information structure - ideal and real. The image becomes the ideal
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representation - something that is certainly expected of a publicity photo, which
provides a visual sense of the subject but not much in the way of concrete facts; and
the text, providing specific technical and contextual information (such as how old the
aircraft is, where and how it has been used), becomes the real. In this way the text and
visual significantly complement each other.
Naturally, the two frames within the image can also be considered to be in an
ideal-real relationship: with the title, label and silhouette serving as ideal, alluding to
the general idea of a bomber a viewer may have; and the photograph showing the real,
relatively naturalistic appearance of an actual bomber.
The final organisational element, which is very difficult to precisely specify, is
the relation of the image to public perceptions and popular images. Certainly, an
image of aircraft or an allusion to a bomber brings up a whole chain of references.
Sometimes these associations are spelled out directly - BBC's article for example
refers to this same aircraft as "the B-52 of Dr Strangelove fame". But even without
explicit reference, images and articles are bound to engage such associations. While it
may be the role of the CNN (1998) and BBC (2003) documents to give information
about weapons to the viewer, it is certain that most viewers will have associations
with much of the imagery they see already. It would be wrong to assume that the
media treats these viewers as ignorant of the subject - rather, it is most likely they
rely on existing associations and seek to direct them in favourable ways. In
organizational terms, one can at least assume that the viewers' ability to at least
recognize the subject as a large aircraft and perhaps a bomber would be assumed and
thus, on the one hand, free the authors from having to specify what this entails - and
on the other hand, give them a greater latitude in manipulating features of the image
such as perspective, lighting and colour while retaining recognizability of the subject.
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This pattern certainly applies to all subjects presented by CNN in this particular
fashion.

4.3.1.2 BBC
Like CNN's (1998) images of military vehicles, the vast majority of all images
presented in BBC's (2003) sections on this subject are primary illustration featuring
an element sourced from publicity photographs. Unlike CNN's images however, this
element is not the predominant one - as seen in the photograph above, the primary
illustrations of vehicles on BBC use a combination of publicity photograph and scale
drawing. The format is consistent throughout, although with variations in the number
and positioning of each of the elements - there is always at least one publicity
photograph inset and at least one scale drawing, but the number and positioning of
these elements in each individual illustration varies. A typical example, containing
one photographic element and three scale drawings, all representing the same subject,
can be seen below:

^

T

i

*
16.7m

13.9m

•

t

(12) BBC
The primary frame containing the entire image is formed by the light grey grid
seen in the background - it is not particularly clear or obtrusive, and thus makes the
image blend into the article (which is set against a white background) to a large extent.
The internal framing is very vague at best, as in the case of the background around the
aircraft fading outward into the same light grey grid; it is non-existent between the
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scale drawings. The intention is to break down the internal borders, in part to make it
clear that all the images are of the same exact subject and belong together.
While in this particular image the background grid of the scale drawing
extends throughout and the drawings take up much more space, it is the photographic
element which remains more salient - in large part because of its high contrast,
especially compared to the drawings. The presence of a background, however vague,
and productive use of perspective ensure that it is the element that draws most
attention. The lower-modality images are peripheral to it, but serve to explain the
appearance and features of the subjects in much greater clarity and detail. The use of
repetition helps clarify features of the subject and, given the limited internal framing,
emphasizes that rather than showing different subjects, all individual elements are
united in their presentation of one single (though not individual - but rather
generalized) aircraft.
While it is possible to talk about left-right relations within the image, which
would make the photo on the left the given element, and the scale drawings the new,
other images of military vehicles in this section do not continue the same pattern, and
the placement of elements appears largely arbitrary (although it would certainly make
sense for a photograph and a scale drawing clarifying what it shows to be in a givennew relationship, thus supporting the role of the image's authors as informationgivers). The relation between the image and the article below it is identical to the
pattern seen in primary illustrations by CNN - the image helps set the theme for the
article, and also serves as the ideal to the article's real, thus emphasizing the
illustration's role as the "idealized essence of the information" (Kress & van Leeuwen,
2006) and the text's role as the provider of practical and specific facts.
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Once again, while it may be difficult to trace the references to external realities
and popular perceptions that the image seeks to make, it is at least relying on common
recognition of the subject as a modern military aircraft.

4.3.1.3 Summary
Thus, the primary illustrations that form the vast majority of visual content in articles
on Coalition military vehicles are organized in a way that focuses the viewer on the
appearance and external attributes of their subjects. This is accomplished through
framing (or within BBC's combination images - lack thereof); salience through
position, contrast and use of perspective; and in certain instances - repetition.
The illustrations, by virtue of their vertical position relative to the article, serve
firstly to help establish the overall theme for the text that follows them - and secondly
serve as the ideal to the text's real, which is a natural and established pattern for
primary illustration. Their role is thus to represent the overall essence of the topic.
The images certainly work into a complex network of references, both to
specific passages in the text they accompany, and to the outside world and popular
perception of their subjects at large. It is difficult to trace precisely what perceptions
of their subjects these illustrations may refer to, but it is certainly possible to discuss
what perceptions they seek to form through examining representational and
orientational aspects of the image, ways in which they construe their subject and
orient their viewers. This follows in the discussion directly below.

4.3.2 Representational
Since the most basic functional aim of both the CNN and BBC is to present weapon
systems and forces, the most dominant mode of accomplishing this goal is to simply
show their appearance and features. In most illustrations, this is accomplished by
simply presenting the subject in an up-front, decontextualized, largely static fashion.
Consider the two examples below in terms of processes, participants and
circumstances:

(US Navy)

(l)CNN

i

332.8Sm

»

(2) BBC

The subject of both images is the ship, in both cases shown from more than one
perspective. The ship can be seen moving in one of the frames within both images, as
suggested by the vectors formed by firstly the ship's orientation, and secondly the
powerful wave it produces in the water. In the frames where the wave is seen, the
vectors are further underlined by the diagonal lines produced by the perspective from
which the ship is seen. There are aircraft on the deck of the ship, which could be
considered either independent participants or simply attributes of the ship - there is a
covert taxonomy suggesting that they are subordinate to the carrier regardless.
Perhaps the most accurate way to describe the relation is as a circumstance of
accompaniment - linguistically, paralleling the expression "carrier with aircraft".
Many other attributes, such as antennas, a flat deck, a square tower on its right side,
and so forth, can be distinguished. Besides the sea and, in the first image, the sky, no
other circumstances are present. No further information - such as where this ship is,
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where it is going, what it does with the aircraft - is provided. This sort of information
can certainly be inferred or gathered from the accompanying text, but it is not
provided in the image itself.
The field established in this image corresponds to a large extent with
existential, attributive and possessive processes used in linguistic communication the ship is situated in the real world by virtue of the representation and it can be
reduced to a series of attributes and components. Since there are no other participants,
it is these attributes that become the focus of the image. For all purposes, the image
simply shows what the ship is and what it has. In absence of transitivity, sense of time
or in fact narrative structure, the sole material action involved also becomes an
abstract attribute of sorts - or, again paralleling linguistic analysis, it becomes similar
in function to an infinitive structure. Since there is no concrete sense of time or
location established (except that it is daytime at sea), and there is no substantial
narrative (beyond perhaps "the ship is sailing"), these images can easily be
incorporated into other narratives about the subject, which is precisely what happens
in this case. This, of course, is usually a property of publicity photographs of military
hardware - they are meant to be used and re-used in the press whenever an article
involving the subject is written.
One other notable element that is absent in the images is an obvious human
presence. Both the BBC and CNN articles indicate that a carrier such as the one
depicted has a crew of over 5000 people - yet none can be seen in the image, and thus
none are participants in the image as such. The ship is an inanimate entity, and
certainly it cannot operate without its human crew - but in the image at least, being
the only active participant, it certainly does. Thus agency is assigned to an inanimate
entity - and certainly the texts accompanying these images bear this out, being
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predominantly about the ship or its components (such as elevators, catapults)
performing actions. On the one hand, assigning primary agency and giving primary
representation to an inanimate ship is simply a sensible technical choice - it would be
difficult to visually characterize a 332.85m ship (as BBC's image emphasizes) while
giving agency to its human operators who would be at most about 2m in their longest
dimension; but there is also a significant ideological implication - whether
intentionally or not, removing human agency also removes any sense of responsibility
for actions the ship may be involved in, along with any personalization of its
operators. At the same time this serves to underline the role of technology in
conducting warfare - where machines become primary agents. Although in these
images the ship is portrayed in a relatively innocuous action of sailing through the
seas in these images, its primary purpose is a military one, and it is far from being
independent of human agency in reality.
Thus, the images construct a carefully-selected field of discourse, with a single
active participant engaged in a non-transactional action, and with only abstract senses
of time, place and agency.
In the CNN (1998) and BBC (2003) documents as a whole, this mode of
representation is very common for subjects including ships, aircraft and other military
hardware, and is especially predominant on CNN. It appears to be a typical pattern for
military publicity photos as such.
The observation is confirmed by detailed analysis of the selected data sample.
For instance the pattern of representation in fact extends to all images selected in this
section:
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(1) CNN - Aircraft
Carrier
(2) BBC - Aircraft
Carrier
(3) CNN - Destroyer
(4) BBC - Destroyer

(5) CNN - Submarine
(6) BBC - Submarine

(7) BBC - Challenger
Tank
(8) BBC - Abrams Tank

(9) CNN - F - 1 6 Fighter
(10) B B C - F - 1 6 Fighter

(11) CNN-Tornado
(12) BBC-Tornado

(13)CNN-B-52
Bomber
(14)BBC-B-52
Bomber

Participants

Circumstances

Processes

Ship, aircraft on deck

Water, sky (location)

Motion (Material)

Ship
2 scale drawings of
same ship
Ship
Ship
2 scale drawings of
same ship
Ship
Ship
2 scale drawings of
same ship
Tank

Water (location), grid
(abstract)

Motion (Material)

Water (location)
Water (location), grid
(abstract)

Motion (Material)
Motion (Material)

Water (location)
Water (location), grid
(abstract)

Motion (Material)
Motion (Material)

Hills, roads, trees (location)

Tank
2 scale drawings of
same tank
Aircraft (F-16)

Vehicles (not in correct
perspective), faded; light grey
grid
Sky, cirrus clouds, mountain
tops (location)
Pale grey grid only

Motion, aiming
(material)
Forward movement
suggested (material)

Aircraft
3 scale drawings of
same aircraft
Aircraft
Aircraft
3 scale drawings of
same aircraft
Aircraft
Aircraft
3 scale drawings of
same aircraft

Motion (Material)
Forward movement
suggested (Material)

Water, cliffs (location)
Pale grey background in
photo, details indistinct;
Pale grey grid
Clouds, haze (location)

Motion (Material)
Forward movement
suggested (Material)

Pale grey background in
photo, details indistinct;
Pale grey grid

Forward movement
suggested (Material)

Motion (Material)

It should be noted that there are some images in the CNN (1998) and BBC (2003)
documents that do not entirely match this pattern. Two exceptions which do include
multiple participants, some of which are human, are discussed further below. As far as
general patterns however, the representational properties summarized above certainly
hold true.

4.3.3 Orientational
The orientational structure of the text is most crucial in aligning the viewer, since it is
responsible for creating relations within the text - those between the viewer, the
subject, and also the authors of the image. With the field defined in relatively narrow
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terms, as discussed above, there is certainly ample room in the images of Coalition
vehicles for arranging these interpersonal aspects.
As with other aspects already discussed, there are prevalent orientational
patterns in this section. These include perspective and depth, use of detail and
sharpness, saturation, contrast and lighting. Consider the features of the photograph
below:

(US Navy)

(3) CNN
Firstly, the photograph is framed in a way that shows the entire ship, the edges of
which touch the frame but do not exceed it. This is typically described as medium
distance, which is close enough to see both the entire appearance of the object and its
features as well as possible, but far enough to place the viewer at a reasonable social
distance - the viewer, in other words, may be invited to view the ship but is not
associated directly with the ship in this way. In terms of horizontal angle, the ship's
orientation is approximately % frontal relative to the viewer - thus, it is approaching
the viewer, but not directly. Frontal angles generally indicate engagement - and in
this case, it certainly helps to draw attention to the ship and engage the viewer in
examining it and its features more closely. In terms of vertical angle, the viewer is
placed in a high viewing position, well above the ship. Vertical angle is associated
with power, thus the viewer is in a relatively powerful position over the ship, and
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conversely, the ship is not presented in a threatening fashion. There are further
implications to this which will be discussed below; before that, the overall relevance
of this pattern of perspective should be considered.
The photographic images seen in the BBC illustration below share most
features with the image above (medium distance, primarily frontal angle, high vertical
angle) - with the exception of vertical angle for the photographic inset on the left.
j
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(4) BBC
By virtue of positioning the ship more frontally and at a medium angle
(approximately level with horizon), it is made to appear somewhat more threatening
but also more capable. Otherwise, the patterns are retained. As the table below shows,
there are other similar variations, but the overall mode remains relatively consistent in
portrayals of ships and tanks, both in CNN and BBC articles:
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Distance
(relative to frame size)
Medium

Horizontal angle / facing

Vertical Angle

Frontal (slightly offset)

Moderate-high

Medium-long

1) Frontal (slightly
offset)

1) Moderate- high
(above deck)
2) High

Medium
Medium

2) Oblique (1/3 back),
facing right
% frontal
1) Frontal

(5) CNN Submarine

Medium-close

2) 3/4 frontal
Frontal, slightly offset

(6) BBC Submarine

Medium

1) 3A frontal

2) High
Very high (almost
vertical)
1) Medium-high

(7) BBC - Challenger
Tank

Medium

(l)CNN
Aircraft Carrier
(2) BBC Aircraft Carrier

(3) CNN Destroyer
(4) BBC Destroyer

2) Profile (facing left)
Oblique (2/3 frontal
relative to tank
body/plane of motion)

Vt frontal relative to
turret
(8) BBC - Abrams Tank
Medium
1) 3/4 frontal
(features matching the general pattern shown in bold, exceptions shown in italic)

High
1) Medium (deck level)

2) Medium
Low (ground level)

1) Medium-high

The exceptions are frequently strategic in nature, such as for example using lower
angles to emphasize the subject's power, or more oblique angles to create a greater
social distance between the viewer and the subject.
Among images of aircraft, the pattern is also common although the use of the
oblique and medium, rather than frontal and high angle appears with a particularly
high frequency in depictions of fighter aircraft, for example as in the image below:

F-16C
Fighting Falcon

-Bomber

'"^ffiffffi^.

(J arm's)

(CNN)
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This could be for a variety of reasons - it may simply be incidental to the
appearance of fighter aircraft, which have a small frontal cross-section and short
wings, but a very distinctive profile which has sharp, prominent diagonals - which
lend themselves well to symbolising the speed and agility of the aircraft. This may
also be done in order to make the aircraft appear less threatening to the viewer. After
all, one reason that high angle is used in many of the pictures is to assign the viewer a
position that is not only powerful, but relatively secure - underlining the fact that the
ships are, perhaps, serving his/her cause.
Indeed, while it is possible to discuss perspective at length in abstract terms,
one very basic and key question to consider is - how were these photographs obtained?
Where was the camera positioned and in what relation was the photographer to the
subject when the photograph was taken? It is easily possible to deduce the answers to
these questions from the image's perspective. In the overwhelming majority of images
of Coalition vehicles, the images were taken with obvious cooperation from the
operators of the subject itself. Images of large objects like ships taken from a high
angle were doubtlessly made from an aircraft flying overhead; images of flying
aircraft from an airborne perspective - another aircraft flying in close formation.
Airborne photography of military subjects is an expensive procedure which requires
absolute cooperation with military commanders - and no doubt, a very privileged few
are allowed to obtain this perspective, considering the security risks involved. And it
is the obviously privileged nature of the perspective, more so than the specifics of
vertical angle, that particularly empowers and aligns the viewer in relation to
Coalition vehicles.
Another aspect of privileged perspectives used for publicity purposes, like
airborne photography, is that they are markedly unusual and allow a much greater
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articulation of depth than ordinary photography would allow. In the majority of
photographs in this section, depth is hyper-articulated beyond typical limits of
naturalism. For example, consider the image below:

(11) CNN
The sense of depth is firstly created by the juxtaposition of a foreground and
background; secondly, the high angle is markedly unusual and was obviously
achieved through airborne photography from another aircraft; thirdly, the aircraft is
portrayed in a pose that actually exposes its underside and its weapons, which puts it
in a highly dynamic position. Also of note is the notable use of highlights and
shadows to give the aircraft's shape a sense of depth, the very narrow field of view
produced by the lens which took this picture, the diagonals formed by the plane's
outline, the dramatic use of lighting on the cliffs in the background, and the
contrast/sharpness difference between foreground and background. While the
somewhat detailed (if still unspecific) background is unusual for most images in this
section, the rest of the pattern certainly extends to most portrayals of Coalition
vehicles in articles by BBC (2003) and CNN (1998). Aside from depth the image also
uses high brightness and colour variation to create a dramatic appearance. This type of
image could not have been produced without elaborate posing, specialist equipment,
access to Coalition resources - and also probably not without retouching software.
The effect of this marking is two-fold - firstly, as noted before, the viewer is
placed in a privileged position relative to the subject; secondly, the viewer's attention
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is focused on the aesthetic attributes of the subject through an elaborate use of
modality. The image thus exceeds limits of naturalism and moves into a sensory
coding orientation, where this type of "hyper-realism" and certainly hyper-articulation
of modality - especially depth - is expected.
As noted earlier, publicity photographs are intended not merely to present but
to promote their subject. In this instance, they certainly accomplish the purpose firstly, by positioning the viewer at a social distance (through use of medium distance)
but in engagement with the subject (through use of frontal angle); secondly by giving
the viewer a privileged and secure position in relation to the subject (through use of
high vertical angle and the literally privileged origin of the perspective in general);
and finally, by providing a sensory-oriented, high-modality presentation of the subject
that is aesthetically engaging.
The remaining element of the above images which has not yet been considered
is the scale drawings that share the same space (and primary frame) with the
photographic elements in BBC's primary illustrations. Stylized as technical drawings,
the diagrams retain the focus on features and attributes of their subjects. As compared
to photographs, they have extremely low modality on most counts - low contrast, no
use of colour aside from shades of grey; a virtual lack of perspective articulation,
except through overlapping lines and shapes; no background articulation and an
absence of lighting in any form. The one modality that is relatively high is sharpness
and detailed. The viewer is given access to what is presented as accurate, technical
information on the dimensions and form of the subject, which is generally repeated to
give multiple perspectives. There is no obstruction between the viewer and the details
of the image, which certainly puts a viewer into a relatively powerful position but an
abstract one, which by default creates a significant social distance. The main

onentational purpose of the drawings is to present an unmarked portrayal to help
support the highly modalized portrayal of the photo elements, thus grounding their
sensory representation in more objective, technological reality.

4.3.4 Summary
Analysis of images of various Coalition vehicles included in the CNN (1998) and
BBC (2003) documents on the weapons and forces of the U.S. war on Iraq reveals a
number of consistent patterns and themes. Most of the visuals used in these articles
are publicity photographs or combinations featuring them, and therefore largely
sensory in orientation. This is manifested in the orientational aspects of the images,
especially the heightened use of several modalities - including contrast, lighting,
colour, and most notably depth of perspective, which are highly articulated.
Representationally, the predominant pattern is of portrayals where single, inanimate
participants - the vehicles themselves - are engaged in non-transactional actions
(normally motion) or are simply presented in a way where attributes rather than roles
are emphasized. There is a notable absence of human actors in most of the images.
The perspective in most of the images is a privileged one, engaging the viewer while
at the same time placing him/her at a distance - as evidenced by the predominance of
moderate and moderate-long distances, high vertical angles and mostly frontal
horizontal angles from which the images are taken relative to the main participant.
Since the overwhelming majority of the images of Coalition vehicles are used
as primary illustrations, their role is to provide the general essence of the subject underscored by their positioning above the main text, which suggests their role as the
ideal to the text's real. The essence presented is essentially that of inanimate,
independent subjects engaged in vague, non-transactional actions - which results in
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the presentation being largely abstract and deemphasizes the connection of the
subjects to material violence. By virtue of being placed into a privileged position and
being afforded high-modality, aesthetically-attractive views of the military vehicles,
the viewers are both aligned and drawn away from ethical concerns toward aesthetic
ones by the authors of the discourse. Thus, the essence of the discourse presented in
the images is indeed a highly idealized one - that of impressive, high-tech machines
that are favourably disposed toward the viewer's interest. Representation of their
involvement in material violence involving humans - either as actors or sufferers - is
avoided as far as possible.

4.3.5 Exceptions
There are several minor but notable exceptions to the general pattern. Consider the
images below, which have human participants and where the subjects seem to be
placed in a much more circumstance-rich context:

(BBC)

(CNN)

The first image is a secondary illustration appearing in a BBC article. In this image,
the aircraft that is the centre of the article is seen in the background, with people
surrounding it - this, in combination with the light, draws attention to it. In the
foreground, there is also a weapon (a Storm Shadow cruise missile, as the subtitle to
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this image indicates) highlighted by a spotlight, and a man apparently examining it it is unclear whether he is doing anything to it materially, but his gaze is directed at
the weapon.
This is an example of reactional process: though there are multiple participants
and human actors are engaged, their role is a passive one - rather than simply
showing qualities and attributes of the aircraft, the image shows people observing
those qualities and attributes, thereby drawing attention to the aircraft and weapon at
the centre of the discourse. This is further enhanced by the fact that it is impossible to
see expressions of the human participants in detail - so the type of reaction is not
specified and left up to the viewer (and other elements in the image) to determine.
Perhaps a better way to classify them, then, is as a circumstance - that of both
accompaniment, and possibly also that of means. The primary processes in the image
are still relational - the aircraft and the weapon, for example, are implicitly related as
parts of the same system, which is explicitly underlined by lighting - but the actual
means for this process are the humans, which is perhaps their primary role in the
image. The background is also more elaborated (if not completely specific) - it is
readily recognizable as an aviation hangar at an allied air base.
In the second image, the interaction is far more overt however - one can
interpret the process taking place between the person and the aircraft as a reaction or a
verbal process. The person in the image is either reacting to the movement by the
aircraft and stepping out of the way, or giving signals to the aircraft's pilot (or perhaps
both). Either way, the aircraft remains dominant within the image. The background in
this image, like the previous one, is also more elaborated - it is relatively easy to
distinguish the setting as an aircraft carrier deck, which brings up its own chain of
association.
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The effect of inclusion of human participants and more elaborate background
is the production of narrative - one that is centered on the main subject, aircraft in the
case of the images above. The text accompanying the images reinforces this - "New
weapons - including the Storm Shadow cruise missile - and upgrades now mean that
the Tornado is more versatile" for the first image, and "The F/A-18 is a single-seat
carrier-based aircraft, flown by both the Marine Corps and the Navy" for the second.
The narratives are thus about upgrades for the airplane in the first case, and about
carrier operations in the second - relatively complex processes represented quite
effectively with simple depictions. Humans help mediate these narratives, give a
sense of scale and direct attention towards the aircraft (or in the first case, aircraft and
weapon).
Orientationally, these images are not remarkably different from other images
found in the section. While the modality is not extremely high on either, both still use
perspective to significant effect, placing the viewer in a privileged position relative to
the aircraft (and weapon). Lighting and contrast are sharp in both images, though play
a more significant role in the first. The aircraft are presented clearly and with
numerous attributes visible, which cannot be said of the humans and background.
Organizationally, it is clear that the aircraft is the centre of the discourse, with humans
placed very much in the peripheral position. Thus, as with all preceding examples, the
primary role of the image is presenting attributes of the aircraft and aligning the
viewer in relation to it. The simple narratives in these exceptional cases only serve to
underline this purpose.
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4.4 Section II - Coalition Troops
The second section of analyzed data is comprised of images found in articles related
directly to the description of coalition troops and military units - including formations
of the US Army and Marines, their British and Australian equivalents, and also
cooperative Kurdish militias working against the Iraqi regime.
Unlike the preceding section where there was a set of predominant patterns
extending to the majority of the images and an approximate equivalency between
CNN and BBC in terms of types of images represented, this section presents some
organizational difficulties: firstly because there is only a single illustration dealing
with troops in CNN's (1998) documents; and secondly because within BBC's (2003)
Fact Files, there is a variety of images that do not fit into a single pattern. In the case
of CNN, the lack of images relating to Coalition troops is due to its focus on
presenting the 1998 air and sea campaign, where the use of troops on the ground was
not a very likely possibility. The variety in BBC's images, meanwhile, is caused
primarily by the complex and diverse content that they relate to. The overall
distribution of images is outlined in the table below:

Section II - Coalition Troops
Primary
Illustration
1
1

Secondary
Illustration

Exposition /
Explanation

35
10

2

29
10

4

21

2

19

Total
CNN

•

Ordinary
Photograph

BBC

•
•
•
•

Ordinary
Photograph
Publicity
Photograph
Scale Drawing
/ Diagram
Function
Diagram

1
1

1

1

3

3
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The distribution does show a predominance of photographic imagery used in a
secondary illustration role within BBC's articles. The analysis will thus focus on
examining this photographic imagery. Scale drawings and function diagrams will be
considered in detail in Section IV, where these images predominate.
The sample analysis below will examine a selection of images individually in
order to establish patterns and strategies built into them. While unfortunately not
comprehensive, this examination should provide a look at the representation of this
complex and difficult subject - since, unlike presentations of machinery, it has to deal
with direct involvement of humans in conflict. Like some of the exceptional cases to
the portrayal of Coalition vehicle discussed above, images of troops frequently rely on
abstract personalization and use simple, relatively abstract narratives that work in
conjunction with the text. These, along with other strategies, help align the viewer but
also keep him/her at a social distance if necessary.

4.4.1 Image 1
Kuwait

WTroops

(AP Photo)

(l)CNN
The sole image representing Coalition troops within CNN's (1998) special feature on
the weapons and forces of the Iraq conflict is located in a very short article describing
the U.S. forces stationed in Kuwait, and ready to deploy if it becomes necessary as a
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result of the 1998 air campaign. Their role in the situation is implied to be minor at
best - if only by the brevity of the accompanying text, which is comprised of a single
sentence: "The United States maintains a significant military presence in Saudi Arabia
to patrol the southern "no-fly zone" over Iraq, including some 6,000 ground troops."
Formatted similarly to primary illustrations discussed in the previous section, the
image is comprised of two frames: a smaller top frame containing a title on the left
and a silhouette with a subtitle on the right, and a prominent bottom frame containing
the photograph itself surrounded by a black inward gradient border. The photograph is
a primary illustration, and is thus positioned at the centre and top of the text it
accompanies. By virtue of its vertical positioning, the image serves as the Ideal to the
text below, summarizing the essence of the subject in idealized, general terms.
The most salient element in the photograph is the figures of the troops,
emphasized through contrast and lighting - which makes them stand out significantly
from the background, a central position vertically, as well as repetition. They are
identified by attributes including camouflage clothing, helmets and guns; in addition,
the silhouette and its subtitle in the top frame help ensure that the viewer understands
these to be US troops.
The troops are also the only participants in the image, engaged in a nontransactional material process of walking. The circumstances are relatively vague, but
the desert setting in combination with the title suggests that the troops are pictured in
Kuwait. The lighting in the image suggests that the scene takes place at dawn or dusk,
though this is not of any apparent importance. The repetition helps emphasize the
direction of movement, and the dust seen in the background also symbolically
suggests a large number of men to be on the move - but without a specified goal, the
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narrative structure in the image remains abstract and thus can be incorporated into
virtually any discourse about US troops in the Middle East.
Once again, the more predominant processes and structures in the image are of
the relational type - emphasizing group identity foremost. Firstly, the image
establishes a covert taxonomy by placing participants in parallel, meaning the soldiers
are presented as a group of equivalent participants. Secondly, the image avoids
directly personalizing any of the troops or assigning them attributes that distinguish
them from each other. This makes it relatively easy to construe the image as a
portrayal of any given group of soldiers present on the ground in Kuwait.
Orientationally, the image is taken from a moderately long distance from its
subjects, from a medium vertical angle (approximately eye level), with an oblique
angle (approximately 2/3 frontal) towards its participants. Some of the soldiers are
facing towards the camera, however the detail is obscured by shadows from their
helmets, and further reduced by the distance. All of this serves to place a social
distance between the viewer and the subjects in the image; the oblique angle, in
particular, is typically associated with specifying that the viewer is not engaged in the
same field as the participants in the image. At the same time, the viewer's position, by
virtue of its clarity and a high articulation of depth, can be considered a relatively
privileged one, if not as much as ones observed in the previous section. There is
certainly some measure of engagement and cooperation from the troops observed. The
photographer is certainly aligned and possibly affiliated with the troops, which is even
expressed in the fact that he/she is allowed to approach this closed to an armed unit
on patrol.
The image has a high articulation of several modalities, most prominently
contrast and lighting, which are used to both highlight participants and obscure certain
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details of them, and to create a dramatic atmosphere. While the image may not be as
highly marked as some discussed previously, it is still primarily sensory in orientation.
Thus, the image is focused on the figures of troops and a limited number of
their attributes - while others, including facial features, are largely obscured. The
soldiers are involved in a non-transactional action (walking) only, with circumstances
articulated only to a minimal extent. The viewer is in a relatively privileged position
in relation to the troops, but the medium-long distance and oblique angle still serve to
place the viewer at a social distance and to disengage him/her from their realm of
experience. This depiction distances the viewer, aligns him/her with the troops to a
certain extent, and avoids explicit reference to material violence.

4.4.2 Image 2

(2) BBC
The image above is a secondary illustration accompanying a BBC article describing
the US 4th Infantry Division. As the article accompanied by this photograph notes, the
division is equipped with a large amount of high-tech equipment like advanced tanks
- and even the subtitle directly below the image indicates that "Abrams tanks are one
of the division's main armaments". This division was intended to be used on the
frontline in Iraq, but political complications over its deployment to Turkey for the
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invasion of Iraq resulted in the division spending the initial part of the campaign being
re-deployed by sea to Kuwait (BBC, 2003). The image picks up these narratives
effectively and gives the viewers a positive association for these features of the unit's
operation.
Being a secondary illustration, the image is in a very different relationship
with the text than the images discussed previously. Rather than setting the theme for
the article and working in an ideal-real relationship relative to it, the illustration is
instead dependent on the article, drawing on aspects mentioned within the text - and,
being positioned to the right of the article, serving as the new to the article's given.
The article's role is thus not to present a distilled essence of the subject, but expand
on various features of it mentioned in the text. To an extent, this frees the creators of
this media from having to make the complex choice of how to distill this essence and also affords them a greater choice of narratives and features to depict. This is the
primary factor accounting for the variety of secondary sections seen in this section.
The image does serve as the ideal to the subtitle, which specifies the type of
tank depicted as the most salient element in the image, and notes its importance to the
division. There is a clear foreground-main subject- background structure within the
image, with a man taking a prominent position in the foreground, the tank serving as
the central subject, and harbour structures as well as a ship in the background. The
tank is both physically in the centre of the image, and also in the centre by means of
depth created in the image, thus orienting the image around itself. The levels of
distance and the clever orientation of the participants suggest a temporal symbolism,
moving from foreground to background - indicating where the tank is headed. The
tank is thus implied to be in a material process of motion toward the ship; it has
already passed the harbour worker at foreground, who was perhaps involved in this
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process but is now standing back and observing the tank, thus engaged in a reactional
process. Since the type of reaction is not specified, this serves primarily as a device to
draw attention to the tank. Alternatively, the worker could also be classed as a
circumstance - explicitly of accompaniment, and if one reads further into his role in
the narrative, perhaps also that of means. Thus, a relatively simple and abstract
narrative is established without assigning a specific reaction or personalization to the
human participant in the image. The narrative conveniently connects to the larger
narrative established in the text.
Orientationally, the viewer is positioned at medium-long distance from the
tank and the dock worker; an oblique horizontal angle is used, with all participants
shown primarily from the back, but facing in different directions. This serves to create
social distance and disengage the viewer from the immediate context of the
illustration. The image is taken from an ordinary (i.e. not particularly privileged)
perspective, at eye level, without apparent engagement from the participants - thus it
cannot be said to be highly privileged, although it does provide an unusually clear
view of the subject and its context. The photograph is, in fact, very carefully
composed, which becomes apparent through the very efficient and highly marked
articulation of depth using a very wide-angle lens, positioning of subjects, diagonals,
and lighting. The image retains high sharpness and contrast, and participants are
presented in high detail, given the distance. Though shades of grey are very
predominant, there are also items that use a high saturation, such as the sky, as well as
the colours of the worker's clothes and the tank. Thus, while remaining within limits
of naturalistic modality, the image certainly articulates them to a significant extent to
draw the viewer's attention to the aesthetic dimensions of the image.
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Thus, the image is organized in a way which creates a simple narrative which
works well in reference to a passage in the accompanying text, helping to expand on it
- which is underlined by the fact that the text is on the left of the page, with the image
on the right, thus working in a given-new relationship. The viewer is positioned to
have a privileged but disengaged view of the narrative. The role of the human
participant is primarily a reactional or circumstantial one, with the primary emphasis
still being placed on the role of machinery. Furthermore, the narrative is about an
aspect of the unit which has no direct relation to material violence. Thus, the image
once again implies ideological alignment and distancing.

4.4.3 Images 3 and 4

The two images above are secondary illustrations appearing in the BBC articles about
the US 101st Airborne Division and the British 3 Commando Royal Marines
respectively. The two photographs share a number of key features and present similar
themes, while also presenting orientational differences which are useful to compare
and contrast, and therefore are analyzed together in this section. The first image
shows two armed soldiers with a heavy load of equipment walking towards a
helicopter; they are physically separated from the photographer by a barbed wire
fence. The subtitle underneath the image notes the division's participation in the 1991
Gulf War. The second image shows two soldiers on skis, with the subtitle suggesting
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that the location is a training ground in Norway where the division has previously
trained. Thus, the illustrations show narratives of typical situations in which the units
may be involved, and also connects these to specific operational history via the
subtitles.
The soldiers are the most salient elements in the images, by virtue of contrast,
position and repetition. In the image on the left, the soldier closer to the viewer is
predominant, with the gun being the most recognizable of his attributes. An unusual
aspect, given the images examined so far, is that his face is visible relatively clearly.
For depictions of soldiers, this is actually fairly common in the data as a whole.
BBC's (2003) photographs do portray facial expressions and a form of
personalization where it serves the overall effect of the image. The personalization
created here is abstract - but it is possible to see the soldier's expression, which can
be characterized as relatively serious, and the direction of his gaze to the right of the
frame, to an unseen object somewhere outside of the viewer's sight - which suggests
that he is engaged in a reactional or mental process, with the object of this process
unspecified. The gun, being aimed in the same direction, serves as a circumstance of
accompaniment, or perhaps means - if we interpret the process as aiming, rather than
simply looking. The soldier in the background of this image, meanwhile, is seen
running on skis in the same direction, serving as accompaniment and symbolically
helping emphasize cooperation between troops. The setting is obviously daytime in a
winter landscape, including snow, trees without leaves, and distant hills in the
background. The subtitle indicates that the setting is Norway, and it is relatively easy
for most viewers to associate this northern country with winter and hilly landscapes.
The image on the left, by contrast, uses what appears to be a desert landscape
and alludes to the Gulf War, onto which the image could certainly be projected.
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Unlike the second image, while the soldiers' faces are not seen, their gaze and the
direction of their movement appear to have a goal - the helicopter in the background.
In particular, the open door of the helicopter is emphasized through clever use of
internal framing - its frame formed by the outlines of the two soldiers to the sides and
below it, and the helicopter's rotor above. The clear juxtaposition of foreground,
center and background with movement directed outward suggests a temporal structure
- indicating where the soldiers will be in subsequent moments. Once again, the image
presents a short, relatively unspecific narrative.
Orientationally, the two images are quite different. In the first image, there is a
significant social distance and sense of detachment, created firstly by the physical
barrier placed between the viewer and the soldiers by the barbed wire; secondly by the
facing of the participants away from the viewer, a horizontal perspective from the rear,
and a complete lack of apparent engagement with the viewer. This, of course,
conflicts with the relatively close distance, and high articulation of depth, as well as
very careful positioning of the photographer - so this distance is largely artificial and
deliberate. Perhaps this is motivated by the need to fit the image to the subtitle which alludes to the 1991 Gulf War, stating that "The 101st Airborne saw action
during Desert Storm" (BBC, 2003) - thus helping create a temporal distance,
distinguish the previous war from the upcoming one, but also of course emphasize the
secure position of the viewer. As Kress and van Leeuwen (2006) note, the back
perspective can suggest a measure of trust - since on the one hand exposing one's
back can be a risk, and on the other hand being placed directly behind a person,
suggests protection and safety (p. 138). The image is perhaps intended to show
soldiers going beyond the viewer's realm of experience, for the sake of the viewer's
security - thus building a relation that is markedly distant but favourable to the viewer.
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Given the careful positioning of the photograph and the marked use of depth, focus
distance, contrast, lighting and well-defined colour, perhaps the viewer is not in such
an unprivileged position as the image may initially suggest.
The second photograph, meanwhile, shortens the social distance between the
viewer and the photo's subject through relatively close distance and clarity of facial
features, but also keeps the viewer disengaged through the oblique angle and lack of
facing or eye contact. Of particular importance in this image is the vertical image,
which is moderately high, placing the soldier in a powerful position above the viewer.
This, combined with the serious expression and determined posture, as well as
relatively extreme circumstances (fighting in the snow is at least somewhat unusual),
emphasizes the soldier's strength, ability and determination, essentially suggesting
that the viewer trust them to act - even if the viewer cannot see what it is they are
acting upon. The close distance helps keep the viewer aligned with the soldiers.
Otherwise the image articulates depth very highly through multiple levels and use of
focus; the posing is quite deliberate; and contrast, lighting and sharpness are used to
highlight the participants.
Thus, while the images above focus on the human roles in the conflict,
reducing the social distance and placing the viewer in a more direct relation with the
troops - they also disengage the viewer from the soldiers' realm of experience and
once again shift focus to attributes rather than actions. The narratives produced by the
images highlight aspects of the units' history and contextual use, but they avoid any
representation or overt reference to material violence. The markedly high use of
modality also helps direct the viewer's attention to aesthetic concerns and away from
ethical ones.
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4.4.4 Image 5

The image above accompanies the BBC article about Kurdish militias in Iraq, such as
the PUK, who are friendly to Coalition forces and opposed to Saddam Hussein's
regime. This illustration demonstrates one particular aspect of these militias, denoted
by the image's subtitle: "The PUK peshmergas include a women's battalion" (BBC,
2003). The image shows a street scene, with a car driving by, carrying a saluting
female combatant, surrounded by what look to be cheering civilians.
The image is a secondary illustration, placed on the right of the article's main
body, suggesting that it is in a Given-New relationship with the text, serving as the
New. Within the text, the existence of this female battalion is only mentioned in
passing - "The vast majority are men, though there is a 500-strong PUK women's
battalion, run by 27-year-old Lieutenant Sirwa Ismael, which was formed in 1996"
(BBC, 2003). This provides a short, specific reference, but the image helps expand on
this topic and to fill the interpersonal details, and is thus particularly rich in
orientational meanings. Without the image, the theme of female combatants, while
marked, would have been relatively understated in the context, however with the
image it gains much for the article in terms of response from the viewer.
The most salient entity and primary participant is obviously the female fighter.
Perhaps the main reason this image had been chosen is because of how explicitly it
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denotes the allegiance and function of this person - the recognition of the person as a
woman may be tacit, but items such as the prominent assault rifle and the headband
which bears the letters "PU" (presumably part of "PUK") indicate in no uncertain
terms what the woman's role is.
The primary processes taking place in the image are reactional ones, although
the car is implied to be moving, with its driver seemingly concentrated on this task
and unlike the other participants is uninvolved in the interaction and positive reactions.
The object of the woman's reaction is unclear - the reaction is not directed at the
viewer, and the occasion for this image is not specified. The reaction, however, is left
in no uncertain terms - the facial expression and gestures she makes indicate
jubilation and approval. The sort of posturing in which she is engaged, her military
role, and the surrounding crowds do suggest that she is perhaps celebrating victory.
The civilian bystanders appear to be reacting to the woman in a very positive fashion.
The old man and children on the left side of the frame appear to be smiling and
waving in her direction. The circumstances, with sand-colored walls and market stalls
indicate the setting to be somewhere in a Middle Eastern city, though there are no
further specifics given.
Relative to the woman in the centre, the image uses a slightly offset frontal
perspective, which draws the viewer into the reactions, and also emphasizes depth of
perspective. At medium-close distance, the subject is placed in relatively close social
proximity to the viewer. With the gaze of the fighter directed away from the camera,
the image avoids making a demand on the viewer, however the frontal facing and
prominent, articulated facial expression do invite the viewer to engage in the reactions
of the fighter and the civilians. The vertical position of the camera is slightly above
the level of the participants, which along with proximity and highly articulated
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perspective, places the viewer in a relatively privileged position that aims to directly
place him/her in a positive relationship with the participants in the image.
This image is the most affectively engaging out of those found in the data,
which is accomplished through marked and recurrent use of facial expressions and
reactional processes, predominance of human participants, use of frontal and
moderately high angle, along with relatively close distance to the primary participant.
This is a powerful alignment strategy, and used in this case to create sympathy for
subjects that are distant from most Western readers' experience and familiarity. Group
identities and types play a key role here - due to the obvious civilian presence and the
very positive nature of the reactions taking place, the position of the rebel group and
especially their female battalion is legitimized and given positive connotations, as
representative of the population's will and sympathies. At the same time, any
association with material violence in this image is at best distant and indirect - with
only the gun in the fighter's hand making any reference to it.

4.4.5 Image 6

(6) BBC
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The image above is used as a secondary illustration in the BBC "Fact File" on the
British 33 Engineer Regiment. As such, it serves to display one aspect of the unit's
operations described in the accompanying text - mine disposal.
The most salient entity in the image is the soldier, mainly through high
contrast and sharpness against the background. The viewer's attention is directed by a
prominent vector formed by the pointed tool in the soldier's right hand - presumably,
toward an unseen mine with which the soldier is working. Thus, there is a presumably
transactional material process taking place, mediated by the relatively nondescript
tool which serves as the means for the action. With the object invisible, however, the
attention of the viewer turns toward the subject and his/her attributes, including the
large face shield worn for protection. The circumstances are blurry but symbolic - the
leaning sign or flag in the background, supporting the activity in which the soldier is
involved, suggest this relatively unremarkable area of grass and dirt to be a mine field.
The perspective places the viewer at a relatively close social distance to the
soldier, but at the same time keeps a reasonable physical distance - which is
accomplished through using a very narrow-angle lens and using focus length to
produce significant depth, which is hyper-articulated for dramatic effect, with the
sharp participant against a blurred background suggesting tension. The soldier's facial
features are understated and the eyes are not seen at all - although it is presumed that
his/her gaze is directed toward the ground.
The image articulates contrast, sharpness and saturation to a very high degree,
exceeding naturalistic modality to give an aesthetic portrayal of the tension involved
in this process. Presenting a clear (yet unspecific) view of this process, it places the
viewer in a privileged (if somewhat insecure) position. Certainly, the viewer would be
aligned with the soldier in the photo, with the social proximity ensuring sympathy.
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There is no doubt the photo itself is staged and carefully articulated to suit this
purpose, which is primarily sensory as it gives few specifics of the process but uses
sharply-articulated depth, contrast and colour to engage the viewer's attention and
emphasize the atmosphere of the image. The image is likewise focused less on
personalization, which despite the close distance is subdued, but rather the inherent
tension.

4.4.6 Image 7

(7) BBC
This image is a secondary illustration found in the BBC article about Australian
Special Forces. The salient property of this image is that of the 31 photographs of
Coalition troops contained in the BBC (2003) Fact Files, it is the only one containing
a directly transactional process.
This transactional process takes place between two participants - a Special
Forces soldier, who is easily identified by his attributes, such as weapons and
protective gear, and a man in blue jeans and grey shirt, with what appears to be a bag
or mask over his head. There are two aspects to the process itself- firstly, there is a
purely material action suggested, with the soldier physically subduing the man, as
suggested by the placement of the gun and the hand placed on the subject's back, both
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of which serve as the means; secondly, one can also interpret the action as a verbal
process and the reaction to it - certainly, the raised hands indicate that the man in the
image is reacting with active cooperation. The poses in the image are highly dynamic
- showing the participants in mid-action, thus it is certainly difficult to exclude a
strong material element to the processes taking place. The circumstances of setting are
not particularly specific - a grey concrete wall with yellow signs and markings on it,
and a dark grey pavement on the ground underneath. One can assume the action to be
taking place in a modern urban environment.
The subtitle beneath the image, serving as the real to the image's ideal, is more
crucial to placing the image than the visible setting: "Counter-terrorism: Expanded
role at home" (BBC, 2003). Thus, it is understood that the action actually takes place
in Australia, with roles different than ones expected in Iraq. The illustration's
placement to the right of the article, which notes the recent formation of this counterterrorist role, further emphasizes its role as the new (to the article's given). It is, of
course, peculiar that the only image in the entire section showing transactional
material action is specifically marked as taking place outside Iraq - 'at home'. This is
both telling of the distancing and abstraction tendencies of the other images in the
section which avoid transactional actions; and of the highly marked nature of any
direct portrayal of violence.
Meanwhile the oblique horizontal angle and medium distance disengage the
viewer from the action taking place, thus placing him/her in a position that is at least
safe, and at most - privileged. While the latter is not expressed to a significant extent
through perspective in this case, there is certainly high use of modalities, particularly
colour and saturation, contrast, sharpness and depth (through lighting and pose) to
engage the viewer's attention.
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That high modality and the highly unusual nature of the photo may cause the
viewer to wonder whether the photo is staged, or at least part of a training exercise.
While it is difficult to give a completely certain answer to this without information on
the origin of the photo, this is at least plausible and likely. And even if it does show
real violence, one must admit that the portrayal is at least quite subdued, carefully
composed, and not without aesthetic elements. Despite being an exception to the
representational pattern by portraying material violence, the image still does not fall
as far outside the orientational and organizational norms seen thus far. A high degree
of social distance and disengagement from the action on the part of the viewer is
maintained, and certainly the broader ideological goals of abstraction and distancing
are maintained as far as possible.

4.4.7 Summary
The seven images examined above reveal a number of different ways in which the
subject of Coalition troops is approached visually, as well as a substantial number of
similarities between photographs used in the section.
Firstly, the predominance of publicity photographs points to the primarily
sensory, and thus highly modalized and aesthetically-driven nature of the images.
Although not with the same consistency as in the case of Coalition vehicles, the
viewer is still frequently placed in privileged positions relative to coalition troops.
Secondly, much like the exceptions discussed in the first section, the
photographs seen here present simple, if often vague narratives which focus more on
attributes and circumstances than material actions. With a single exception, emphasis
on non-transactional actions and avoidance of direct portrayals of material violence
are maintained.
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Otherwise there is a greater variety of subjects and methods of representation
in this section than in previous section - and indeed in all sections of the data. Part of
this is due to the unusual predominance of secondary illustrations, which place less
pressure on the authors to capture an idealized essence of a subject, instead showing
individual features and aspects of the subjects presented in the articles. These
illustrations thus present more strategic flexibility - and thus sometimes allow for
contrasting choices. Where the soldiers need to be portrayed strong and determined,
they might be shown from a low angle - as seen, for instance in image 4; elsewhere
the subjects are presented from medium or even relatively high angles. Where social
distance needs to be broken down and affective reactions are desirable (for the
purposes of alignment), the participants are placed in relative proximity to the viewer,
and facial expressions are prominent and articulated - such as seen in image 5. Where
an obvious separation is needed between the viewer and the subjects of the photo visual barriers, longer distance and lack of facing towards the viewer are used, such as
in image 3. It is even possible to display direct transactional action - even violence
between two participants, as seen in the final image - as long as it is marked and
clarified by the subtitle.
Therein lies another notable aspect - the secondary illustrations seen on BBC
draw on the text to a significant extent to guide the viewers' interpretation of the
images. Whereas in the previous section the images remained in a more predominant
role - setting themes and ideal representations for the text, the illustrations of
Coalition troops expand on themes that had already been set in the text. In other
words, there is a greater variety of images and a greater focus on simple narratives
because secondary illustrations fit into the text on a much narrower level, or lower
rank, than primary illustrations. This allows them to be qualified more thoroughly
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before the viewer even gets to them. Thus, while the overall patterns of alignment,
distancing and abstraction is retained, there is a greater variety of ways in which it is
expressed, and not all images fit in with the most expected ways of accomplishing
these goals.

4.5 Section III - Iraqi Forces and Equipment
Perhaps the first ideological choice in the visual portrayal of Iraqi forces in the CNN
(1998) and BBC (2003) documents lies in the lesser coverage given to them - with
only 18 images of 177 in the total sample being dedicated to them. It seems that on
the whole, the role of the Iraqi forces in the war is de-emphasized, and their
depictions are not given the same importance as those of Coalition weapons. A
summary of the overall distribution of these images is found below:

Section III - Iraqi Forces and Equi pment
6
3

Primary
Illustration
4
3

Secondary
Illustration
1

2

1

1

Total
CNN
•
•
•
BBC
•
•
•

Ordinary
Photograph
Publicity
Photograph
Function
Diagram
Ordinary
Photograph
Function
Diagram
Combination

1

1
12
6

4

7
6

1

1

1
5

Exposition /
Explanation
1

4

1

This distribution certainly suggests some variety in the patterns observed in this
section. Firstly, there is an obvious difference in the strategies used by BBC and CNN,
with BBC once again fielding a greater variety of images of each type. Secondly, one
can certainly see some parallels to the portrayals of Coalition vehicles and troops
discussed earlier. Finally, it would be expected that there would be variation based on
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the subjects of the images themselves, with troops and equipment each having their
own properties.
The analysis in this section suggests that the Iraqi forces are portrayed in
subtly, but importantly different ways from Coalition troops. There is a greater
predominance of ordinary photographs, which have a lower articulation of the same
modalities which are generally articulated highly in equivalent images pertaining to
the Coalition. This is part of a wider pattern of placing the viewer into unprivileged
positions relative to Iraqi troops and combat vehicles. There is also a notable pattern
of distancing and disengagement through a number of the images, using a range of
devices including perspective, framing and obstruction of the viewer's line of sight.
Where this distancing is not observed, however, another pattern appears to come into
play - the use of low frontal angle to place the viewer in a vulnerable, implicitly
threatened position relative to the Iraqi soldiers or equipment, which invites more
negative reactions. And while the discussion of text patterns lies outside the scope of
this study, it is worth noting that the content and format of the articles accompanying
the images is significantly different from anything observed in regard to Coalition
forces before - with more thorough (and thoroughly critical) analysis of Iraqi
capabilities which moderates this implied threat to a significant extent, suggesting that
while these soldiers and weapons may present a danger, this would be a marked
exception rather than a norm for their performance in any actual war.
The analysis below will consider portrayals of troops first, and discuss the
images showing Iraqi vehicles second, further below.

4.5.1 Troops
Both BBC (2003) and CNN (1998) present a total of two articles each on the topic of
Iraqi troops, dividing them into the regular Iraqi Army, forces under the command of
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the Iraqi Defense Council and Ministry of Defence, and the Republican Guard - an
elite force under Saddam Hussein's direct command (Jane's, quoted in CNN). Below,
the portrayals of both in the CNN (1998) documents can be seen.

(l)CNN

(3) CNN

Both images are primary illustrations, used at the top of their respective articles. They
thus form the ideal representation to the article's real, suggesting that their contents
are the general essence of the subject. Both of the images are composed of two frames
- a smaller frame with the title and silhouette of a soldier on the top, and a larger
frame surrounded by a black gradient border containing the photograph itself on the
bottom. The two frames are also in an ideal-real relationship with each other - and
one could also note that the silhouette of the soldier is common between the two
images, as well as the only image of US troops discussed in the previous section.
The first image shows what appears to be a train station, with the nearest train
having multiple human silhouettes on top of it. Other human silhouettes surround the
train. The details of the station are not particularly clear - one can see other trains,
rails, sand or dirt on the ground, and what appear to be electrical power lines and
buildings far in the background on the left side of the image.
The rail lines and train cars, along with the strongly-defined convergence point
to the centre-left of the image, form a strong vector leading away from the viewer.
Although the human figures are distant and unclear, it appears that most of those on
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the train are facing away from the viewer, and there are no distinguishing attributes
visible on them. Thus, one can only infer any sort of narrative here with the help of
the title and context - perhaps these are troops being carried away by a train, which is
a relatively low-tech transportation means, especially considering that the train cars
which are shown appear to be hardly specialized for carrying people.
Orientationally, the most notable properties of this image include a distant,
low perspective - with the image being captured from approximately eye level by
someone crossing the road. There is no engagement with the human figures at all, and
it appears they are facing away from the camera. The image is presented in low
saturation, limited sharpness, and while lighting and contrast are prominent, these
seem to hamper detail and obscure participants rather than be used in any aesthetic
manner. The image can thus be said to be primarily naturalistic - an incidental view
of the subject, taken from a largely unprivileged position of a distant, disengaged
observer.
The second image shows a series of vehicles, with three human figures in the
foreground - who seem to be wearing civilian clothing, as suggested by the man at
bottom wearing a blue shirt, and men in the vehicles seemingly wearing grey
chequered shirts - and another human figure on the right of the image, wearing what
appears to be a military uniform, and facing away from the camera. The vehicles
themselves are only seen partially, with the frame and other obstructions preventing a
clear line of sight on their entire appearance, though sufficient attributes are seen to
understand that these are military vehicles.
Although there appears to be a narrative built into this image, its nature is very
confusing and difficult to interpret - with the text providing no real indications on its
significance, aside from mentioning the Republican Guard's better situation in regards
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to equipment compared to the regular army, which is certainly evident in the picture.
The workers in the foreground face toward the viewer, but the nature of their reaction
or role is completely unclear. Perhaps they are involved in transporting the military
vehicles. By being positioned on the opposite side and having opposite facing to what
appears to be a soldier on the right of the frame, they seem to be distinguished from
him - but the implications of this are not specified. Thus, if it is a narrative, it largely
breaks down - which also suggests that this image is an incidental and naturalistic
view of the subject, rather than a carefully-posed and arranged publicity photograph
as those mostly predominant in portrayals of Coalition troops.
The low articulation of modalities such as contrast, saturation and sharpness
certainly further indicates the naturalistic and unaltered, rather than carefullymanipulated sensory orientation of the image. The perspective is somewhat confusing,
although given that the convergence points fall well outside the image, it can be said
to be relatively oblique. With the vehicles largely obscured and the soldier facing
away from the camera, there is both disengagement and distance suggested. The
perspective, though relatively close, cannot be called privileged.
While the CNN's images of Iraqi troops take a particularly distanced approach,
the image from BBC shown below assumes a different strategy.

(2) BBC
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The soldiers represented in this illustration are shown in clear detail, with
articulated facial expression and attributes such as guns distinctly visible. There is a
narrative, reinforced by the subtitle which labels this as "Newly-conscripted Iraqi
soldiers in Baghdad", suggesting perhaps a measure of readiness on the part of the
Iraqi soldiers. This measure, of course, is highly qualified in the text - and evident
even in the subtitle which seems to emphasize the conscripted and inexperienced
nature of the troops.
What is most salient orientationally about this image is close distance,
relatively low angle - especially relative to the guns, and aggressive expression of the
troops. The latter is emphasized by the guns (which serve as circumstances of means
or accompaniment) and significant repetition throughout the illustration. The image
could easily be interpreted as directly threatening, placing the viewer in an insecure
position. There is certainly engagement of the troops with the camera, but in the way
it is construed - the engagement is perhaps an uncomfortable one. Otherwise, besides
contrast, there is relatively low articulation of modalities and though the image has
significant sensory effects due to prominent use of expression, it retains its primarilynaturalistic properties.
As the images above suggest, the portrayals of troops fall primarily under two
patterns - extreme distancing and disengagement from the viewer, or conversely close engagement in a threatening manner. In both cases, the viewer is placed in
relatively unprivileged perspective relative to the Iraqi troops. This pattern is
generally retained throughout the data, wherever Iraqi soldiers are portrayed.

4.5.2 Vehicles
The depictions of vehicles in the BBC (2003) and CNN (1998) documents fall under
mostly the same patterns described above, albeit there are more parallels to portrayals
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of Coalition vehicles as well. This is perhaps due to the inanimate nature of the
subjects, which are of lesser importance in terms of alignment, since they are not as
likely to elicit associations and reactions from the viewer as human subjects. Consider
the images below:

(6) BBC
This primary illustration is largely parallel to the portrayals of Coalition tanks such as
the Abrams seen previously. The differences include a more detailed, naturalistic
background and a notably lower vertical angle than seen in similar illustrations for
Coalition tanks, but the difference is not significant enough to be considered strategic.
Certainly, the portrayal is still primarily sensory and suggests a privileged position though later in the same article, the text and secondary illustrations certainly seek to
lessen any positive reactions to this tank.
However the patterns seen in the portrayal of troops are still very much at play
- consider, for instance, the two images below.

(4) CNN

(7) CNN
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Both images show a single weapon system - a tank on the left, and a fighter
aircraft on the right. Representationally, there is little of note in the image besides the
participants themselves. Certainly, circumstances like the architectural style of the
building in the first image (arches and columns at bottom, small windows at top) point
to the Middle Eastern location, or simply indicate an airbase in the second image. One
interesting item accompanies the tank on the left - a plate with information, which
perhaps points to the fact that the tank is in a museum. This could conceivably be
interpreted in a symbolic fashion, suggesting that the tank is fit to be a museum
exhibit rather than a combat unit - which is certainly something that a reader may
conclude from the text accompanying the image, which emphasizes that most Iraqi
tanks are obsolescent, and "the Iraqi armed forces are in need of a complete range of
modern equipment" (CNN, 1998). Whether it is of significance or not, it is worth
noting that no Coalition units are shown in this fashion.
More crucially, no Coalition units are shown from the same perspective as the
tank and aircraft in the above pictures. The units, instead of being shown from a
medium distance, with their outlines approaching the edges of the frame but not
exceeding it, are shown from a medium-close distance, and thus are shown larger than
the frame. The angle for both units is frontal and relatively low, thus once again
placing the viewer in an uncomfortably engaged, even threatened position. The
images otherwise stay within relatively naturalistic limits and the perspective is a
much less unusual one than those granted by airborne photography for the Coalition
vehicles. Despite the closer distance, sharpness and level of detail are not very high.
Thus while the images do have a primarily sensory effect on the viewer, they stay
within limits of naturalistic orientation.
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The image below, meanwhile, parallels the distant and disengaged images of
Iraqi troops which were discussed earlier.

(5) BBC
This secondary illustration originates from the same article as image (6) discussed
earlier. Here an Iraqi tank is shown from a medium distance, and would be central and
seen in reasonably high detail were it not for the complex internal framing and
unusually-detailed background which disperses the viewer's attention. The
horizontals produced by the road and the railroad car, verticals produced by the
building and the truck on the right, as well as the diagonal of the crossing marker
complicate the framing and initially disorient the viewer. Further, the truck and
crossing marker partially obscure the tank, placing a barrier between the viewer and
the subject. The distancing is further enhanced by the rather narrow-angle view in this
image.
The narrative structure is also somewhat confusing, although significantly
aided by the subtitle, which states "Iraqi tank arriving in Baghdad by train on 17
March". The image is purely naturalistic in orientation, offering what appears to be an
incidental view of a tank on the eve of the war, and using relatively low articulation of
most modalities, which is particularly obvious from the low colour saturation. With
the viewer placed in a distant, unprivileged position. This, contrasted with the
privileged portrayals of Coalition units, creates an unfavourable portrayal of Iraqi
capabilities.
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4.5.3 Summary
One can thus characterize two primary patterns predominant among the images of
Iraqi troops and equipment: one is to place the viewer in a distant and highly
disengaged position in relation to naturalistic portrayals of the subject with unclear
narrative structure and relatively low articulation of modality; and the other is to
present a frontal, low perspective of the subject at close range, placing the viewer in a
disadvantaged and essentially threatened position. Although there are a number of
deviations from these patterns, where Iraqi weapons and soldiers are shown in ways
similar to those of the Coalition, they are certainly in the minority. With the use of
these two strategies, meanwhile, both BBC and CNN help distance the viewer from
the Iraqi forces and make him/her wary of their threatening disposition, thus
implicitly aligning him/her with the Coalition. The negative positioning of the Iraqi
forces also has a bearing on the interpretation of Section V, where biological and
chemical weapons used by the Iraqis, as well as their effects, are presented.

4.6 Section IV - Coalition Weapons
The images analyzed in this section include those accompanying articles about
various types of munitions used by Coalition forces and carried on many of the
vehicles considered in Section I. It is in this section that a crucial strategic difference
between CNN and BBC becomes most apparent. Consider the overall distribution
described in the table below.
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Section IV - Coalition Weapons
7
2

Primary
Illustration
7
2

5

5

29
2

4

4
2

2

1

1

6

1

5

13

1

12

1
1

1

Total
CNN
•
•
BBC
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ordinary
Photograph
Publicity
Photograph
Ordinary
Photograph
Publicity
Photograph
Scale Drawing /
Diagram
Function
Diagram
Map
Optical Sensor
Data
Combination

Secondary
Illustration

Exposition /
Explanation

21

1

4

4

Here one can see that CNN retains the same pattern of predominantly publicity photos
used in the role of primary illustrations, thus presumably seeking to give the same
type of sensory-oriented, distanced yet privileged portrayal seen in the images of
Coalition vehicles in Section I. BBC, however, takes a drastically different approach
that is uniquely dominant in this section: use of function diagrams and scale drawings,
in other words technical imagery, in very predominant roles as expositions and
illustrations. A few of these types of images do appear in other BBC sections as well,
such as for example explanations accompanying certain vehicles, or a series of
function diagrams describing the tactics of Special Forces troops, and certainly the
observations made below are applicable to them as well. These abstract
representations are a powerful way of controlling the imagery on several levels, and
presenting what are essentially violent actions in a manner that is distanced,
generalized, and makes no direct allusions to suffering - instead reducing the
narratives to presentations of abstract processes acted out primarily by inanimate
entities on inanimate entities.
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4.6.1 CNN
The patterns of imagery seen in CNN's (1998) articles on Coalition weapons are
parallel to those used in the portrayal of Coalition vehicles. This includes the
relatively close, privileged perspectives; high modality articulation; and use of simple,
non-transactional narratives.
Consider the image below, demonstrating a primary air-to-air weapon used by
the United States:

(5) CNN
As in many images previously discussed, it uses a two-frame structure, although the
silhouettes used in the top frame for vehicles are absent. The photograph contains an
aircraft, to which a number of missiles are attached, and a carrier turning in the sea
below. The image is dominated by strong vectors, such as the orientation and shape of
the aircraft and missiles which are geometrically symbolic of rapid movement, and
the wake created by the ship in the ocean. The narrative in this image, however,
emphasizes the relations between aircraft, missiles, and the ship - and the actions
shown in the image are non-transactional. One could interpret the wake created by the
ship and the unusual (partially inverted) orientation of the aircraft accompanying it to
be circumstances of manner, and the relation between components in the image as
circumstances of accompaniment.
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The perspective here is markedly unusual - with the camera obviously
positioned high but the underside of the aircraft seen due to its dynamic position. The
distance to the aircraft is medium, and the oblique horizontal image does disengage
the viewer somewhat, also placing him in a safe and privileged position over the
(inanimate) participants. The articulation of depth through positioning, sharpness,
lighting and clear use of multiple levels is rather extreme, as are the general uses of
lighting, contrast, and saturation. The image is meticulously posed and composed,
with aesthetic elements such as colour, dynamic posing of participants, strong
diagonals and refined composition maximally emphasized.
The two images below are likewise similar in a number of aspects:

(US Navy)

(l)CNN

jCNN/nte)

(3) CNN

The first image shows a cruise missile being launched. The image is obviously
taken from the ship which is launching the missile, and part of the ship's
superstructure also creates internal framing within the image, helping to emphasize
the missile. The perspective here is somewhat complex, and could be interpreted as
partially frontal and medium relative to the ship, oblique and moderately low relative
to the missile, and oblique and moderately high relative to the missile's trail of flame
and smoke. Regardless, the position which the photographer occupies is a relatively
privileged one: it is in close proximity to the weapons, which can only be attained
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with cooperation from military officials, allowing the viewer to see details of their
operation and appearance in a way a distanced observer would not be able to.
The narrative produced by this image is a relatively abstract one and features a
powerful material action (missile launching) - but it is not overtly transactional, with
the object of the launch unclear. Meanwhile, the dramatic qualities of the photograph
are emphasized through the complex perspective and sharp use of lighting and
contrast, with extreme highlights and shadows, and a dramatic glint created on the
side of the ship by the missile launching, against a relatively low-saturation, lowdetail background. Thus the image focuses the viewer on the attributes of the ship and
the missile, and the aesthetic dimensions of the image such as sharp contrast, dramatic
lighting, and unusual perspective.
The second image likewise offers a close and relatively privileged perspective
of a Coalition weapon - a guided bomb, presumably shown in a storage facility. The
center of the image is occupied by a label on the weapon itself clearly labelling it as a
JDAM bomb, which helps clarify and organize the meaning of the image. With the
background unclear, and no obvious processes or circumstances in place, the image
simply emphasizes the appearance of the weapon. The bomb is shown at a close
distance, and from a moderately high angle from the rear. With the bomb's fins at the
front, suggesting that it is pointed away from the viewer, the image seems to follow
the reverse of the frontal and moderately high angle used to show Iraqi weapons and
vehicles.
As with images of Coalition vehicles, there is a notable absence of human
agency or in fact any human participation in the CNN images of weapons. The
patterns seen in the first section are thus largely continued in this case - with
portrayals of weapons being largely focused on attributes of the weapons themselves,
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with only relational processes and non-transactional actions involved in the narrative
structures of the images. The viewer is placed into privileged positions in relation to
the subjects.

4.6.2 BBC
BBC's (2003) section dealing with the "Firepower" of the U.S. war on Iraq is
substantially different from its equivalent on CNN (1998). Rather than continuing the
patterns established in the portrayals of vehicles and troops, entirely new patterns are
developed and new genres of imagery are engaged by the authors. Of particular
importance are the technologically-oriented, non-photographic genres used here especially scale drawings and function diagrams. It is worth noting, of course, that a
few of these types of images appear in other sections as well - although the numbers
of such diagrams and drawings in sections on Iraqi weapons or Coalition vehicles are
relatively few, and largely follow the patterns established within this section.
Statistics on their incidence can be found in the tables accompanying the introductions
to each of the preceding sections.
Other notable features of this section are the only appearance of the optical
sensor imagery outlined in the earlier discussion of generic types in section 4.1.1, as
well as the only map in the data. There are also a number of photographs, used
primarily as secondary illustrations, and combinations which combine features of
photographs, diagrams and scale drawings. One of the articles, dealing with depleted
uranium ammunition, includes a short animated presentation - which for the purposes
of this study is simply treated as a combination of a series of scale drawings and
function diagrams.
In explaining the entities most directly involved in the material processes of
war, BBC's presentation is both detailed in its definition of attributes and processes,
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and at the same time highly abstracted and tightly controlled in the patterns of
depiction. Dispensing with photography as the primary medium, the authors certainly
use technical imagery to great effect.

4.6.2.1 Topography
Topographical structure is concerned primarily with accurate representations of
spatial relations and dimensions - precisely the function of scale drawings as well as
maps, examples of which are presented below.

Detection
range: SOOkm

u
Interception
range: 50-9Gkm

(BBC)

(BBC)

While only a single map is found in the entire data set, scale drawings are relatively
widespread - and highly widespread if one includes the combinations seen in Section
I (Coalition Vehicles) among their number.
In both images above, the function is essentially the same - to map various
functions discussed in text onto physical reality. The difference is merely in scale and
topic, as well as method of labelling - which is more heavily dependent on labels
pointing to the text in the case of the first image.
Orientationally, there is little of note regarding the map shown in the second
image - though certainly the use of color is of significance, that significance is still
primarily functional - to indicate, for instance, involved countries with orange,
uninvolved or neutral countries with grey, distances relevant to weapon systems with
red, and water with blue. The choice of perspective and the choice of land area to
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frame corresponds purely to the representative demands of the subject, which is
Israel's missile defense against Iraqi attack.
The scale drawing, however, certainly does feature some orientational
elements motivated perhaps by factors outside representation - for example the use of
isometric perspective and stylized lighting. This is still far from naturalism, but seems
to mimic certain aspects of it. Likewise there is use of bright red and blue colours, to
highlight explosive and navigational elements of the weapon respectively. The
relatively close range and high, oblique angle, combined with the added access
granted to the viewer afforded by the cut-away presentation, certainly suggest a
privileged position - this is unlikely to be an arbitrary choice. Still, this is not to say
that the image becomes sensory in orientation due to this aspect; certainly perspective
and colour play a purely functional role foremost, and while the image could
conceivably be without perspective, colour, and lighting - in the public media context,
it would lose some of is functional clarity as a result.
What is crucial about the image, however, is that by drawing on inherently
technological representation devices and producing topographical accuracy, it gains a
certain claim to objectivity. Therein lies the strength of primarily technological
orientations - they are structured in a way that focuses on factual information rather
than sensory impressions or realistic appearance. In this way, despite being a stylized
graphic, the image of the cruise missile in the first of the illustrations above provides
more information and clearer presentation than the photograph of the same cruise
missile being launched in CNN's (1998) article (see Image (1) in this section) - and,
in effect, is a more objective depiction.
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4.6.2.2 Topology
Function diagrams are even more prominent in this section than scale drawings - and
though the style of their presentation is very similar to that used in scale drawings,
their structure differs fundamentally. Rather than being organized topographically representing accurately the spatial configuration of their subjects - these have a
topological structure, which instead aims to accurately show logical relations between
elements of the image. In the case of function diagrams, these depictions focus on
representing stages and relations in material processes.
The image below shows the function of the British "Storm Shadow" cruise
missile.
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(2) BBC
The first notable aspect of this image relates to the role in the article overall - which
goes beyond simply that of primary illustration and its positioning as the generalized,
idealized essence. It actually contains a substantial proportion of the information
content on the page. In this case, one could say it is the text which is the illustration,
fleshing out the details and helping clarify aspects of the narrative presented in the
image.
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Organizationally, the primary frame of the image is formed by the light grey
grid in the background. There is an internal frame formed by the terrain cutaway in
the centre, which creates an abstract topography representing a desert landscape. The
aircraft launching the missile is in the top left of the image, with a variety of objects
representing Iraqi defenses and a dark grey box representing the target in the bottom
right. One could infer a given-new relation from this, since the topic of the article is
an air-launched missile, and thus it and the aircraft launching it are given while its
functions like evading defenses and striking the target are the focus of the
explanations - thus the new. This is likely also the motivation for predominance of
left-right movement being indicated within function diagrams.
As already noted, the primary participants are the aircraft, the missile, a
variety of Iraqi defenses, and the target represented by a dark grey box. The aircraft is
a light grey outline, the missile is drawn in dark red, and defenses are represented by a
variety of dark grey shapes. The most salient elements in the image however are the
vectors - a series of dark red arrows indicating the missile's flight path, and a series
of light grey cones with concentric curving lines indicating the radar coverage of Iraqi
air defenses. While these latter are pointed up toward the aircraft's position, the
vectors indicating the missile's path are split into three stages - a downward curve
from the aircraft toward the ground showing the release stage, a series of uneven turns
and curves showing the missile manoeuvring around terrain features, and finally a
straight line curving sharply down at the end showing impact of the target, which is
also highlighted by a stylized orange and red explosion. There is also a light grey
arrow showing the aircraft's flight path as it flies forward then turns around. At every
stage, these vectors are explicitly labelled and numbered to show the purpose and
sequence of the various stages. Temporal structure is thus also important in the image.
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Unlike the photographic imagery discussed before, the narrative with its
processes, participants and circumstances is very clearly specified and the material
action is described in detail - though certainly selective and highly abstracted detail.
Orientationally, the viewer is still placed in a privileged position - as suggested by the
high vertical angle relative to the terrain cutaway, and also by the sheer specificity of
the information presented to him/her via the vectors and labels. Beyond the landscape
and the target, however, perspective is not employed and the representations of items
like the aircraft, missile and defenses are two-dimensional. All representations are
exceptionally small and lacking detail, although the sparse background and simple
colour scheme allow them to remain clear and easily distinguishable.
Therein lies perhaps the key aspect of the image - while unlike photographic
illustrations it shows a narrative of the entire operation cycle of a weapon, from
launch to destruction of a target, it does so in an exceptionally distanced, abstract way.
With the highly simplified representation, while the processes it may show are
essentially violent, the viewer is given at best a vague reference to any form of
suffering - as the final step of the process, the missile detonates inside the target,
without mention of the consequences. All the entities acting and being acted upon in
the image are inanimate, with the processes largely abstract and generalized in nature.
It is difficult to sympathise with a 'target', or criticize a missile or even a pilot
performing a mission. Thus, the viewer is guided towards an appreciation of the
technical complexity and efficiency of the process rather than having to make any
ethical judgement.
Another similar example of a function diagram, shown in a slightly different
perspective, can be seen below.
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(4) BBC
The primary distinctions seen here from the above image are larger-scale
representation of participants - including the aircraft and the buildings, which are
slightly more detailed (although still retain very basic shape). At the same time, some
of the detail seen in the previous image is also omitted, such as for example any
terrain features beyond flat sandy ground, or much more importantly - the weapon
itself or the explosion created as a result, which are not represented at all. The vectors
are also much simpler and each of the possible weapon paths only includes one stage.
The oblique horizontal angle here is emphasized, which further disengages the viewer.
In this image the process is greatly simplified and turned into a completely abstract set
of relations, representing what is in reality a highly complex and destructive set of
material actions.
The ideological implication of this pattern of distancing, simplification and
abstraction is perhaps even more obvious in the image below, which is the sole
illustration in the BBC's (2003) Fact Files dealing with the issue of targeting errors
by 'Smart Bombs'.
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(8) BBC
The same style of presentation is used, with the stylized vectors showing the weapon
paths, without either the weapon itself or its effects represented. Perhaps most
curiously, the erroneous paths simply lead away from the stylized target and either
into the open ground surrounding it or outside the frame. One of the arrows creating
the path vectors is a relatively flat curve, while the other is irregularly curved. The
error is thus marked clearly, but abstracted as far as possible and without any
depiction or direct reference to consequences. Even in the text, consequences of errors
are noted in very abstract terms - such as "The missiles cannot differentiate between a
tank carrying soldiers and a tractor carrying civilians" (BBC, 2003). While the nature
of the consequences can be inferred quite clearly, the avoidance of directly naming
them is certainly not incidental.
The BBC's descriptions of weapons systems thus rely heavily on highly
abstract, technical imagery that focuses on either topographic or topological structures.
Due to the nature of the topic, these are highly controlled and qualified, allowing the
authors to show complete representations, composition or function of highly
destructive weapons while simultaneously drawing viewers away from ethical
concerns with a high degree of abstraction. Despite the primarily technical orientation,
certain elements of perspective are used - placing the viewer in privileged positions
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similar to those used in photographic imagery, and at the same time at a very long
distance and high degree of disengagement from the material reality of the actions.

4.7 Section V - Biological and Chemical Weapons
The final section deals with the last set of subjects covered by CNN and BBC - the
Iraqi weapons of mass destruction, biological and chemical weapons. In many ways
this section serves as a counter-balance to the earlier ones, particularly on BBC.
Having construed the Coalition role in the war as a set of largely abstract, distanced
processes and at the same time having presented the Iraqi forces in an implicitly
threatening fashion, as well as in a manner which kept the viewer particularly
distanced from their position, the BBC (2003) presents a final section in its Fact Files
which has a substantial pattern of images dealing with consequences of weapon uses suffering and victimization. Of the total of eight illustrations used, three of the images
presented by BBC show victims, and four others show cleanup efforts and other
associated imagery - for example symbols indicating fatal hazards. Although the
agents of this victimization are not directly shown in the same images as victims, thus
seeking to elicit pity from the viewer primarily, it is fairly clear who these agents are
- Iraqi forces. Given that the primary cause for the outbreak of the 2003 U.S. war on
Iraq had been the alleged possession of these weapons by Iraq, the inclusion of these
weapons into the CNN (1998) and BBC (2003) documents is meant to encourage
support for the Coalition's motives in conducting the war - so as to prevent suffering
(potentially) caused by chemical and biological warfare.
The distribution of images in this section is presented below:
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Section V - Biological and Chemical Weapons
Total
CNN
•
BBC
•
•
•

Press Collage
Ordinary
Photograph
Publicity
Photograph
Press Collage

1
1
9
5

Primary
Illustration
1
1
1

Exposition /
Explanation

8
5
1

1
3

Secondary
Illustration

1

2

Both BBC (2003) and CNN (1998) use press collages to introduce their sections on
biological and chemical weapons. In the case of CNN, this is the only image in the
section, with the rest of the section being simply a table with information on the
weapons and their effects. BBC, meanwhile, uses a series of articles, accompanied by
illustration, to present information on the same weapons. The two introductory images
are presented below.

(l)CNN

(2) BBC

The CNN illustration seen in the first image includes a title and a photographic
element with the background removed. The photographic element, showing people
involved in some type of process with barrels of material, is above the title, thus
serving as the ideal to the title's real - which is certainly a strategic choice, seeing that
the image is certainly somewhat vague and could be open to other interpretation as to
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the actual nature of the narrative taking place in it. With the title, however, its
interpretation and implication is significantly narrowed and made concrete.
The BBC's image does not include a title within it, however it is used in a very
similar role in general. It is composed of three elements - a close-up photograph of a
person in protective gear at the bottom right, a biological hazard symbol occupying
the left side of the image, and a blurry red and yellow background which appears to
be a microscope image of bacteria. The positioning of the elements in this case does
not seem to have a particular information structure - rather, they are simply placed in
the same frame to indicate their association with the same context and topic.
Therefore the image is merely establishing an attributive symbolic relation between
the element - and it is difficult to trace any particular narrative structure within it.
Orientationally, the image takes a low and very close angle relative to the person in
protective gear - a somewhat threatened position - which is perhaps to emphasize the
dangerous nature of the elements in the entire image. With highly articulated colour
saturation and a predominance of red - which can be considered symbolic of danger the purpose of the image is to reinforce the impression of extreme danger, which
forms the essence of the subject.
CNN's image is quite different in regard to narrative and orientation. There are
four men in the image, performing some type of operation involving barrels. A
number of these barrels are seen in the foreground, with stacks of yellow crates or jars
of some type stretching further back. The barrels positioned closest in the foreground
are open, with yellow substance of some type visible in the leaning barrel furthest
front. There is a man walking from the back of the image towards the foreground; the
next furthest man seems to be moving one of the barrels; the man in blue shirt and hat
in the foreground and left seems to be removing some type of seal from the barrel,
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and the man in the centre is performing some type of operation with an open barrel. In
all of this there appears to be a back-to-front dynamic, reinforced by the use of
perspective which sets the convergence point in approximately the middle of the
image. With the title and the text alluding to Iraq's weapons programme, it is not
difficult to read the image as a narrative of manufacturing, operating or perhaps even
concealing weapons of mass destruction. The viewer is explicitly guided towards this
reading, even though in the absence of the title and accompanying text, there could
certainly be many other, less sinister interpretations of the narrative.
The photograph itself is taken from a moderately frontal and moderately high
angle, from medium-long distance - although the depth of perspective is significantly
hampered by the absence of background. The position could be judged as somewhat
privileged, although the lack of engagement from participants indicates the observing
position in this case to be relatively neutral. If the background were present, the image
could be called a naturalistic, ordinary photograph, however it is removed in order to
simplify and focus the image on the actions in the image which suggest some type of
manufacturing process.
The following two images are used by BBC as secondary illustrations in
articles on plague and nerve agents.

(3) BBC

(4) BBC
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The first image uses three individual frames, with two smaller, higher-contrast
and higher-saturation frames contained in a third, which extends to the entire image,
but features a substantially lower modality. The smaller frames feature microscopic
imagery of the bacteria which causes the disease, and a rat which can carry the disease;
while the larger frame features people in some type of shelter, using improvised
respiratory protection to guard themselves against the disease. The accompanying
subtitle states that the photograph shows "Scenes during a plague scare in India"
(BBC, 2003).
There are also some interesting orientational aspects in the main image frame.
The perspective is from a relatively close distance, but uses an oblique angle, and the
sharpness is substantially lower than the accompanying smaller frames, thus placing
the viewer at relatively close social distance but also disengaging him/her to a large
extent. Furthermore, the colour scheme appears to be shifted to yellow and brown
tones in a way that is at least highly noticeable (and at most, intentionally altered),
with the contrast relatively low. This could be described as a suggestive symbolic
structure - creation of overall mood at the expense of detail. The bleak appearance
and the concerned expressions of the people in the image certainly point to tension
and a sense of danger that is intended to be associated with the subject.
The second image contains only a single frame, which shows a stark street
scene with several dead bodies lying on the ground, indicated by the subtitle to be
"Gas victims in the Iraqi town of Halabja" (BBC, 2003). The image has several highly
striking orientational properties - including the high frontal angle and sharply
articulated depth, which is enhanced by a very clear vanishing point within the image
and strong diagonal lines leading toward it. The high-contrast, black and white
depiction lessens the detail and sharpness to some extent, particularly for the dead
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bodies, but also creates a symbolically dark, striking atmosphere, underscoring the
shocking nature of the image. Indeed the use of frontal, maximally engaging
perspective is to draw the viewer in and elicit a reaction. At the same time, of course,
the black and white colour scheme is also a barrier - helping to at least place the
events in the image in a reality that is distant from the viewer's own realm of
experience.
Another notable feature of the image is the absence of any overt agency - as
noted earlier, while it may be obvious that Iraqi forces are behind the action, their role
is not overtly presented - the victims are shown in isolation. This connection remains
for the viewer to make. Like the 'regime of pity' described by Chouliaraki (2005a) in
the portrayal of destruction caused by Coalition forces, "where suffering is construed
as an object to watch and comment on" the goal in this case appears to elicit an
affective reaction from the viewer, and encourage protest against biological and
chemical weapons.
Chouliaraki goes on to ask in her (2006a) article, "Indeed, was it not in the
name of pity, liberating the Iraqis from long-term suffering caused by his alleged
Weapons of Mass Destruction, that the war was launched in the first place?" (p.264).
Support for this action appears to be precisely the response sought in this case. Given
that the primary justification for the 2003 U.S. war on Iraq was the alleged possession
by Saddam Hussein's regime of these weapons, one can certainly see why the media
would be seeking to show suffering or potential suffering inflicted through use of
these weapons in a way quite unlike any other types of weapons discussed.
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4.8 Summary
In this chapter, I have outlined findings through data analysis, firstly noting broader
patterns of distribution by generic types and functions of text, and secondly discussing
the Representational, Orientational and Organizational features found in a narrower
sample of selected images, broken down into five separate sections. A number of
patterns, as well as notable exceptions, have emerged through these observations. The
implications of these patterns, and overall conclusions from the above observations,
will be discussed in the following chapter.
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5. Discussion / Conclusion
From analysis above, a number of important patterns emerge, many of them specific
to individual sections and subjects to which the images relate. In Section I, Coalition
vehicles are seen primarily in high-modality, single-participant publicity photographs
that serve as primary illustration, offering the viewer privileged, aestheticallyappealing perspectives of the inanimate subjects at the centre of the discourse. The
narrative structures in these images are generally de-emphasized in favour of
composition and purely relational display of attributes and circumstances. There are a
few exceptions in this section which do include human participants and simple
narratives showing aspects of operations of these military vehicles, but the
predominant mode of imagery in this section is sensory-oriented portrayals that focus
on appearance and attributes, not processes.
In the Section II, Coalition troops are presented in a way that still employs a
significant amount of high-modality imagery taken from privileged perspectives, but
the narrative structures and relations built between the subjects and the viewer are
much more complicated, to suit the overarching purpose of aligning the viewer with
the troops but distancing him/her from the violent nature of the functions they
perform. Thus most narratives remain focused on non-transactional processes - with
soldiers shown marching, aiming or training but not directly engaging in combat or
acting directly on other participants (with a single, highly marked exception to the
pattern). Where it is advantageous to place the viewer at a closer social distance from
the participants in the image, closer and more frontal perspectives and articulated
facial expressions are provided. Where the viewer needs to be distanced, a variety of
devices such as oblique perspective, obstructions and longer distances are employed.
Part of the variety seen in the imagery is also motivated by the fact that unlike Section
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I, most of the images used in this section by BBC are secondary illustrations, serving
in a more supplemental role relative to the text and illustrating individual features of
their subjects rather than a generalized essence. Within this section, the primary aim
appears to be building favourable - if distant - relationships between the viewer and
the subjects of the discourse (soldiers).
In Section III, Iraqi forces and vehicles are shown in a substantially different
way than their coalition equivalents. Using lower-modality, more naturalisticallyoriented imagery, the BBC and CNN also place viewers in less privileged positions
relative to the troops - and occasionally in threatened positions, as indicated by the
low frontal angles at close distances, which are not seen anywhere else in the
discourse. The viewer is maximally distanced and aligned away from the Iraqi forces
in most of the images, which naturally draws him/her towards the Coalition's
perspective.
In Section IV, a significant divergence is seen between BBC and CNN in the
ways they present Coalition weapons. CNN follows largely the same pattern as
established in Section I, using publicity photographs as primary illustrations to place
viewers in relatively privileged positions, and focus on appearance and attributes of
the weapons. BBC, however, employs technical drawings and diagrams in a
substantial majority of weapon portrayals. Function diagrams in particular are used to
produce narratives of the weapons' operations - albeit in a highly controlled and
abstract fashion, allowing the authors to be highly selective in terms of criterial
aspects of the discourse. In this manner, the diagrams avoid any considerations of
ethics, of destruction or suffering inflicted by the weapons - since almost universally,
the weapons act upon highly stylized 'targets', simple geometrical shapes
representing buildings. All actions and interactions in the discourse are framed as
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stemming from inanimate subjects acting upon other inanimate subjects. Thus, within
the discourse, the viewer is not given an opportunity to criticize what is taking place
from an ethical standpoint.
In Section V, which deals with portrayals of chemical and biological weapons,
there is a curious reversal - with the images overtly showing consequences of
weapons use, human suffering and death. Though the narratives are articulated to a
minimum extent and overt portrayal of causality is at best blurry, most viewers will
know from the context that these weapons are something which Iraq is accused of
possessing, and thus agency or potential agency is implied very strongly.
Thus, both BBC and CNN guide the viewer towards a perception of the war as
a whole through a series of stages. The viewer is aligned with Coalition forces largely
by being placed in privileged positions relative to them, and the highly detailed,
carefully composed nature of the imagery associated with the Coalition suggests a
sense of order, a sense that the military is capable of handling the situation. Their
methods are largely precise and the weapons are suggested to be highly capable. By
contrast, images of Iraqi forces place the viewer in a doubtful, unprivileged and
threatened position. With weapons of mass destruction implying the consequences of
inaction, one could certainly interpret the entire document sets on weapons and forces
by BBC (2003) and CNN (1998) as not simply favouring presentations of Coalition
forces and weapons, but in fact as calls to action, actively building support for
military solutions to tensions with Iraq.

5.1 Privileged Positions, Generic Types
One theme that has emerged in the analysis is the divergent portrayals of Coalition
troops, vehicles and weapons and their Iraqi equivalents in the CNN (1998) and BBC
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(2003) documents. Even on the level of generic types, this divergence is very apparent.
Consider the distributions shown below:

Coalition Forces and Weapons, by Generic Type
D Ordinary
Photo
• Publicity
Photo
• Press
Collage

3 Ordinary
Photo
I Publicity
Photo

D Scale
Drawing
• Function
Diagram
• Map
• Optical
Sensor
BCombinatio

CNN

BBC

In the portrayal of Coalition forces, one can see that the CNN shows an overwhelming
predominance of publicity photos. Most of these, as has already been noted, are
images taken from privileged perspectives, and fall under primarily sensory coding
orientation - high modality imagery with an aesthetic appearance and largely
promotional purpose. The BBC employs a much greater range, with the three most
common types of images of Coalition troops being publicity photographs, function
diagrams, and combination images - which generally combine publicity photographic
elements and scale drawing elements. Thus, sensory coding orientations still play a
significant role - although there is greater balance and variety in BBC's overall visual
presentation. This does not, however, translate into a more ideologically-balanced
perspective, since the technical elements actually permit a greater degree of
abstraction and control over modality than publicity photographs. This lack of balance
certainly becomes apparent when one considers the distribution of the same generic
types for Iraqi forces:
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Iraqi Forces and Weapons, by Generic Type

H Ordinary
Photo
I Publicity
Photo
D Function
Diagram

CNN

• Ordinary
Photo
• Function
Diagram
• Combinatio

BBC

Here the ordinary photographs are predominant in both CNN and BBC articles. This
echoes the patterns of lower modality and less privileged perspectives observed in
detailed analysis of individual pictures. Whereas the Coalition forces and weapons are
portrayed in a predominantly sensational fashion, Iraqi forces are presented in much
more ordinary ways. And certainly, if the numbers of photos are any indication, the
Iraqi forces are treated as a far less interesting subject by BBC and CNN overall, and
thus only a small portion of the total number of articles and photos are dedicated to
them - another expression of the implicit alignment.

5.2 Coding Orientations, BBC vs. CNN
As already noted above, modality plays a significant role in shaping the orientation of
the viewer in the discourse. In this context, the use of high-modality and technological
configurations has been already shown to correlate with the efforts to align the viewer,
especially in the articulation of perspective. However the juxtaposition of different
coding orientations has also proven to be very productive in aligning the viewer
through contrasting use of modality.
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Coding orientations, as outlined earlier, fall under three relevant categories in
this context - Naturalistic, Sensory and Technological. While there is a variety of
ways in which they can be mixed in individual images, one can certainly draw
conclusions regarding predominant coding orientations in each of the generic types
discussed. Ordinary photographs can be said to fall under primarily Naturalistic
coding; publicity photographs, press collages and sensor imagery (as used in the
context) fall under primarily Sensory coding; while scale drawings, function diagrams
and maps use Technological coding orientations. Combination imagery, as used in
this context, uses both sensory and technological orientations in a complimentary
fashion, without either predominating. Recalling the earlier summary of the
distribution of genres, consider the summary below:
Primary Coding Orientation
B Primarily
Naturalistic
• Primarily
Sensory
D Primarily
Technological
• Mixed

CNN

BBC

From this analysis, the difference between CNN and BBC is highly evident. CNN's
(1998) presentation relies overwhelmingly on sensory orientations, while BBC uses a
much more balanced set of orientations. The substantial part of this difference lies in
the use of technological orientations by BBC, something that is nearly absent on CNN.
One way of accounting for this difference is to consider the rhetorical demands
and goals of the two outlets. CNN, being an American media company, had probably
faced a more favourable audience overall - and certainly in 1998 there had not yet
been any significant criticism of continuing military pressure on Iraq. One could
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assume that the CNN sought less to realign its viewers on the topics discussed, and
more to support the consensus. Thus the simpler, more sensory-oriented strategy
suited their demands - providing a largely sensational portrayal of the forces involved,
and giving the viewers an impressive portrayal of Coalition machinery and its
attributes. BBC's (2003) Fact Files had been published at a time when the company's
primary audience, the British public, had been relatively sceptical of large-scale
military action against Iraq. Thus the BBC deployed a more comprehensive strategy
that balanced sensory portrayals with technological ones - in effect assuring the
public that the weapons and forces of the Coalition not only looked impressive
(especially compared to those of the Iraqi side), but also functioned in ways which
were technically sound and well-understood.
As a result, BBC's (2003) presentation is both more comprehensive and more
persuasive. By employing a wider and more balanced range of coding orientations,
the Fact Files gain a greater impression of thoroughness, objectivity and impartiality
- something that the more sensational portrayal used by CNN lacks. Of course, the
impression itself is largely misleading - which certainly providing more technical
detail, the BBC remains faithful to the same ideological goals of aligning the viewer
with the Coalition, and distancing him/her from ethical concerns over the conduct of
the war.

5.3 Strategic Patterns
From the results of the analysis of illustrations included in the documents describing
weapons and forces of the Iraq conflict on CNN's (1998) and BBC's (2003) websites,
I would suggest that there are four major, inter-related patterns that guide the specific
depiction strategies in groups of individual images.
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1)

alignment - the positioning of the viewer in support of the Coalition
in the Iraq conflict, and against the Iraqi forces in the conflict

2)

distancing - the positioning of the viewer at a discursive distance
from the events portrayed by the images, particularly those which
involve violence

3)

abstraction - the reframing of material actions which constitute the
war as abstract, timeless processes carried out primarily by
inanimate or diffused entities

4)

aesthetization - the focus of the presentation on the aesthetic
features and attributes of its subject, rather than its functions

I would suggest that these patterns are a way of positioning the viewer in a manner
that maximally diverts his/her attention from violence and suffering. This in itself is
no doubt a strategic, ideologically motivated choice - the motivation for which will be
discussed in Section 5.1.4, further below. Before proceeding to the ideological
considerations behind these patterns, I will specify in greater detail what these
patterns imply, how they are manifested throughout the data, and how they interact
with each other.

5.3.1 Alignment
As already discussed earlier, images of Coalition forces and weapons use several
techniques to align the viewer with their subjects - which include munitions, vehicles,
soldiers, and friendly militias. This is accomplished primarily through the system of
perspective, by placing the viewer in privileged positions relative participants in the
image - and to a lesser extent, through high articulation of modalities such as detail
which symbolically enhances the sense of proximity to the subjects. Patterns of
privileged perspective and high modality (which is inherent to publicity photographs)
are predominant in Sections I, II and IV of the Analysis, both on BBC and CNN,
although in slightly different ways - for instance, as noted above, BBC's reliance on
technological in depictions of Coalition weapons (Section IV) and a widespread use

of combination imagery which includes elements of technical drawings, produces a
different type of privileged position from those seen in publicity photos - that of an
observer provided with access to technical information.
There is, of course, an inverse to this - while the viewer is aligned with the
Coalition position, he/she is simultaneously aligned away from (or in opposition to)
Iraqi forces. This is expressed through either distant, disengaged, thoroughly
unprivileged perspective - or high frontal perspective at close distance, which as
earlier discussed, suggests threat. Given the high consistency of patterns of
unprivileged perspective, this complimentary pattern emerges very clearly.
Alignment is used as a strategy for legitimating the conflict, with Coalition
troops and weapons suggested to be favourable to the viewer's safety and close to
his/her interest.

5.3.2 Distancing
The pattern of distancing is also accomplished largely through perspective; it is used
to distance the viewer from depictions of processes involving violence, and from the
recipients and agents of this violence. This is most evident in the function diagrams
on BBC which are drawn with participants taking up only a small portion of the size
of frame. This is likewise evident in some of the depictions of troops. Distancing
seems to go hand in hand with disengagement - and certainly, a large portion of the
images of both Coalition and Iraqi units use oblique perspective. Again, this is most
obvious in function diagrams, which are almost universally presented from oblique
angles.
The effect is to position the viewer outside of the immediate context of war,
and unless he/she is encouraged to react positively or negatively for the purpose of
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alignment, keep him/her disengaged from the actions, maintaining the role of an
observer - perhaps an aligned one, but not a directly involved one. This is a strategy
to give the viewer a sense of security - suggesting that this security is best protected
by those weapons and forces that he/she is aligned with. It also removes him/her from
the context of violence and suffering, thus precluding sympathy for victims of the
weapons, forces and processes taking place. Both BBC (1998) and CNN (2003)
employ this pattern.
A notable exception to that, of course, is seen in Section V, in regard to
Chemical and Biological weapons. Here, the viewer is intentionally brought closer to
the site of suffering in order to encourage condemnation of the perpetrator - which
happens to be the Iraqi regime, and thus the exception to the pattern of distancing
from suffering serves to reinforce the pattern of alignment.

5.3.3 Abstraction
The pattern of distancing generally coincides with patterns of abstraction and
representation of violence in ways that are implied, highly stylized (such as diagrams)
virtual absence of transactional material actions performed by animate actors. Lack of
animate agency is a theme that is retained through virtually all sections except those
dealing directly with troops, where it is unavoidable. Photographs of ships, aircraft,
weapons and tanks rarely feature any human participants, both on BBC and CNN.
This also applies to the depiction of processes, which are very rarely
transactional in nature, showing mostly non-transactional actions such as movement
and walking, or no material actions at all; only one image of those examined shows a
clearly distinguishable act of violence (recall Image (7) in Section II, where an

Australian Special Forces soldier subdues a terror suspect) shown in naturalistic,
concrete terms.
Nowhere is abstraction more evident than in the use of function diagrams by
BBC (2003) to illustrate the operation of weapons. In that particular case, actions
which in reality are extremely violent and destructive are represented as concepts
through topological structure, using stylized vectors and construing the event taking
place as a relation between an aircraft, a weapon, and a 'target'. Naturally, the target
is itself an abstract representation of an inanimate object (a building), and thus cannot
be subject to suffering.
With the exception of the above-mentioned image of the Australian Special
Forces soldier, the actions of Coalition troops and weapons preclude concrete,
animate goals - only 'targets'. Recalling the pattern observed by Chouliaraki (2005),
it is certainly true in this discourse that the sufferer only enters the discourse "on the
condition that her very humanity is cancelled" (p. 155) - to be replaced by an abstract
representation. This applies particularly to the BBC's (2003) depictions, if only
because in CNN (1998) documents, the sufferer does not enter the scene at all.
The human agents, however, are only marginally more specific. Most of the
time, human participants enter this discourse not as individuals, but as representative
of types - 'generic people' as Machin (2004) refers to them.

5.3.4 Aesthetic Appeal
The use of sensory coding orientations to portray Coalition troops and weapons is
particularly predominant on CNN, which favours the use of publicity photographs in
primary illustration roles in all instances where Coalition forces are presented. This
focuses the viewer's attention on the external attributes of weapons, enhanced by the
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use of high modality, which articulates aspects of colour, depth, sharpness and detail.
The use of privileged perspectives in both CNN (1998) and BBC (2003) images
provides markedly unusual, detailed views of their subjects (for instance, through use
of aerial photography). These images are carefully composed and framed, with
subjects (such as soldiers, tanks, aircraft and ships) shown in dramatic poses/positions.
The use of sensory orientations also rarely coincides with transactional material
actions, meaning that narrative aspects of the image are de-emphasized in favour of
attributes and orientational properties. In other words, by focusing on the appearance
and attributes of a subject, the image strategically deemphasizes its material role.
Given that the material role of Coalition weapons is an essentially violent one, this
pattern is certainly strategic and has ideological implications. As Chouliaraki (2005,
2006a) suggests, by framing events and subjects as aesthetic, authors of the discourse
invite the viewer to observe them as participants in an impressive performance rather
than in acts which constitute suffering.

5.4 Culture of War and Technology
Given the observations regarding the patterns noted above, it is certainly possible to
draw some general conclusions regarding the underlying ideologies responsible for
these depictions, what Chouliaraki (2005) refers to as "the assumptions already
implicit in the routine professional choices that stage and narrate the war" (144).
The antecedents to the pattern of alignment and aesthetization in regards to
Coalition troops and weapons are not difficult to surmise: it is apparent throughout the
visual discourse in the CNN (1998) and BBC (2003) documents that they seek to
portray the Coalition in a more positive, legitimate and appealing light. This forms
one half of an 'us and them' situation - and the use of unprivileged and/or threatened
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positions relative to the Iraqi forces, as well as their implied involvement in the use of
Chemical/Biological weapons discussed in Section V of the Analysis, makes it very
clear that they represent the other side. The aesthetically appealing portrayal which
emphasizes the impressive appearance of Coalition weapons and soldiers, versus the
unprivileged portrayal of the Iraqi forces also suggests which side should be
considered the more capable one.
Distancing and abstraction are used to draw the viewer away from the actual
nature of the events and actions taking place in war - violence and suffering. The
images used by CNN (1998) and BBC (2003) contain no allusion to any suffering
caused by Coalition forces. As discussed at the end of Section IV of the analysis, even
targeting errors are framed in terms of misses, in visual terms. There is no grounds
provided visually in the discourse to make ethical judgments about the role of
weapons and forces in the war, which shifts the viewer's attention to technical and
aesthetic dimensions of the depiction. The result, as Chouliaraki (2005) suggests in
her study, is that "suffering is construed as an object to watch and comment on, rather
than to arouse emotion or a demand for action on the part of the spectator" (p. 151). In
other words, the ideological goal of these patterns of depiction is to deflect criticism
of war by omitting depictions of suffering caused by Coalition forces.
Recalling the brief discussion of the history of media portrayals of modern war
provided in Section 3.6.1, it is easy to parallel these goals with observations made by
Andersen (2006) and Lewis (2007) regarding the efforts of the media to emphasize
the role of technology in war, which has been a recurring theme in Western,
particularly American approaches to war in recent times. As Andersen (2006) noted
about the portrayal of the 1991 Gulf War, "High-technology weaponry became the
answer to issues once raised about the moral and ethical - or even economical -
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problems of war" (p. 164). Certainly, both BBC (2003) and CNN (1998) prominently
emphasize the role of technology in their representations. This coincides with what
Lewis (2007) suggests is not only part of media depictions, but a much broader
cultural ideology pioneered by the U.S., which for decades has been investing into
military technology to perfect a 'cleaner', more distant and 'machine-driven' concept
of war: "The United States is working tenaciously to eliminate man from war, to kill
with technology from a safe distance, to fight war without casualties" (p.399). There
is tremendous investment and political will behind this concept of war, and thus it is
the powerful ideology of technological solutions to ethical problems of war - however
unrealistic it is - which likely serves as the primary antecedent to the way in which
powerful, mainstream Western media such as CNN and BBC present war and its
weapons.

5.5 Limitations and Directions for Further Study
In this study, I have outlined a number of patterns from an extensive set of visual data,
and showed how these connect to ideological antecedents. The methodological
framework adapted for the study proved productive, and produced a qualitatively rich
description of the discourse.
Some of the limits of the present study have already been noted earlier- for
instance, the full range of data found in the CNN (1998) and BBC (2003) documents
simply could not be presented due to space restrictions. While I have made an effort
to outline salient exceptions and variations to overall patterns, there is certainly a risk
of overstating some of these.
The exclusive focus on static visual illustrations certainly does not capture all
of the meanings made in the CNN (1998) and BBC (2003) documents, and I certainly

make no claims regarding the discourse on weapons and forces of the U.S. war on
Iraq presented on BBC and CNN as a whole - only the aspects of it found in the
visuals accompanying this specific set of documents. To give an account that would
approach a fuller description of a wider discourse of war in these media outlets, a
more thoroughly multimodal approach is needed. The analysis presented here
includes some multimodal considerations, mostly through describing the immediate
relations between image and text, with images being used in a variety of illustrative
roles. Much of the literature examined for this study, including Lemke (1998, 2002,
2004, 2005), Iedema (2003), Kress and van Leeuwen (2006), Royce and Bowcher
(2007) and Knox (2007) calls for more thoroughly multimodal accounts which
examine all types of semiotic modalities found in discourse. Certainly it would be
interesting to extend this study to consider the articles which these images accompany,
using SFL methodologies referred to in this study (Halliday and Mattheissen, 2004;
Eggins, 2004), and examine more specifically the ways in which 'intersemiotic
complimentarity' (Royce, 2007) is realized. An initial look suggests that just as the
depiction patterns between different sections of the data vary, so do the patterns found
ideationally, interpersonally and textually in the accompanying articles. It would be
interesting to pursue a more complete multimodal analysis on this topic.
Lemke's (2002) work also offers possibilities of extending this work into a
Hypermodal direction, examining ways in which non-linear structure and traversals
influence interpretations of extended media documents such as this. Perhaps even
more interesting is Lemke's (2004, 2005) work on the concept of traversals and
'transmedia'. For instance, it would be possible to compare the depiction patterns
found in this text to those of the same weapons and forces found in other types of
media, including films and interactive video games - and consider to what extent
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similar patterns emerge, and to what extent resemiotization (Iedema, 2003) would
play a role in the type of depictions across media.
Lemke (1998) also makes reference to a system of evaluative meanings which
could significantly augment orientational patterns discovered in the data by
suggesting not only how the viewer is oriented, but also what positive or negative
evaluations he/she can draw from the positioning of the subject. This would be
particularly helpful in further extending the discussion of patterns of alignment,
distancing, abstraction and aesthetization outlined above.
Finally, with the 'new media' continually developing, visual and multimodal
features that are yet to be fully explored are emerging on news websites. BBC, as
noted before, has recently introduced embedded video, which is now used to illustrate
current news articles in much the same way as static images are used in the (2003)
Fact Files examined in this study. As Mautner (2005) suggests, internet media
features an increasing amount of interactive and user-created content, and news
websites are increasingly adapting elements such as user feedback forums and
interactive games which relate to the news stories being presented. Certainly, the
present study only begins to deconstruct the full semiotic potential of extended online
media features.

5.6 Summary
This study has thus considered the ways in which the visuals are used by the CNN
(1998) and BBC (2003) documents on weapons and forces of the U.S. war on Iraq.
Using a functional framework of visual analysis based on the work of O'Toole (1994),
Lemke (1998, 1999, 2002, 2004, 2005), Oyama and Jewitt (2001), Iedema (2003),
Machin (2004), Teo (2004), van Leeuwen (2005), Kress and van Leeuwen (2006),
Royce and Bowcher (2007) and Knox (2007) and others, I have described a set of
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representational, orientational, and organizational patterns in depictions, discussing
general tendencies and drawing ideological implications. The results of the study
suggest that predominant patterns found throughout the text are used to produce
favourable portrayals of Coalition weapons, unfavourable portrayals of Iraqi weapons,
and to position viewers in a way which distances them from material suffering.
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capability

(13) C N N B-52 Bomber

Aircraft

(12) BBCTornado

Aircraft

3 scale
drawings of
same aircraft

Aircraft

(ll)CNNTornado

Clouds, haze
(location)

Motion
(material)

Forward
movement
suggested
(material)

Pale grey background in photo,
details indistinct
Pale grey grid

Motion
(material)

Water, cliffs
(location)

Aircraft shape
and orientation

Airplane
position,
orientation
(i.e. aircraft in
the air are
understood to
be moving;
their sharp
geometric
shape helps
enhance this)

Aircraft
orientation and
shape

Forward

Forward

Forward

Strong

Strong (a
flying
aircraft is
fast by
default - it
angular
shape is also
strongly
indicative of
forward
motion)
1) Relatively
strong

None within
photo

Aircraft is
textually implied
to be part of a
taxonomy of
fighter aircraft

None apparent
within image

Features like
weapons,
engines are
distinct

Topographic
structure accurate
dimensions
with scale
represented in
diagrams

A number of
attributes
distinct in
photo, such as
missiles

Features of the
aircraft,
especially
weapons,
clearly
identifiable
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Aircraft's
impressive size,
number of engines
and visible
weapons suggest
its impressive
characteristics as a
bomber

The aggressivelooking plane
shown at high
altitude is already
suggestive of its
flying capabilitycombined with
imposing cliffs far
below that echo the
same sense of
power
Aircraft appearance
contains geometric
symbolism (as
noted earlier
regarding vectors),
and in general its
shape and function
are readily
recognizable

(14) B B C B-52 Bomber

3 scale
drawings of
same aircraft

Aircraft

Pale grey grid

ale grey background in photo,
details indistinct

Forward
movement
suggested
(material)

Airplane
position,
orientation
(i.e. aircraft in
the air are
understood to
be moving;
their sharp
geometric
shape helps
enhance this)

Forward

1) Relatively
strong

Aircraft is
textually implied
to be part of a
taxonomy of
bombers
Topographic
structure accurate
dimensions
with scale
represented in
diagrams

A number of
attributes
distinct in
photo
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Aircraft appearance
contains geometric
symbolism (as
noted earlier
regarding vectors),
and in general its
shape and function
are readily
recognizable

3) Profile (facing
right)

2) Oblique (1/3
back), facing
right

1) Frontal
(slightly offset)

Medium-long
(for all frames small size of
each individual
image of the ship
as opposed to
actual size of
ship enhances
distance,
although detail
helps negate this)

(2) BBC
Aircraft Carrier

3) Medium
(abstract - ship
in profile)

2) High

1) Moderatehigh (above
deck)

Moderate-high
(above deck)

3) Abstract
observer with
access to
technical
information /
blueprints of
carrier

l)and2)Friendly
aircraft

Friendly
aircraft

Frontal (slightly
offset)

Medium

Point of view
(likely origin)

Attitude (perspective)
Horizontal angle Vertical Angle
/ facing

(l)CNN
Aircraft Carrier

Distance
(relative to frame
size)

• Interpersonal / Orientational Features

3) Low shape
overlap
only

l)and2)
-Full/
Naturalistic,
Hyperarticulated
through
unusual
angle,
diagonals

Full/
naturalistic.
Hyperarticulated mostly
through
diagonals,
striking/
unusual
perspective and
angle

Depth of
perspective

3) High

2) Moderate-low
(hampered
by distance)

1) Moderate

Moderate
(distinct
shape, low
detail)

Clarity /
detail (participants)

Very low
(either
faded or
replaced
with
abstract
grid)

Clarity /
detail
(background)
Low (no
distinct
features)

Low

Blue-grey
photo
backgroun
d, grey
carrier,
light grey
grid

Blue,
black,
white /
Low

Modality
Colour /
Saturation

Varied
1) Front,
hard
(dominant
highlights)
2) Unclear,
moderatehard (prominent highlights and
shadows)
3) None
Overall
contrast of
image
softened
(low)

Front,
moderate

Lighting
(direction/
strength)

3)
Technological

l)and2)
Sensory /
Naturalistic

Sensory /
Naturalistic

Coding
orientation
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Medium

Medium (for all
frames- small
size of each
individual image
of the ship
enhances
distance,
although detail
helps negate this)

Medium-close
(about 2/3 of
ship's length in
frame)

(3) CNN
Destroyer

(4) BBC
Destroyer

(5) CNN
Submarine

Frontal, slightly
offset

3) Profile (facing
right)

2) V< frontal

1) Frontal

A frontal

3

Very high
(almost vertical)

3) Medium
(abstract - ship
in profile)

2) High

1) Medium (deck
level)

High

Friendly
aircraft

3) Abstract
observer with
access to
technical
information /
blueprints of
carrier

l)and2)Friendly ship
or aircraft

Friendly
aircraft

Full/
naturalistic
Moderately
articulatedextreme
angle but
only one
feature
(tower)
shows
depth

3) Low shape
overlap
only

Hyperarticulated
l)a nd2)
- Full /
Naturalistic,
Hyperarticulated
through
unusual
angle,
diagonals

Full/
naturalistic

Low
(distinct
shape, few
features)

3) High

2) Moderate-low
(hampered
by distance)

1) Moderate

High
(relatively
detailed)

Low (no
distinct
features
besides
very large
wake)

Very low
(either
faded or
replaced
with
abstract
grid)

Low (no
distinct
features)

None
(black and
white)

Black
water and
submarine,
white
foam

Low

Blue-grey
photo
background,
grey ship,
light grey
grid

Medium

Blue, grey

3) None
Overall
contrast of
image
artificially
softened
(low)
Above, hard

l)and2)from front
and right,
hard
(dominant
highlights
and
shadows)

Varied

From above,
moderate
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Sensory /
Naturalistic

3)
Technological

l)and2)
Sensory /
Naturalistic

Naturalistic

Medium (for all
frames-small
size of each
individual image
of the ship
enhances
distance,
although detail
helps negate this)

Medium

(6) BBC
Submarine

(7)BBCChallenger
Tank

% frontal relative
to turret

Oblique (2/3
frontal relative to
tank body/plane
of motion)

Observer on
ground (very
distant)

3) Medium
(abstract - ship
in profile)

Low (ground
level)

3) Abstract
observer with
access to
technical
information /
blueprints of
carrier

2) Medium

2) Profile (facing
left)
3) Profile (facing
right)

l)and2)Friendly ship
or aircraft

1) Medium-high

\)3A frontal

Hyperarticulated
(very
narrowangle lens
and
visible
depth-offield
effect
visible)

Full/natur
alistic

3) Low shape
overlap
only

1) and 2)
- Full /
Naturalistic,
Hyperarticulated
through
unusual
angle,
diagonals

Moderatehigh

3) High

2) Moderate-low
(hampered
by distance)

1) Moderate

Moderate-low
(reduced
by blur)

Very low
(either
faded or
replaced
with
abstract
grid)

Low

Green,
brown
background,
dark green
tank

Low

Blue-grey
photo
background,
black
submarine
, light
grey grid

Hard

Overall
contrast of
image
artificially
softened
(low)
From above

3) None

2) Unclear,
moderate

1) from
front and
right, hard
(dominant
highlights
and
shadows)

Varied
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Sensory/
Naturalistic

3)
Technological

l)and2)
Sensory /
Naturalistic

Medium
(hampered
somewhat by
fuzzy framing
and multiple
iterations of tank
within same
image)

Medium

(8)BBCAbrams Tank

(9) CNN F-16 Fighter

Oblique (from
side)

3) Profile
(abstract)

2) Sideways view from top
(abstract)

1)% frontal

Medium (level
with aircraft's
wings)

3) Medium
(abstract profile)

2) Vertical (topdown)

1) Medium-high
- somewhat
slanted giving it
a more
aggressive
appearance

Friendly
aircraft (likely
of same class)

2) and 3)
Abstract
observer with
access to
technical
information

1) Friendly
observer
(possibly on
another
vehicle)

Highly
articulatedespecially through
juxtaposition of
two levels
of clarity/
distance

2) Partial/
low
Full/
Naturalistic

1) Partial/
naturalistichampered
by artificial
background
Hyperarticulated,
through
unusual
angle,
diagonals

Moderatehigh (limited
by image
size and
shadows)

2) High
(lines only)

1) Moderate-high
(some-what
blurry)

Moderate-low
(Mountain
s and
clouds
distinct
but undetailed)

Very low
(faded or
removed
in favour
of abstract
grid) also note,
background in
photo
segment is
un-related
to original
photo and
is out of
perspective

None
(black and
white)

Greyblack
aircraft /
grey background

2), 3)
Grey/
none

Low

l)Pale
grey background,
sandcoloured
tank

2), 3)
Abstract contrast in
drawings
and background is
low
Unclear black
shadows
seen on the
aircraft's
body and
under wings

1) From
right of
frame
Harddominant
highlights contrast
artificially
reduced on
shadows
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Sensory /
Naturalistic

2), 3)
Technological

1) Sensory /
Naturalistic

High

1) Medium-low
relative to
aircraft, but
background
suggests that this
is due to aircraft
orientation and
the photo is
actually taken
from above

Oblique (from
side)

l)3/4 frontal

Medium

Medium
(hampered
somewhat by
fuzzy framing
and multiple
iterations of
aircraft within
same image)

(12) BBC Tornado
2) Diagrams from bottom
(oriented
upwards),
frontal, from side
(all abstract)

2) Vertical low
(bottom-up),
abstract medium

2) Vertical low
(bottom-up),
abstract medium

l)High

(ll)CNNTornado

2) Diagrams from bottom
(oriented
upwards),
frontal, from side
(all abstract)

1) Frontal,
slightly offset

Medium-close
(hampered
somewhat by
fuzzy framing
and multiple
iterations of
aircraft within
same image)

(10) B B C F-16 Fighter

2)
Abstract
observer with
access to
technical
information

1) Friendly
aircraft

Friendly
aircraft

2)
Abstract
observer with
access to
technical
information

1) Friendly
aircraft

2) Partial/
low overlap
only

Hyperarticulated

Hyperarticulated
1) Full/
naturalistic

Full/Natur
alistic

2) Partial/
lowoverlap
only

Hyperarticulated

1) Fulll/
naturalistic

2) High
(lines only)

1)
Moderatehigh

High

2) High
(lines only)

1) High

Very low
(, pale
grey background
resemblin
gthe
ground,
abstract
grid)

High
(sharp,
impressiv
e cliffs)

Very low
(abstract
grid only)

2), 3)
Grey/
none

Mediumlow

Blue
water, red
cliffs,
grey
aircraft /
Medium
1) Greengrey
aircraft,
pale grey
background

2), 3)
Grey/
none

Very low

l)Dark
grey
aircraft

2), 3)
Abstract contrast in
drawings
and background is
low

Moderately
soft

1) Frontal

Moderatehard

Front

2), 3)
Abstract contrast in
drawings
and background is
low

Soft,
relatively
dim

1) From
above
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2), 3)
Technological

1) Sensory/
Naturalistic

Sensory /
Naturalistic

2), 3)
Technological

1) Sensory /
Naturalistic

1) Frontal,
slightly offset

Medium-long
(hampered
somewhat by
fuzzy framing
and multiple
iterations of
aircraft within
same image)

(14) B B C B-52 Bomber
2) Diagrams from bottom
(oriented
upwards),
frontal, from side
(all abstract)

Frontal (slightly
offset right)

Medium

(13) CNN B-52 Bomber

2) Vertical low
(bottom-up),
abstract medium

l)High

Medium-high

2)
Abstract
observer with
access to
technical
information

1) Friendly
aircraft

Friendly
aircraft

2) Partial/
lowoverlap
only

Highly

1) Full/
naturalistic

Hyperarticulated

Full/
naturalistic

2) High
(lines only)

1)
Moderatelow

High
(distinct
shape and
features)

Very low
(, pale
grey background
with no
details)

Moderatelow (clear
but vague
features)

Contrast
artificially
lowered
2), 3)
Abstract contrast in
drawings
and background is
low

2), 3)
Grey/
none

Mode-rately
soft

1) From
above and
front

Unclear,
hard (high
contrast)

None
(black and
white)

l)Dark
grey
aircraft,
pale grey
background

White
clouds,
blue haze,
dark grey/
black
aircraft
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2), 3)
Technological

1) Sensory/
Naturalistic

Sensory /
Naturalistic

(l)CNN
Aircraft Carrier

Genre (type of
image)
Military
publicity photo

Function
within page
Primary
illustration

Coherence

Shares some
features with
other photos of
ships in this
section,
thereby
establishing
that it naturally
belongs with
them; relies on
common
knowledge of
features of
carriers (has
airplanes, flat
deck,
antennas, sails
in ocean) for
recognition

Patterns of
reference
Refers directly
to accompanying text

• Textual / Organizational Features

2) Photograph

1) Title +
black
silhouette on
white
background

2 frames, both
set aside with
black border

Framing

Aircraft and
large tower +
antenna are
salient by
virtue of
brightness

Photo frame is
salient (due to
size and
relative
richness), the
ship and
especially its
shape and key
features
(aircraft,
antennas) are
salient within
the photo

Salience
There is no
strict linearity,
but the
relationship
between the
two frames as
well as key
features within
them is not a
complex one.
Would likely
be read in the
order of Title
=> silhouette
=> shape of
ship in photo
=> key
features (in
order of
salience)

Linearity

2) no distinctive
use of left/right

Left/Right
(Given/New)
Frames:
1) Title vs.
Silhouette

Cohesion

The image is
above the main
text block serves as ideal
(for example,
carefully-posed)
representation
supporting
specific facts
(statistics)
provided in the
text

No use of
top/bottom fields
obvious within
either of the
frames

Information Value
Ideal/Real
(Top/Bottom)
Frame 1 vs.
Frame 2 - an
ideal/real
relationship

Image is
positioned
between the
article title
and text
bodyperhaps
serves as
mediator
between title
(ideal) and
text (real)

Centre /
Margins
Margins
used largely
for lowdetail backgrounds, no
use of the
distinction
otherwise
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Military
publicity photo

(see image (2),
above)

(4) BBC
Destroyer

3) Scale
drawing

Military
publicity photo

0,2)-

Combination:

(3) CNN
Destroyer

(2) BBC
Aircraft Carrier

(see image (2),
above)

Primary
illustration

Exposition /
primary
illustration

(see image (1),
above)

(see image (2),
above)

(see image (2),
above)

Internally irregular,
blurry framing
around photos,
perhaps
intended to
break down
any suggestion
of rigid
separation and
reinforce the
fact that all the
images are of
the same ship,
thus belong
together

Outer limits of
light grey
background
grid

(see image (1),
above)

Generic layout
of the title
image
identical to
many similar
title images in
"Fact Files"

Alludes to
popular
knowledge of
appearance of
ships

Refers directly
to accompanying text

(see above) ship's
superstructure
and gun salient
due to
brightness and
sharpness
(see image (2),
above)

The larger,
more central,
more detailed
drawing at
bottom is most
salient

(see image (2),
above)

(see image (1),
above)

All three
images are
implicitly
connected the drawing
here is of
particular
importance, I
would suggest
it serves as
reference for
the viewer to
interpret the
other two
images and
thus causes
him/her to
glance back
and forth
between the
drawing and
photos for
comparison

(see image (2),
above)

(see image (1),
above)

None
specifically
within the image
- two photo
frames do not
seem to be
arranged in
strategic order

(see image (2),
above)

(see image (1),
above)

Also, ideal/real
relation between
whole image
(top) and article
(bottom)

Photos vs.
drawing = ideal
vs. real, which is
interesting
considering the
drawing is the
more abstract
element. This
may be part of
the abstraction/
distancing
pattern in the
discourse
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(see image
(2), above)

(see image
(1), above)

The drawing
seems to be
the central
element, and
the images
are simply
variations/
instantiations of it

Military
publicity photo

(see image (2),
above)
Military
publicity photo

(5) CNN
Submarine

(6) BBC
Submarine
(7) BBC Challenger
Tank

Subtitle to
image is a link
to a "360degree tour" of
the tank, thus
the image
serves as
invitation/
introduction to
it

(see image (2),
above)
Primary
illustration shows units'
main weapon

Primary
illustration

Refers also
(and explicitly
via link in
subtitle) to
Fact File page
on the
Challenger
tank

(see image (2),
above)
To
title/subtitle,
common
perception of
tanks

Shares some
features with
other photos in
sections but
not all establishing a
distinct subclass; relies on
common
knowledge of
a submarine
(tube-shaped,
has tower,
diving planes)
for recognition

Horizontals
and diagonals
in background
frame tank
outline further

(see image (2),
above)
Black border

(see image (1),
above) except the
silhouette is
from a high 3A
angle rather
than in profile
as with others

(see image (2),
above)
Tank most
salient
(especially
distinct from
background
through
sharpness)

(see image (1),
above)Large
wake and
characteristic
conning tower
shape are
salient due to
contrast

(see image (2),
above)
No specific
linearity
within photo

(see image (1),
above)

(see image (2),
above)
None
specifically
within image,
note the position
of image relative
to article (new)

(see image (1),
above)

(see image
(2), above)
Single
participant

(see image (2),
above)
None
specifically
within image,
note position
relative to
subtitle (ideal) which has a
significant role
in interpreting
the image
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(see image
(1), above)

(see image (1),
above)

Combination:
1) Military
publicity photo
2) Scale
drawing

Military
publicity photo

(8)BBCAbrams Tank

(9) CNN F-16 Fighter
Also used to
introduce a
gallery of
other similar
photographs
linked in the
text below

Primary
illustration

Exposition /
primary
illustration

Relies on
common
knowledge of
common
features of
fighter aircraft
(e.g. angular,
pointed shape)
for recognition

Text reference
to source
(Jane's) at
bottom right

Identified by
label at bottom
left of image

Sets the theme
for the article,
refers to
popular
understanddingof what
tanks look like

Refers to itself
- implying that
all images
within it
represent the
same object

Mountains and
clouds at the
bottom, as
well as the
darkening
gradient of sky
colour at the
top provide
some measure
of internal
horizontal
framing as
well

Black, inwardgradient frame
surrounding
photo; titles
located outside
frame

Internally irregular,
blurry framing
around photo,
perhaps
intended to
break down
any suggestion
of rigid
separation
between
iterations of
the tank

Outer limits of
light grey
background
grid

Aircraft
overwhelmmingly salient
through
contrast, detail
and sharpness

The larger,
highercontrast, more
highly
modalized
image of tank
on left is most
salient

No apparent use
of left/right
fields (although
the aircraft is
seen moving left
to right, which is
most likely
incidental)

No strict
linearity, but
there is an
implied linear
relationship
between the
act of
examining the
picture and
referring to the
label at its
bottom-left for
identification

The two labels at
the bottom also
do not appear to
be in a givennew relationship

Photo on left,
diagrams on
right, perhaps
with the
symbolic
function of
'demystifying'
the tank (i.e.
dramatic image
is given,
technical
presentation is
new), setting the
theme for the
artlce

All three
images are
implicitly
connected with the
implication
that the viewer
would
compare the
actual photo to
the
'blueprints',
glancing back
and forth

Possibly an
ideal-real
relationship
between the
image and its
labels - although
it is more likely
that the aircraft
serves as a Real
for the page title
above the image
("Fighter
Aircraft")

None
specifically
within the
article, but
crucial ideal/real
relationship
between image
and article

Image is
positioned
between the
article title
and text
bodyperhaps
serves as
mediator
between title
(ideal) and
text (real)

Margins
used largely
for lowdetail backgrounds, no
use of the
distinction
otherwise

The photo
seems to be
the central
element, and
the drawings
are simply
more clearly
specified
variations/
instantiations of it

Combination:
1) Military
publicity photo
2) Scale
drawing

Military
publicity photo

(10) B B C F-16 Fighter

(11) CNNTornado

Primary
illustration

Exposition /
primary
illustration

Reference to
official sourceRAF

To text below,
common
knowledge of
features of
aircraft

Refers to
article below

Refers to itself
- implying that
all images
within it
represent the
same object

Within the
image, the
shape of the
cliffs/water
roughly
follows the
shape of the
aircraft (a
symbolicvalue frame)

Internally lack of
individual
framing of
elements,
perhaps
intended to
break down
any suggestion
of separation
Two frames Title on white
background on
top, colour
photo in black
gradient frame
below

Outer limits of
light grey
background
grid

Aircraft due to
brightness,
colour,
sharpness,
position

The larger,
highercontrast, more
highly
modal ized
image of the
aircraft on left
is most salient

Linear relation
between two
frames;
no obvious
linearity
within photo

All four
images are
implicitly
connected with the
implication
that the viewer
would
compare the
actual photo to
the
'blueprints',
glancing back
and forth

Left and right
not used in
photo, although
it could be noted
that the main
participant is
moving from left
to right

Top frame - title
vs. silhouette

Photo on left,
diagrams on
right

Not used
strategically
except relation
between top and
bottom frames

None
specifically
within the
article, but
crucial ideal/real
relationship
between image
and article
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Centre only
appears to
be used to
emphasize
the main
(only)
participant's
salience

The photo
seems to be
the central
element, and
the drawings
are simply
more clearly
specified
variations/
instantiations of it

Title, text,
other pages on
aircraft;
popular
perception of
bombers

Refers to itself
- implying that
all images
within it
represent the
same object

Primary
illustration

Exposition /
primary
illustration

Military
publicity photo

Combination:
1) Military
publicity photo
2) Scale
drawing

(14) B B C B-52 Bomber

Refers to
article below

Refers to
article below

Refers to itself
- implying that
all images
within it
represent the
same object

(13) CNN B-52 Bomber

Exposition /
primary
illustration

Combination:
1) Military
publicity photo
2) Scale
drawing

(12) BBC Tornado

Outer limits of
light grey
background
grid
Internally vague
individual
framing of
elements, to
break down
any suggestion
of separation

Internally vague or
absent
individual
framing of
elements,
perhaps
intended to
break down
any suggestion
of separation
Two frames as
in image (3),
above. Top
frame includes
silhouette.

Outer limits of
light grey
background
grid

The larger,
highercontrast, more
highly
modalized
image of the
aircraft on left
is most salient

Aircraft
(contrast,
colour, size,
position)

The larger,
highercontrast, more
highly
modal ized
image of the
aircraft on left
is most salient

All four
images are
implicitly
connected implication
that the viewer
would
compare the
actual photo to
'blueprints',
glancing back
and forth

None within
photo

All four
images are
implicitly
connected with the
implication
that the viewer
would
compare the
actual photo to
the
'blueprints',
glancing back
and forth

Photo on left,
diagrams on
right

None
specifically
within the
article, but
crucial ideal/real
relationship
between image
and article

None apparent
within photo

Obvious relation
between top and
bottom frame, or
between photo
and article

Obvious relation
between title and
silhouette in top
frame
None apparent
within photo

None
specifically
within the
article, but
crucial ideal/real
relationship
between image
and article

Photo on left,
diagrams on
right
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Image acts
as mediator
between title
and article
(see ideal vs.
real)
The photo
seems to be
the central
element, and
the drawings
are simply
more clearly
specified
variations/
instantiations of it

Centre used
primarily for
salience
within photo

The photo
seems to be
the central
element, and
the drawings
are simply
more clearly
specified
variations/
instantiations of it

A group of US
soldiers

Worker, tank, ship

(2) B B C - U S
4th Infantry
Division

Pavement,
sky, sea,
harbour
structures

Sand, haze,
sky
(location)

Narrative structures
Circumstances

(1) C N N - U S
Troops

Represented
participants

Motion (tank
movingmaterial)

or

None

Motion
(material)

Processes

• Ideational / Representational Features

Section II - Coalition Troops

Tank
orientation
(primarily
diagonals)

The
orientation of
soldiers and
horizontals
formed by
shadows
suggest
forward
movement

Represented
vectors

Forward

Forward
(left to
right
within
frame,
somewhat
towards
viewer

Vectors
Vector
direction

Low
(primarily
implied
movement open to
interpretatio
n whether
tank is
moving or
simply
waiting to
be moved)

Moderate the poses of
the soldiers
suggest
steady,
organized
(rather than
fast or
violent)
motion

Vector
strength

Conceptual representations
Analytical
Symbolic
structures
structures
(part-whole
(attribution,
relations)
suggestion)
Covert taxonomy Attributes of
Haze (possibly dust
raised by numerous
-without clear
soldiers
soldiers on march)
distinctions
(helmets,
helps emphasize
among them and
weapons) help
movement, sandy
through being
identify them
environment
placed in parallel
perhaps symbolizes
on the same
Middle East
plane, soldiers
location
are suggested to
be in the same
class
Cover taxonomy
Again,
Worker identified
- 3 different
possible
by clothing
types of
temporal
participants at 3
symbolism,
Colour and features
different levels
with tank in
of tank indicate it
of distance
middle facing
as a military
toward sea and machine, grey
ship in
colour of ship also
background,
suggest it belongs
being its
to the military
obvious
destination
(and thus the
worker is the
implied
mediator of
this action)
Classificational
structures
(taxonomies)
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Two soldiers,
helicopter

Two marines

Woman with gun
gesturing from a car
window, car, driver,
various human
observers on street

(3) B B C - U S
101st Airborne
Division

(4) B B C - U K
3rd Commando
Brigade

(5)BBCKurdish
Peshmergas

Busy street
with
buildings,
possibly
market stalls
(location)

Trees, hills,
snow, sky
(location)

Barbed wire
in foreground,
ground and
sky in background
(location)

Pose, gun
orientation,
diagonals of
ski poles,
shadow (skis)
under man in
background

Car
orientation,
woman's gaze
and posture

Motion
(material),
interaction/
gesturing
(verbal)

Soldier pose,
orientation

Skiing, aiming
(material)

Motion
(material)

Left of
frame

Forward
(right of
frame)

Toward
helicopter

Moderate

Moderatestrong (not
implying
high speed,
but determined and
certain)

Moderate movement
clearly
indicated,
but it
obviously is
not fast

Covert taxonomy
- a relatively
complex one,
distinguishing
driver (male
Kurdish
militant), the
female fighter,
and supportive
civilians - all of
the above
sharing common
goals

Covert taxonomy
- two men,
equipment, guns

Soldiers (equal
position),
helicopter

Covert taxonomy

One man
aiming, the
other skiing also could
have temporal
significance
Attributes of
the woman,
including gun,
headband,
scarf and
military-style
dress, are
significant

Guns, skis etc.
could also be
considered
essential
attributes

Possible
temporal
structure
suggested soldiers have a
clear
destination
(helicopter)
and are headed
towards it
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Items of clothing,
gestures of
symbolic
importance

Recognizable,
relatively extreme
circumstances/
actions (cold
weather, shooting
while on skis)
emphasized

Barbed wire has
significant
aesthetic effect
(creating distance,
seriousness,
secrecy)
Extremely heavy
load on soldiers
indicates strength,
high preparedness

Soldier (explosives
expert)

Soldier,
Man in civilian
soldier with white
bag over his head

Four red dotted-line
arrows representing
movement of group
of soldiers

(6) BBC - UK
33rd Engineer
Regiment

(7)BBCAustralian
Special Forces

(8) B B C - U S
Special Forces Movement

Cutaway of
hilly terrain
with a small
stylized
building on
top, brown
road on the
right,
several
small circles
representing
amine field
(location)

Wall with
indistinct
yellow
markings on
it, pavement
(location)

Field, rocks,
blurry sign
in background
(location)

Movement
(material) represented
abstractly

Restraining of
suspect
(material), also
implied verbal
interaction
(enforcing
cooperation)

Manipu-lation
of instrument
(material),
careful
observation
(analysis)

Red arrows

Soldier pose,
gaze, direction
of gun barrel

Soldier gaze,
orientation of
instrument

Various
(abstractre
presentati
on of
general
patterns of
operation )

Toward
suspect's
body

Toward
point in
the
ground,
centre and
bottom of
image

Strong
(highly
explicit
geometric
symbollism)

Moderatestrong
(suggests
deter-mined,
relatively
violent
motion)

Moderate
(focused but
indicating
very careful
motion only)

Vectors
represented with
same type of line
-meaning they
represent
identical
movements of
the same type of
unit

Two classes of
participants with
clear power
relationship
established

Abstract
topography

Distinct
attributes of
each,
especially
important to
soldier
(helmet,
uniform, gun);
bag over
suspect's head
also of
importance
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Stylized location
(desert, hills, form
of building)
suggests once
again Middle East
(Iraq)

Features of the
location, especially
red sign or flag in
the background, as
well as the
soldier's
preoccupation,
seem to symbolize
that this is a
minefield
Light grey and
black urban
uniform, urban
location, against
plain-dressed
suspect-symbolic
of counter-terrorist
rather than strictly
(regular) military
operations

Moderate-long
(close enough to
clearly identify
some features of
soldiers, but
allowing for
many of them to
fit in the frame)

Medium-long
(relative to 3
main participants
- different
distance in
absolute terms)

(1) C N N - U S
Troops

(2) B B C - U S
4lh Infantry
Division

Distance
(relative to frame
size)

Gaze: At least
two of the
soldiers appear
to be facing the
camera, but their
faces/eyes are
covered by
shadow. Some
facial features
are visible
2/3 back (from
different sides
for different
participants)

Silhouette in top
frame - frontal

2/3 frontal
relative to
soldiers

Low (relative to
ship)

Medium-low
(relative to tank,
due to its taller
standing)

Medium (relative
to worker)

Low (waist
level)

Attitude (perspective)
Horizontal angle Vertical Angle
/ facing

• Interpersonal / Orientational Features

Observer on
ground (lack
of engagement
suggests lack
of alignment
with military,
though
privileged
position perhaps not)

Friendly
observer on
the ground
(possibly one
of the soldiers,
or an
embedded
reporter)

Point of view
(likely origin)

High

Full/natur
alistic
Very
highly
articulated
(wide
angle,
though not
extreme)

Highly
articulated
(diagonals,
multiple
levels,
shadows)

Moderatelow
(distinguishi
ng features
like guns
and helmets,
as well as
camouflaged
uniforms are
visible, but
not facial
features etc.)

Clarity /
detail (participants)

Full/
Naturalisti
c

Depth of
perspective

Mediumhigh

Blue sky,
dark grey
ship, grey
tarmac,
sandcoloured
tank, grey,
white and
orange
clothes on
worker

Low
(somewhat more
saturated
sky)

Pale blue
sky, pale
brown
ground/sol
diers,
black
shadows

Modality
Colour /
Saturation

Relatively
high

Clarity /
detail
(background)
Low (few
distinguis
hing
features,
hazy)

Moderately
hard

From right
of frame

Moderately
hard,
dominated
by long,
dark
shadows

From right
of frame,
low

Lighting
(direction/
strength)

Naturalistic /
Sensory

Naturalistic /
Sensory

Coding
orientation
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Medium-close
(relative to man
in foreground)

(4) BBC - UK
3rd Commando
Brigade

Medium-long
(relative to man
in background)

Medium-long

(3) B B C - U S
101st Airborne
Division

Clearly visible
face of young
man in
foreground serious,
determined
expression, gaze
in direction of
facing

Oblique (both
from side)

Oblique (relative
to helicopter)

% back (relative
to soldiers)

Observer
behind barbed
wire (not a
privileged
position, but
still close)

Friendly
observer on
ground

Medium-low

Low (waistlevel)
High
(primarily
through
multiple
levels of
distance)

High
articulatio
n(especially
through
multiple
layers in
image)
Full/natur
alistic

Full/natur
alistic

High/moder
ate (high for
man in
foreground)

Moderatehigh
(hampered
somewhat
by facing)

Mode-rate
- several
clear
features,
not dominant or
highly
specific

Low

Moderatelow
(saturated
sky, but
the rest
mostly
black and
white)

Black
shadows,
dark grey
helicopter,
green uniforms,
dark green
equipment
, browngreen
ground
White
clouds,
snow, part
of
uniform;
black
shadows,
guns,
gear; blue
sky
Moderatehard
(dominant
highlights
and
shadows,
although this
is more
natura-listic
(i.e.
expected) in
a snowy
environment than
elsewhere)

From above
and behind
men in
image

From above,
relatively
hard
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Naturalistic /
Sensory

Naturalistic/
Sensory

Medium-close
(relative to
woman)

Close

(5)BBCKurdish
Peshmergas

(6) BBC - UK
33rd Engineer
Regiment

Serious
expression

Eyes covered by
helmet, but gaze
appears to be
directed down
toward ground

2/3 frontal

Woman's gaze
not directed at
viewer;
enthusiastic,
highly
articulated
expression,
gesturing
(paralleled in
civilian in
background)

Oblique (From
side relative to
driver and car)

Frontal (relative
to woman and
observers)

Medium-low
(level with
soldier's eyes)

Medium-high
(eye-level, above
car)

Friendly
observer (in
risky position)

Observer on
ground

Hyperarticulated (very
narrow
angle,
depth-offield
effect manipulates
viewers
gaze)

Full/natur
alistic

Highly
articulated

Full/natur
alistic

High

High

Mediumlow
(artificial!
y lowered
by blur,
but with
several
notable
features)

Medium

Mediumlow

Grey
ground
and sky,
Dark
green
uniform,
black
shadows

Mediumhigh

White car,
brown and
blue
walls,
various
colours of
clothing

Hard

From above
and right

Moderate

From above
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Sensory/
Naturalistic

Naturalistic/
Sensory

Abstracted
Isometric

Abstracted

Very long

(8) B B C - U S
Special Forces Movement

Oblique (from
side)

Medium

(7)BBCAustralian
Special Forces

High

Medium-low
(waist-level)

Abstract
viewer
(privileged
position with
access to allied
tactical
information)

Friendly
observer on
ground
(friendly to
soldier)

Moderately
articulated

Partial /
Isometric

Moderate
articulation only two
levels,
light/shad
ow and
posture
help
create
some
depth

Full/natur
alistic

Very low
(arrow
symbols
only)

High

Very low

Low

Medium

Red
arrows,
black
number
labels,
sand
colours
predomina
nt in background

Mediumhigh

Light grey
wall,
uniform,
black
weapon
and
armor,
blue
clothing
on
suspect,
yellow
marks on
wall

Abstract
(some
highlights/sh
adows used
for perspective)

Soft

Front
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Technological

Naturalistic /
Sensory
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Ordinary press
photo

Military
publicity photo

(3) B B C - U S
101st Airborne
Division

(4) BBC - UK
3rd Commando
Brigade
(shows one of
the many
functions/
features of
subject)

Secondary
illustration

Secondary
illustration
(example of
unit representtatives,
equipment)

Refers to other
articles,
including in
appearance of
soldier and
Chinook
helicopter)
Direct
reference via
subtitle
- the subtitle
also features a
clear
exophoric
reference that
is connected
via the image
(Norway in
popular
perception as
snowy,
mountain-ous
country)

Important
reference to
label - helps
mitigate the
obvious
distancing in
the image
(because it
illustrates a
relatively
distant event
(Desert
Storm))

Internally, man
in foreground
is further
centered with
the help of
vertical
created by tree
on right; man
in background
is framed by
gun and ski
poles of the
man in
foreground

Black line
border

Black border

Man in
background
more salient
than setting

Man in
foreground,
especially his
gun, salient,
primarily
through size
and position

Soldiers most
salient due to
position,
contrast and
sharpness
(both
foreground
and
background
slightly
blurred)

The viewer
would likely
see the man in
foreground
first(in his
shooting role),
and then move
to a secondary,
skiing role
(possibly)

None indicated
overtly

See note on
temporal
structure
earlier

None apparent
within image

Not sure if there
is a given-new
significance
between the two
figures, or their
facing (left to
right)

None apparent
within image though location
on right of article
is certainly
significant

(as above)

None within
image, but
important
ideal/real
relation between
image and its
subtitle
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The man in
fore-ground
is central,
man in
back-ground
- peripheral,
which
creates a
subordinate
relation and
suggests that
the running
man is
merely a
variation of
the same
shooting
man

No specific
use within
image

Ordinary press
photo

Military
publicity photo

(5)BBCKurdish
Peshmergas

(6) B B C - U K
33rd Engineer
Regiment
showing one
of the subject's
primary roles

Secondary
illustration

(feature of
Kurdish forces
- female
fighters)

Secondary
illustration

Also seems to
implicitly refer
to popular
perceptions/fea
tures of
minefields and
mine defusal

Direct
reference via
subtitle

As above reference to
subtitle, also to
text where
many
attributes,
including
female
fighters,
Kalashnikov
rifles and
improvised
transporta-tion

Black border
frame

Internal
framing
includes car
outline and
windows,
horizontals in
background

Black border
frame

Tool and the
point it is
directed at
most salient
through
sharpness
(possibly
artificiallyenhanced),
central ity, gaze
directed at it

Soldier salient
through
contrast,
colour,
position, size

Other
prominent
elements
include gun (as
an identifying
attribute); man
in white at
background
who is
cheering

Woman in
foreground is
most salient
element

Some linearity
created by
soldier's gaze,
pointing the
viewer to the
unseen goal of
his actions at
the point of his
tool
The blurred
sign in the
background,
being least
salient but still
distinct, draws
attention only
after these two
primary focus
points

(as above) although there
are very
distinct
participants in
both
foreground
and
background,
which may
suggest that a
viewer would
examine
foreground
before seeing
details in
background

Also the location
of the blurry sign
on the right
could be
significantsuggesting there
are more 'new'
mines around the
area

(as above)

The offset of the
female fighter to
the right of the
image may also
be significant
(i.e. male
fighters, like the
driver, are
assumed, but she
is marked as a
more unusual
case)

Position relative
to article

Arguably
the centre of
the image is
actually the
point of the
soldier's
instrument,
which
largely
organizes
image
around itself

Again, similar to
point on givennew - the blurry
sign may be of
significance
pointing to a
broader (ideal)
minefield and the
soldier operating
below it as a
specific (real)
instantiation of
what is done
about it

None
specifically
within image

Female
fighter is
most central,
making the
rest of the
image
peripheral to
her (and
respon-ding
to her)

Important
ideal/real
relation between
image and
subtitle

Exposition /
explanation

Function
diagram

(8) B B C - U S
Special Forces Movement
(not merely
illustrative but text is also
necessary to
fully interpret
the diagram)

Illustration
(shows one
feature of their
operations counterterrorism 'at
home')

Military
(publicity)
photo

(7)BBCAustralian
Special Forces

Explicit and
frequent
references to
text, both via
labels and via
items depicted

To subtitle
(which
clarifies the
image), text

Isometric
square 'cutout' framing
the represented
(abstract) area
of ground in
image

Tan-colored
outside border

Outline and
features of
wall in the
background
(such as the
vertical yellow
line in the
middle) also
provide some
internal
framing

(as above)

The larger,
more
dominantlypositioned
soldier with
relatively
unusual
attributes is
most salient,
but the suspect
is more central
and also has
high-contrast
features - as
well as the
primary
vector, the
gun, pointing
to him within
image
Red arrows;
Labels most
salient
Labels, lines
carefully
managing the
viewer's
attention

(as above)

Complex
structure without
definite left/right
fields within
image

Position relative
to article
The suspect is
positioned on the
right of the
soldier, which
maybe
significant,
especially
considering that
since the article
is about
Australian
special forces to
start with, the
participant
representing
them would
naturally be
'given'
Note placement
relative to menu,
which is to the
right of the
image, inviting
the viewer to
find out more /
see continuation
('new')
Strong ideal/real
relationship
between title,
diagram and
article

Complex
structure within
image

(as above)
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No definite
use of centre
field

The participants are
centrally
positioned,
with the rest
of the image
being lowdetail background

Ground,
rails, sky

Sky, trees
(no other
details due
to low
angle)

Train cars, human
figures in train cars,
human figures
walking

A large number of
soldiers, assault rifles

(2)BBCIraq's Army

Narrative structures
Circumstances

(l)CNNIraq's Army

Represented
participants

Soldiers
cheering and
waving their
weapons

(Implicit)
material - train
cars taking
soldiers away
(thus train cars
= agent,
humans =
goal)

Processes

• Ideational / Representational Features

l)Up

2) Toward
viewer

2) Soldier's
gaze

Away
from
viewer

Vectors
Vector
direction

1) Assault
rifles

Rails,
convergence
point diagonals in
the image

Represented
vectors

Section III - Iraqi Troops and Equipment

1) Strong
(enhanced
by some
soldiers
shown with
arm bent,
others with
arm
extended obviously
pumping
weapons
into the air)
2) Medium
(enhanced
by highlymodalized
expressions)

Moderate
(direction
implied,
speed of
movementu
ncertain but
not fast)

Vector
strength

Conceptual representations
Analytical
Symbolic
structures
structures
(attribution,
(part-whole
suggestion)
relations)
Covert taxonomy Perhaps
Lack of detail in
- human figures
figures on the
participants,
are all neartrain are
unclear setting,
equally distant
suggested to
suggested motion
and undetailed,
be merely
away from viewer
and implied to be features - parts - distancing
Iraqi soldiers
of a larger
viewer; very
(thus belonging
whole of an
impersonal
in the same
Iraqi army unit representation
class)
Covert taxonomy Guns could
Colour of uniform
- soldiers
also be
and shaved heads
appearing equal
considered
identifies them as
(in the same
(essential)
soldiers
class), with
attributes of
same-type guns
soldiers
Young,
belonging to
enthusiastic
appearance could
each of them
also be
symbolizing that
they are conscripts
rather than
professionals
Classificational
structures
(taxonomies)
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Ground, sky,
telephone
pole against
skylocation
unclear

Sky, ground,
building to
left, tower to
right
(location)

Vehicles, soldiers,
workers (in
foreground to the
left)

Tank, information
board

(3) CNN Republican
Guard

(4) CNN Military
Equipment

Soldier
walking away
(material),
men in
foreground
gesturing,
apparently
communicatin
g something
(verbal),
vehicles
possibly
moving/ being
moved
(material)
No material
actions being
performed tank is
obviously on
display
Tank's
orientation
suggests
potential
forward vector

Diagonal line
on the ground,
soldier
walking away
parallel to it
(facin)

Towards
viewer
from left

Away
from
viewer

VehiclesWeak (Static
or passively
being moved
at slow
speed)
Moderateweak (only
potential for
movement
implied)

Soldier Moderate
(direction
implied,
speed of
movement
uncertain
but not fast);

None, textually
implied to
belong in a wider
class of Iraqi
tanks/weapons

Multiple
vehicles,
multiple soldiers
and workers - 1
would suggest 3
different,
separate classes
being established
here (and being
treated
differently)

Interesting
relation
between tank
and
information
board in front
ofitsuggesting that
the tank is in
fact part of a
larger exhibit
of Iraqi
military
equipment

Attributes of
military
vehicles like
large wheels,
mounted
weapons and
armoured
hatches play a
role in
identifying
them
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It is possible that
the unusual
portrayal of it in a
museum exhibit
suggests
obsolescence (i.e.
the tank is a better
museum exhibit
than fighting
machine) - no
allied machines
seen in this way

Arabic writing and
Middle Eastern
architecture seen in
the background
serve to identify
the location (and
also ownership) of
the tank (i.e. Iraq)

Color of vehicles
and clothing style
here seems to play
a role - it identifies
the men and (part
of) vehicle at the
front as civilian,
and the vehicles
and soldiers further
back as military

(6) BBC-Lion
of Babylon
Tank

(5) BBC-Lion
of Babylon
Tank

2 scale drawings of
same tank

Tank, crew

Partially visible-rail
car, truck

Tank

Mountains,
road
(location)

Palms,
buildings in
background; road
in foreground
(location)

Soldiers
interacting
with tank,
possibly
forward
movement
(material)

Possibly
material (tank
being moved
by train, truck
moving) - not
enough
indications

Gaze of soldier
on left; tank
and gun
orientation

Tank, rail car,
and truck
orientation;
horizontals
within the
image

2)
Forward
(toward
viewer)

1) Toward
tank turret

Right to
left

2) Moderate-weak
(not certain
if tank is
actually
moving)

1) Moderate (interaction
rather than
action
implied)

Moderateweak
(move-ment
definitely
imlied, but
unclear if it
is taking
place at the
moment of
the photo)
Crewmen covert taxonomy
(all subordinate
to operating
tank)

Tank and train
car - dependence
for transport
(taxonomy
suggested)

As above, tank
implied to
belong in wider
class of weapons

Topo-graphic
structure accurate
dimensions
with scale
represented in
diagrams

Many distinct
details in line
drawing

Gun seems
almost
exaggerated in
photo - most
prominent
attribute
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Tank's appearance
is highly
recognizable and is
symbolic of heavy
military power

Tank's worn
appearance and
reliance on train
transport may also
be significant
Dry mountains in
background again
perhaps suggest a
Middle East
location

Background and
seems to suggest
that this is in Iraq
(as confirmed by
subtitle)

Blue sky,
pale grey
grid

Aircraft

(8)BBCIraq's Air Force

3 scale drawings of
same aircraft

Tarmac,
grass, trees,
sky

Aircraft (MiG-23)

(7) CNN Iraq's Air Force

Forward
movement
suggested
(material)

No material
actions being
performed aircraft
appears to be
parked

Airplane
position,
orientation
(i.e. aircraft in
the air are
understood to
be moving;
their sharp
geometric
shape helps
enhance this)

Angle and
shape of the
plane
(especially
diagonals) do
produce a
forward
vector,
suggesting
movement
potential
perhaps
Forward

Towards
viewer +
left

1) Relatively
strong

Moderate
(only
movement
potential
indicated,
image
makes it
fairly
apparent that
aircraft is
actually
static)
Aircraft is
textually implied
to be part of a
taxonomy of
Iraqi planes

None within
image, however
textually it is
suggested that
the aircraft is
part of a wider
class (of enemy
aircraft)

Topographic
structure accurate
dimensions
with scale
represented in
diagrams

A number of
attributes
distinct in
photo

Some features
of aircraft
identifiable
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Aircraft's
orientation and
camouflage colour,
especially in
relation to grass,
identify it as a
dangerous
machine; Uneven
lines on tarmac and
high grass in
background
suggest poor state
of airbase
Aircraft appearance
contains geometric
symbolism (as
noted earlier
regarding vectors),
and in general its
shape and function
are readily
recognizable

(2)BBCIraq's Army

(1) C N N Iraq's Army

Medium-close
(relative to
soldiers at
foreground)

Medium-long
(relative to train
cars)

Long (relative to
human figures)

Distance
(relative to frame
size)

All have wildly
enthusiastic, but
also potentially
threatening
expression
(especially
soldier in
middle)

Several soldier's
gaze directed at
camera

Frontal

Rear of nearest
train facing
towards viewer,
most human
figures appear to
be facing away

Frontal
(vanishing point
offset slightly
left)

Medium-low

Low

Attitude (perspective)
Horizontal angle Vertical Angle
/ facing

• Interpersonal / Orientational Features

Photo-grapher
on the ground
Angle,
apparent lack
of involvement
with human
figures or
obvious posing
suggests an
independent,
distanced
observer
Friendly
observer

Point of view
(likely origin)

Relatively
wellarticulated
(especiall
y through
multiple
levels but no
background)

Highly
articulated
(diagonals,
multiple
levels)
Full/
naturalistic

Full/
naturalistic

Depth of
perspective
Low (only
sufficient to
identify train
cars and
human
participants
as such,
without
providing
any
significant
detail)
Moderatehigh (key
features
clear, faces
in moderate
detail)

Clarity /
detail (participants)

Moderatehigh

Modality
Colour /
Clarity /
Saturadetail
tion
(background)
Mode-rate Black
(rails and
shadows
other
pale blue
features of sky,
a train
pale
station
brown and
identify
tan trains
the type of and
location,
station
but few
speci-fics) Low
saturation
Low (tree
Blue sky,
green tree,
clearly
green
visible,
uniforms,
but no
brownother
black
detail)
uniforms,
black
shadows
Hard (clear
highlights,
dominant
shadows)

From above
and slightly
ahead

Right of
frame,
relatively
hard
(dominant
black
shadows and
highlights)

Lighting
(direction/
strength)

Naturalistic /
sensory

Naturalistic

Coding
orientation
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(4) CNN Military
Equipment

(3)CNNRepublican
Guard

Medium-short
(tank somewhat
larger than
frame)

Medium-long
relative to
soldiers

Medium relative
to civilian
figures

Medium-short
(relative to
vehicles, which
are seen only
partially)

Frontal, slightly
offset to right

Civilians face
towards camera,
but facial
features are
indistinct

Soldiers facing
away from
camera

Vehicles facing
ambiguous
(actually
forward, but this
is difficult to
discern unless
the viewer is
familiar with the
features of the
BRDM
armoured car) therefore 3/4
frontal relative to
vehicles

Moderately low
(eye level)

Moderate-low
(eye level signify-cantly
lower than
vehicles)

Observer on
ground
(perhaps
someone
attending
weapon
exhibit)

Angle, only
partial
exposure of
vehicles and
complete lack
of
involvement/p
osing from
soldiers imply
a perspective
independent of
the military some
engagement
with civilians
could suggest
some relation
with them

Photo-grapher
on the ground

Highly
articulated
(diagonals)

Full/
naturalistic

Relatively
articulated
(diagonals,
multiple
levels) but somewhat
confusing

Full/
Naturalistic

Moderatehigh (most
of the tank's
shape and
features
visible)

Moderate
(relatively
high detail
on
individual
features of
vehicles, but
not their
entire form
is shown;
human
figures more
indistinct,
especially
soldiers)

Mode-rate
(much of
image
taken up
by foreground,
but details
like style
of
building
are
distinct in
the back)

Low (very
little of
the image
could be
considered
background,
and it is
undetailed
)

Low

White
building,
brown or
green
tank,
black
shadows/
white
highlights

Low saturation

White
sky, sandcoloured
vehicles
and
military
uniforms,
some pale
blue and
green seen
in civilian
clothing,
yellow
stripes on
vehicle
cabin at
foreground

Above and
front, hard
light
(dominant
shadows and
highlights)

Moderate

Light from
left, slightly
forward;
image
dominated
by relatively
soft shadows
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Naturalistic /
Sensory

Naturalistic

Medium-long
(enhanced
somewhat by
part of truck
intruding in
foreground)

Medium
(hampered
somewhat by
fuzzy framing
and multiple
iterations of tank
within same
image)

(5) BBC-Lion
of Babylon
Tank

(6) BBC-Lion
of Babylon
Tank

3) Frontal
(abstract)

2) Profile
(abstract)

\)VA frontal

Oblique (1/3
frontal)

2) and 3)
Abstract medium

1) Medium-high
- somewhat
slanted giving it
a more
aggressive
appearance

Low

2) and 3)
Abstract
observer with
access to
technical
information

1) Friendly
observer
(possibly on
another
vehicle)

Observer on
ground with no
direct access to
tank

Hyperarticulated,
through
unusual
angle,
diago-nals
2) Partial/
lowoverlap
only

2) High
(lines only)

1) Full/
naturalistic

Moderate hampered by
distance,
obscured
parts

1) Moderate (somewhat blurry)

Highly
articulated
, especially through
multiple
levels

Full/natur
alistic

Low
(intention
ally faded
or
removed)

High

2) Grey /
none

Low

Low
l)Pale
sandcoloured
mountains
> greygreen tank

White
sky, pale
grey
palms,
sandcoloured
buildings,
tancoloured
tank and
railroad
car, grey
road,
blue-grey
truck

2) Abstract
- contrast in
drawings
and background is
low

Moderate

1) From
above

Front, soft
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2)
Technological

1) Sensory /
Naturalistic

Naturalistic

1) P h o t o oblique (from
side)

Medium
(hampered
somewhat by
fuzzy framing
and multiple
iterations of
aircraft within
same image)

(8)BBCIraq's Air Force

2) Diagrams from bottom
(oriented
upwards),
frontal, from side
(all abstract)

V* frontal

Medium-short
(aircraft
somewhat larger
than frame)

(7) CNN Iraq's Air Force

2) Vertical low
(bottom up),
abstract medium

1) Medium-low

Low (ground
level)

2)
Abstract
observer with
access to
technical
information

1) Observer on
ground

Friendly
observer on
the ground

2) Partial/
lowoverlap
only

Highly
articulated

Highly
articulated
(diagonals,
multiple
levels)
1) Fulll/
naturalistic

Full/
naturalistic

2) High
(lines only)

1) Moderate-high
(somewhat
blurry)

Moderatehigh (most
of the
aircraft's
shape and
features
visible)

Very low
(faded or
removed contains
no details)

Moderate
(Distinct
tarmac,
grass,
trees, but
no other
detail)

2), 3)
Grey/
none

Medium

Medium
satura-tion
1) Blue
sky,
green-blue
aircraft

Black
shadows,
light
brown
tarmac,
green
vegetation
and
aircraft

2), 3)
Abstract contrast in
drawings
and background is
low

Moderate well-defined
shadows

1) From
above

Moderately
hard

Light from
above, most
of aircraft's
surface in
shadow
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2), 3)
Technological

1) Sensory /
Naturalistic

Naturalistic /
Sensory

(l)CNNIraq's Army

Genre (type of
image)
Ordinary press
photograph

Function
within page
Primary
illustration

Coherence
Patterns of
reference
Connects with
similar images
on the U.S.
Troops page especially
since it uses
the same
soldier
silhouette in
the top frame,
and also with
Republican
Guard (see
next page)

• Textual / Organizational Features

2) Photo,
surrounded by
inward black
gradient frame

1) Title and
silhouette of
soldier (plus
label)

Two frames

Framing
Salience train on right
side of the
image, salient
through size
and high of
shadow

Salience
Linearity besides the
top-bottom
frame relation,
no strict
linearity
within the
image

Linearity
Left/Right
(Given/New)
Perhaps an
empty rail track
on the left and
train car on the
right are in a
given-new
relation,
suggesting that
troops are on the
move
(preparation for
conflict)
Title vs.
silhouette in top
frame

Cohesion
Information Value
Ideal/Real
(Top/Bottom)
No significant
use of topbottom fields,
besides the
relation between
two frames (title
frame and photo)

Centre /
Margins
Vanishing
point is near
centre and
coincides
with rail
tracks
leading
away;
perhaps
emphasizes
an unknown
destination
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Secondary
illustration used in very
different, less
primary role
than in CNN,
where this is
merely an
example of
one/some of
the features of
the subject, not
a defining
image (note
difference in
coding
orientation,
above)

Primary
illustration

Ordinary
photo

Ordinary press
photograph

(2)BBCIraq's Army

(3)CNNRepublican
Guard

Connects with
similar pages
on U.S. Troops
and regular
Iraqi Army,
emphasizing
particularly the
difference with
the latter,
including
more/better
equipment

Similarly to
above, the
subtitle plays a
key role - in
this case the
soldiers' both
jubilant and
threatening
appearance is
immediately
'softened' by
the title - as
they are
merely new
conscripts,
implying that
perhaps they
are not as
dangerous as
they look

Complex
internal
framing within
the photo,
especially in
terms of
verticals
separating it
into parts
Framing
prevents many
participants
from being
seen fully

Two frames,
(see image (1),
above)

Vertical
internal
frames, formed
mostly by
guns, help
focus attention
on some of the
men,
especially the
one in the
centre and one
in bottom-right

Thin black
border

Armored car in
the centre through lighter
colour, size
and central
position;
soldier on the
right through
highlights

Guns and large
group of men
salient through
relative detail
and very
significant
repetition

Man in the
middle most
salient through
position,
contrast,
highly
modal ized
expression

Relatively
complex and
confusing
image, without
strict linearity

None strictly
within the
image

Difficult to tell
whether it is
strategically
significant that
workers and
machines are on
the left, and
soldiers are on
the right

Note relation
between article
and image
(image on right
of article)

None strictly in
the image

Again, difficult
to tell whether
positioning of
participants
relative to top
and bottom is
siginificant

No significant
use of topbottom fields,
besides the
relation between
two frames (title
frame and photo)

None strictly
within image,
important
relation between
image and
subtitle
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The centre
seems to be
roughly
shared by
the man in
the centre
(slightly off
left) and the
gun in the
foreground the rest of
the image is
peripheral,
but
reinforces
the centre
through
repetition of
other similar
young men
and guns
Armored car
is definitely
in focus with other
participants
in the image
positioned in
margins and
apparently
involved in
servicing it

Primary
illustration

Secondary
illustration

Military or
Press
photograph

Ordinary press
photograph

(4) CNN Military
Equipment

(5) BBC-Lion
of Babylon
Tank

Also obviously
connected to
article and
illustration
above

Direct
exophoric
reference via
subtitle shows a real
image of tanks
deploying days
before the
conflict

Same as above

Internal
framing of
tank by
horizontals
and objects in
fore-ground
intruding on
the image,
preventing the
tank from
being fully
seen

Black border
frame within
image

Same twoframe structure
as above, but
also features a
grey tab frame
on the left side
offering a link
to more similar
photographs

Tank due to
size and
central
position,
although this is
undermined by
objects like the
high-contrast
truck intruding

Tank
overwhelmmingly salient
through
contrast,
lighting,
central
position, size
Seems to guide
the viewer
from 1st to 2nd
frame as
above, then to
3 rd frame for
more images
(largely
through
vertical
positioning)
None apparent
within the
image,
although there
is definitely a
clear
foreground center background
distinction that
may be of
relevance
None within
image
Very key idealreal relation
between image
and the subtitle,
which clarifies
the context for it

Image is
positioned on the
right of the
article, therefore
is the 'new' which makes
sense in the
context

Relation between
two frames, as
above

None within
image

Positioning of
the link tab
seems to be
counter-intuitive
(logic would
suggest placing it
on the right, for
opening 'new'
pictures)
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For salience
of the tank
as well as
the entire
photo frame
- the title,
comment
and "other
photos" tab
are
peripheral
The tank is
central and
items like
the truck are
on the
periphery,
but it does
not appear
significant
beyond
salience and
the obstructtion/
framing that
the
peripheral
objects
provide

Combination:
1) Military
publicity photo
2) Scale
drawing

Military
photograph

(6) BBC - Lion
of Babylon
Tank

(7) CNN Iraq's Air Force

Primary
illustration

Exposition /
primary
illustration

Connects to
comment
under image
and the larger
text block
below;
contrasts with
similar pages
on Allied
machines emphasizing
the poor state
of Iraq's air
force

Sets the theme
for the article,
refers to
popular
understandi n g of what
tanks look like

Refers to itself
- implying that
all images
within it
represent the
same object

Unusually, a
comment that
corresponds to
the width of
the frame, in
small font
directly below
photograph,
without an
overt frame

Internally irregular,
blurry framing
around photo,
perhaps
intended to
break down
any suggestion
of rigid
separation
between
iterations of
the tank
Two frames title and
silhouette on
top,
photograph in
frame below it

Outer limits of
light grey
background
grid

Aircraft
overwhelmmingly salient
through size,
central
position and
high contrast

The larger,
highercontrast, more
highly
modal ized
image of tank
on left is most
salient

Seems to
suggest a
linear reading
from 1st frame
to 2 nd frame to
commentary
below, none
within photo

All three
images are
implicitly
connected with the
implication
that the viewer
would
compare the
actual photo to
the
'blueprints',
glancing back
and forth

In top frame given-new
relation between
title and
silhouette

Photo on left,
diagrams on
right, perhaps
with the
symbolic
function of
'demystifying'
the tank (i.e.
dramatic image
is given,
technical
presentation is
new), setting the
theme for the
artlce

Ideal-real
relation between
top and bottom
frame, as well as
the overall
picture vs. the
commentary
(threateninglooking aircraft
vs. a title
suggesting that
many of these
are impounded)
- strategic

None
specifically
within the
article, but
crucial ideal/real
relationship
between image
and article
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Centre used
to indicate
aircraft's
salience
only

The photo
seems to be
the central
element, and
the drawings
are simply
more clearly
specified
variations/
instantiations of it

(8)BBCIraq's Air Force

Combination:
1) Military
publicity photo
2) Scale
drawing
Exposition /
primary
illustration

Refers to
article and
represents a
wider class of
Iraqi airplanes

Refers to itself
-implying that
all images
within it
represent the
same object
Internally irregular,
blurry framing
around photo,
perhaps
intended to
break down
any suggestion
of separation

Outer limits of
light grey
background
grid

The larger,
highercontrast, more
highly
modal ized
image of the
aircraft on left
is most salient

All four
images are
implicitly
connected with the
implication
that the viewer
would
compare the
actual photo to
the
'blueprints',
glancing back
and forth

Photo on left,
diagrams on
right
None
specifically
within the
article, but
crucial ideal/real
relationship
between image
and article
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The photo
seems to be
the central
element, and
the drawings
are simply
more clearly
specified
variations/
instantiations of it

Missile
(the visible part of
the ship could also
arguably be a
participant)

Aircraft, missile, red
arrows, enemy
radars, target

(2) BBC Storm Shadow
Cruise Missile

Abstracted
terrain
cutaway
showing
hilly, sandy
terrain with
few features
(location)

Background light grey
grid

Part of ship
superstructu
re, water,
sky
(location)

Narrative structures
Circumstances

(l)CNNTomahawk
Cruise Missile

Represented
participants

Material
(aircraft and
missiles flying
/ exploding,
radars
searching)

Relation
between ship
and missile

Motion
(material)

Processes

• Ideational / Representational Features

Section IV - Coalition Weapons

3) Concentric
arcs
representing
radar coverage

2) Large red
arrow
representing
missile's
flightpath

1) Thin grey
arrow
representing
aircraft's flight
path

Flame and
smoke trail,
missile
orientation

Represented
vectors

3) Left
and
upward

2) Down
and then
forward
(to right
of frame)
in line
contouring
terrain

1)
Forward
(to right
of frame),
then
curving
back

Up
(relative
to ship
and
viewer)

Vectors
Vector
direction

3) Moderate-weak

2) Very
strong

1) Moderate

Very strong

Vector
strength

Conceptual representations
Analytical
Symbolic
structures
structures
(part-whole
(attribution,
relations)
suggestion)
Subordinate
Attributes of
The bright glare of
relationship
missile (flame, the flame seem at
between ship and smoke)
launch is symbolic
missile
of extreme
speed/power of the
missile, and is
interpreted as such
Covert taxonomy Topological
Geometric
- distinguishing
(showing
symbolism in
different types of relations
vectors; colour
participants,
between
(bright red) may
class of
also be of symbolic
aircraft,
participants
significance
missile,
implied in enemy terrain,
(distinguishing a
defences
violent force)
defences);
abstract
topographic
(terrain,
distances not
to scale);
temporal
(arrow
sequences)
Classificational
structures
(taxonomies)
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Bomb

Airplane (agent),
three stylized
buildings (goals)

Aircraft, ship,
missiles

(3) CNN - Joint
Direct Attack
Munition

(4) BBC JDAM

(5) CNN AMRAAM

Sky

Unclear metal
flooring and
some type of
racks
surroundding the
bomb
suggest a
warehouse
(location)
Cutaway of
desert
terrain stylized
(location)

Motion,
relation
between
participants
(hierarchy,
perhaps)

Movement,
targeting
(abstract
material /
mental)

Unclear

3) Carrier orientation and
especially
wake

2) Missiles orientation,
shape

1) Aircraftposition and
orientation

Red arrows

Orientation,
shape and
diagonals

3) Curved,
prima-rily
forward

2) parallel
to aircraft

1)
Forward

From
aircraft to
buildings;
curved

Forward
(relative
to bomb)

2) Currently
captive to
aircraft, but
greater
potential
strength
implied
3)
Moderatestrong
(some-what
weakened
by distance)

1) Strong

Strong
(highly
explicit
geometric
symbollism)

Weak (only
potential for
movement
implied)

A particularly
interesting
hierarchy
suggested
between carrier,
airplane and
missile, going
from background
to foreground

Vectors
represented with
same type of line
- meaning they
represent
identical
movements of
the same type of
unit

None apparent
within image - if
this is indeed a
warehouse,
however,
perhaps there is a
suggestion that
this is "one of
many" stored
there

Missile seems
to be presented
more as part of
a bigger
weapon
system (i.e.
plane)

Abstract
topography,
topology
(represents key
relations in the
context,
expanded on
by labels)

Difficult to tell
- although
there are
visible
attributes of
the bomb, like
grey fins along
body and tail
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Colour - lighter
indicating possible
paths, darker red
indicating one
selected path
Powerful,
recognizable
weapon shapes
dominate image

Geometric
symbolism arrows suggesting
movement, curved
shape suggest
bomb drops
specifically

Weapon is readily
recognizable as a
bomb, and its
relative size
suggests it is a very
large and powerful
one, albeit 'safe' in
the environment
where it is
portrayed

Missile

Very unclear supposedly point of
view is from weapon
targeting a bulding

Two airplanes,
soldier on ground,
stylized building

(6) BBC Storm Shadow

(7) BBC Smart Bombs

(8) B B C - N o t
So Smart
Cutaway of
desert
terrain stylized
(location)

Unclear

None (blank
background)

Soldier targeting
(mental)

Bombs movement,
targeting
(material,
mental)

Targeting
(mental weapon being
the senser);
motion
(material)
implied

None

Red arrows

Crosshairs in
centre

Missile
orientation

From
aircraft to
ground one is
irregularly
curved

Forward
(to centre
of image)

Forward

Strong
(highly
explicit
geometric
symbollism) somewhat
weakened
by the
irregular
curve of one
of the
arrows

Moderatelow
(geometric
symbol-lism
and
recognizable
role of
object
indicates
potential for
movement)
Strong

Vectors
represented with
same type of line
-meaning they
represent
identical
movements of
the same type of
unit

Crosshairs,
text
identifying
perspective
Abstract
topography,
topology
(represents key
relations in the
context,
expanded on
by labels)

Only basic
shape
identifying
building

Few features
distinct
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Lack of contact
with target or red
targeting cone
suggests failure

The overall look of
the image is
generally
recognizable as
"smart weapon"
sensor imagery very unclear and
primarily
functional
Geometric
symbolism very
important - arrows
not only suggest
motion, but the
curving arrow
particularly
suggests atypical
results

Missile's
appearance and
orientation
indicative of its
size and power

(2)BBCStorm Shadow
Cruise Missile

(l)CNNTomahawk
Cruise Missile

Long (abstract)

Short (relative to
ship) - view is
from the ship, in
fact

Medium-long
(relative to
missile)

Distance
(relative to frame
size)

Frontal relative
to terrain
cutaway

Missile facing
upward (away
from view) oblique

Frontal relative
to ship

High relative to
terrain cutaway

Moderate-low
relative to
missile

Attitude (perspective)
Horizontal angle Vertical Angle
/ facing

• Interpersonal / Orientational Features

Abstract
observer with
access to allied
tactical
information

Friendly
observer on
ship's deck

Point of view
(likely origin)

Partially
articulated
- some
participant
s
represente
d as flat
objects

Moderate
-mostly
through
diagonals
on ship
superstructure,
few levels
Iso-metric

Full/
naturalistic -

Depth of
perspective

Low (mostly
silhouettes
and basic
shapes)

Moderatelow (missile
shape
distinct, but
silhouetted;
only part of
ship
identifiable)

Clarity /
detail (participants)

Low

Moderatehigh

Grey
aircraft
and
enemy
defensesy
ellow
terrain,
red
missile
and line
representi
ng its path

Mediumlow

Modality
Clarity /
Colour /
detail
Satura(backtion
ground)
Low (no
Pale blue
distinctive sky, blue
detail)
water,
black
missile/
ship

Abstract
(low articulation)

Hard
(dominant
shadows,
some hard
highlights
on ship)

Primary
light - from
missile
flame

Lighting
(direction/
strength)

Technological

Naturalistic /
sensory

Coding
orientation
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Abstracted
Isometric

Abstracted

Long

(4) BBC JDAM

V* back

Medium-short

(3) CNN - Joint
Direct Attack
Munition

High

Moderate-high
(slightly above
bomb's
horizontal plane)

Abstract
viewer
(privileged
position with
access to allied
tactical
information)

Friendly
observer on
ground

Moderately
articulated

Partial /
Isomet-ric

Highly
articulated
,esp.
through
diago-nals

Full/natur
alistic

Targets very low
(very simple
boxes)

Aircraft moderatehigh
(recognizabl
e as F-16,
fairly
realistic)

High (somewhat
hampered by
angle, but
otherwise
very
detailed)

Very low

Moderate
(Has
many
features,
but
difficult to
tell what
many of
them are
due to
limited
frame)

Medium

Moderate-low
Grey
aircraft
and
targets,
red
arrows,
black
number
labels,
sand
colours
predomina
nt in background

Grey and
greenbrown
bomb,
similar
colours in
backgroun
d, dark
brown or
dark grey
shadows

Abstract
(some
highlights/sh
adows used
for perspective)

Moderatesoft

From far
side of the
bomb, most
of the
picture in
soft shadow
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Technologi-cal

Naturalistic /
sensory

(6)BBCStorm Shadow

(5) CNN AMRAAM

Medium-close

Very long
(relative to
carrier)

Long (relative to
missiles)

Medium (relative
to aircraft)

/4 frontal

3

/4 back relative
to carrier

3

2/3 back relative
to aircraft/
missiles

Medium-high

High relative to
carrier

Very low relative
to aircraft (but
above it in
absolute terms)

Abstract/
friendly
observer next
to weapon

Friendly
aircraft

Hyperarticulated
- extreme,
unusual
angle

Hyperarticulatio
n
(particular
ly extreme
example conflicting
vertical
angles,
xtreme
diagonals, hard
lighting,
multiple
levels)
Partial
naturalistic background
removed

Full/natur
alistic

Moderate
(clear, but
few distinct
features)

Low for
missiles and
carrier
(shape only)

Moderatehigh for
aircraft
(distinct
shape, some
visible
features)

None

Low (no
distinguis
hing
features)

Very low /
none

Predomin
antly
white
missile
with grey
shadows

High
saturation
of blue
but low
colour
variety

Deep blue
(to black)
sea, white
aircraft,
white
wake and
markings
on carrier

Soft

From above

Hard (very
strong
shadows/
highlights)

Above
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Sensory

Sensory /
naturalistic

Abstracted
Isometric

Abstracted

Long

(8) B B C - N o t
So Smart

Oblique (relative
to building)

Medium-close
(building
exceeds frame)

(7) BBC Smart Bombs

High

High

Abstract
viewer
(privileged
position with
access to allied
tactical
information)

Weaponmounted
optical sensor

Moderately
articulated

Minimal
articulation due to
poor
image
quality,
faded
frame
Partial /
Isomet-ric

Partial /
naturalistic

Target very low
(very simple
box)

Soldier low
(recognizabl
e shape,
very small)

Aircraft moderatehigh
(recognizabl
e as F-16,
fairly
realistic)

Very low,
restricted by
poor image
quality

Very low

None/
very low
(largely
unseen
due to
faded
outside
frame)

Medium

Grey
aircraft
and target,
red arrows
and
targeting
lines/cone
s, black
number
labels,
sand
colours
predomina
nt in background

None
(black and
white)

Predomin
antly
black with
white/
light grey
highlights

Abstract
(some
highlights/sh
adows used
for perspective)

Unclear /
hard
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Technological

Sensory/
naturalistic

(l)CNNTomahawk
Cruise Missile

Genre (type of
image)
Ordinary
military photo
Introduces
video
materials
linked below

Function
within page
Primary
illustration

Coherence

Refers to
popular
knowledge of
what a missile
launch looks
like

Patterns of
reference
Connects to
previous
articles/
images about
friendly ships
(showing one
of their roles)

• Textual / Organizational Features

Dark vertical
of ship superstructure and
horizon further
divide the
image (missile
is contained in
the top-right
frame of open
sky as a result,
which is
brightest and
most salient)

2) Photo
surrounded by
black gradient
frame

1) Title + label
(no silhouette
as in many
previous
articles),
surrounded by
black border

Two frames

Framing

Ship's
superstructure
much less
salient but also
draws some
attention,
primarily
through its
high-contrast
shadows and
highlights, as
well as size
(largest object
in image)

Missile most
salient due to
bright flame
pointing to it,
as well as its
high-contrast
black colour
and
central+top
position

Salience
None
immediately
apparent,
although the
juxtaposition
of the missile
and the larger
ship may be
significant in
this

Linearity
Left/Right
(Given/New)
Top frame Title vs. Label

Information Value
Ideal/Real
(Top/Bottom)
None besides
relation between
top and bottom
Photo - Ship vs.
frame
Missile, which is
especially
relevant since
ships like the one
(partially) shown
here were
presented earlier
and should be
familiar to
viewers
(essentially this
says - 'you have
seen the ship,
which you now
see part of, now
you can also see
what it can do
with its
missiles')

Cohesion
Centre /
Margins
Missile,
especially its
rocket
nozzle from
which flame
originates,
are very
central,
indicating it
as the core
of the
composition.
The ship is
peripheral to
this image
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Function
diagram

Ordinary
military photo

(2)BBCStorm Shadow
Cruise Missile

(3) CNN-Joint
Direct Attack
Munition
Introduces
video
materials
linked below

Primary
illustration

Exposition /
explanation

Also refers to
other fact files
through
represented
items,
including
those on
Tornado
aircraft, US
cruise missiles
and Iraqi air
defenses
Refers to
popular
knowledge of
what a bomb
looks like

Significant
pattern of
references to
article (via
labels
especially)

Horizontal and
vertical racks
seem to further
provide some
measure of
framing

2) Photo
surrounded by
black gradient
frame

1) Title +
label,
surrounded by
black border

Two frames

The terrain
cutaway is
itself a frame,
viewed in high
frontal
perspective;
containing
much of the
action and
framing the
Iraqi military
positions

Grid includes
outer borders
of image

Bomb is most
salient through
position, size,
detail - a n d
lack of other
identifiable
participants

Large red
arrows
indicating
missile
movement
overwhelming!
y salient

No apparent
linearity
within photo

Very clear
sequence of
events with
vectors
presented,
carefully
managing the
viewer's
attention as it
moves along
missile's path

Otherwise no
given/new
apparent

note - weapon
oriented left to
right

Between
abbreviation and
full title in top
frame

Not specifically
within image,
although the
missile is
directed left to
right

Between two
frames - title and
silhouette on top,
photo below

Crucial ideal/real
relationship
between image
and text

Again, not
specifically
within image
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The label on
the
weapon's
tail (JDAM)
is most
central and
serves to
identify the
rest of the
bomb and
orient the
image

No specific
use of centre
field within
image

Function
diagram

Military
publicity photo

(4) BBC J DAM

(5) CNN AMRAAM

Primary
illustration

(not merely
illustrative but text is also
necessary to
fully interpret
the diagram)

Exposition /
explanation

Connects to
previous pages
which showed
aircraft
(showing one
of their
features/roles)

Explicit and
frequent
references to
text, both via
labels and via
items depicted

Aircraft carrier
and its wake
further frame
the aircraft to
make it more
central

Two frames,
see image (3),
above

Isometric
square 'cutout' framing
the represented
(abstract) area
of ground in
image

Tan-colored
outside border

Aircraft is
most salient,
through most
distinct shape,
highest
contrast and
detail, and
central
position

All
participants
salient
primarily
through
contrast

Red arrow in
centre most
salient due to
position,
colour

The aircraft is
most salient,
so the viewer
is likely to
look at it first
before either
examining the
missiles under
its wings
(more
foreground) or
the ship
(further in
background)
The wake also
seems to
visually
connect the
carrier to the
aircraft,
directing the
viewers' gaze
from latter to
former

Labels,
vectors, lines
carefully
managing the
viewer's
attention

No certain
given/new
relationship
between
participants in
the photo,
although one
may be
suggested
between plane
and ship for
instance

Worth noting
that all
participants are
moving left to
right

Complex
structure without
definite left/right
fields within
image
Between
abbreviation and
full title in top
frame

Note placement
relative to menu,
which is to the
right of the
image, inviting
the viewer to
find out more /
see continuation
('new')

Not certain if
there is a relation
of this type
between the
main participants

Between two
frames - title and
silhouette on top,
photo below

Strong ideal/real
relationship
between title,
diagram and
article

Aircraft on top,
but this serves a
topological
function more so
than one of
information
value
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This is
primarily to
establish
salience and
focus, as
well as some
linearity in
interpre-ting
the image

Aircraft is
most central,
with
missiles
somewhat
further from
center and
carrier on
the
periphery

No definite
use of centre
field

Military
publicity photo

Optical sensor
data

(6) BBC Storm Shadow

(7) BBC Smart Bombs

Title, menu

Primary
illustration
Relies on
popular
recognition of
"smart
weapon"
imagery

Title/ subtitle
(which
primarily
underline its
importance),
article,
diagram

Secondary
illustration

Dark border
frame with
thicker grey
border above
including title.
An outward
black gradient
surrounding
the shape of
the missile,
serving to
further
underline it
against the
white
background.
Outer limits of
image;
significantly
framed
internally by a
large, circular
black gradient
(product of
image editing)
None within
image - note
placement
relative to menu
(image is to left
of menu)

Crucial
relationship
between image
(on right) and
article (on left)

None within
image, although
the weapon is
oriented left to
right

None within
image important
ideal/real
relationships
between title and
image, image
and article

None within
image - note
relationship
between image,
title and subtitle

Center
dominated
by
crosshairs
which
organize the
image;
further
enhanced by
much of
periphery
being taken
up by plain
black colour

None (single
participant)

(8) B B C - N o t
So Smart

Function
diagram
Exposition /
explanation

Explicit and
frequent
references to
text, both via
labels and via
items depicted
Isometric
square 'cutout' framing
the represented
(abstract) area
of ground in
image

Tan-colored
outside border

Red arrows in
centre most
salient due to
position,
colour

Labels,
vectors, lines
carefully
managing the
viewer's
attention

Complex
structure without
definite left/right
fields within
image

Note placement
relative to menu,
which is to the
right of the
image, inviting
the viewer to
find out more /
see continuation
('new')
Strong ideal/real
relationship
between title,
diagram and
article

None within
image
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No definite
use of centre
field

Human figures
(actors)
Barrels and crates
(goals)

Person in gas mask

(2) BBC Bio/Chem
Weapons

Abstract red
back-ground
with what
appears to
be blurred
micro-scope
images of
bacteria,
hazard
symbol

None
represented
(white background)

Narrative structures
Circumstances

(l)CNNHidden Arsenal

Represented
participants

Relational
only (hazard
symbol to
protection
gear)

People
carrying out
some
operation that
involves
moving and
opening the
barrels
(material)

Processes

• Ideational / Representational Features

Gaze/orientati
on of person

Pose, facing
(The way in
which people
are pictured
suggests that
they are in the
middle of
performing
actions including three
men at the
front opening
or lifting
barrels, and
the man at the
back walking
towards them)

Represented
vectors

Section V - Biological and Chemical Weapons

Towards
symbol

Towards
barrels
nearest to
front

Vectors
Vector
direction

Weak (no
action
implied)

Moderateweak
(implied
in most
instances)

Vector
strength

Covert
taxonomy bacteria in
background

Classificational
structures
(taxonomies)
There are three
distinct classes
in the image barrels with
lids at the
front, which
are primarily
being operated
on; yellow
crates/jars at
the back, and
four men
carrying out
operations

Gas mask, other
protective features
of importance

Significant use of
symbolismhazard sign, red
colour indicating
danger, bacteria
symbolising
disease, protective
gear (extreme
measures)

Conceptual representations
Symbolic
Analytical
structures
structures (part(attribution,
whole relations)
suggestion)
There is possibly
One of the men
an interesting
wearing
mediated temporal
respirators; rust
structure - going
colored barrels and
from distant,
yellow crates at the
smaller crates, to
front; thick yellow
closed barrels, to
liquid seen in
open barrels with
barrels - all
what looks to be
suggesting
yellow contents,
dangerous,
with operations
poisonous
being carried out
substances
on barrels at the
contained in the
front - 1 would
barrels
argue it suggests a
manufacturing
process, going
from components
to ready chemicals
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Unclear wornlooking
walls,
window in
main frame
indicating
some type of
indoor
shelter

Road,
buildings on
sides
(location)

People in simple
respirators, rat,
bacteria

Dead bodies on road

(3) BBC Plague

(4) BBC Nerve agents

No action
taking place
presently however it is
implied that
the situation is
the result of
weapon usage

Relation
established
between
frames

People not in
an active role,
portrayed
rather as
passively
guarding
against effect

Roaddiagonals

Gaze/orientati
on of people

Away
from point
of view

To left of
frame

Weak (no
actions in
present)

Weak (no
action
implied)

Covert
taxonomy victims

Covert
taxonomy victims

Road leading away
and victims in
foreground perhaps
has some temporal
symbolism (or
suggests there is
more victims in the
unseen distance)

Topology causality
relationship
implied between
three frames
(germs = cause, rat
= transmitter,
people = victims)

Improvised
protection - key
attribute
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Poor condition of
building and
improvised
protection
suggests, perhaps,
helplessness
Black and white
colour appears to
be of significancewhether intentional
or not, creates a
very serious, dark
athmosphere

Yellow colour
(which appears to
be intentionally
altered for image)
is probably not
incidental, creating
an atmosphere that
suggests hazard

Medium-long
(relative to most
participants) though all
participants are
on a distance
gradient relative
to each other

Close (relative to
person in gas
mask)

(l)CNNHidden Arsenal

(2)BBCBio/Chem
Weapons

A frontal facing,
gaze unclear
(eyes obscured
by gas mask)

3

Varied facing,
although none of
the human
participants are
faced directly
toward camera

Frontal angle
with vanishing
point
approximately in
the centre and at
the top of the
image

Low

High

Attitude (perspective)
Distance
' Horizontal angle Vertical Angle
(relative to frame / facing
size)

• Interpersonal / Orientational Features

Lack of
engagement of
men with
camera
suggests an
independent/de
tached
observer
Abstract
observer

Lack of
background
makes it
difficult to tell
for certain

Observer on a
platform above
the men

Point of view
(likely origin)

Partial /
naturalistic significantly
hampered
by lack of
natural
background

Hyperarticulated

Depth
used to
signifycant
effect, but
naturalism is
hamperred by
lack of
background

Depth of
perspective

High
(enhanced
by close
distance to
participant)

Limited some details
(like
clothing, or
shape/
texture of
barrels)
fairly clear,
but other
details (like
faces
darkened
out, almost
certainly
artificially)
are absent

Clarity /
detail (participants)

Low (but
can be
generally
recognized as
bacteria)

High
saturation

Black and
white
protective
gear,
green
symbol,
red background

High

Modality
Colour /
Clarity /
Saturadetail
tion
(background)
Various
None
colours of
(backmen's
ground
clothing,
delibebarrels
rately
and crates
removed
in colours
from the
including
image,
yellow,
replaced
red, blue
with plain
and rustwhite
colored

Frontal,
moderatehard (clear
highlights
and
shadows)

Hard (sharp
shadows and
highlights)

From above

Lighting
(direction/
strength)

Sensory /
(naturalistic)

Sensory /
naturalistic
(primarily
sensory)

Coding
orientation
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(4) BBC Nerve agents

(3)BBCPlague

Medium

2) Medium-close
relative to rat in
frame inset

1) Medium-long
relative to people

No faces of
victims visible

Frontal relative
to street

2) Oblique
relative to rat

2) Oblique,
people in image
facing primarily
away from
viewer

Moderate-high
(eye-level)

2) Medium

1) Moderatehigh

Observer on
ground

Observer in
same building

Highly
articulated

Full/
Naturalistic

Full/
naturalistic

Moderatelow (no
clear details,
mostly
forms only)

2) High (rat)

1)
Moderatehigh
(hampered
somewhat
by
blurriness)

Relatively
high

2) Very
low

1)
Moderate

Medium
None

2) Blue
background,
black rat

Low

1) Entire
colour
scheme is
skewed
towards
yellow
and brown

Contrast
lowered
somewhat
(shadows
only go to
dark grey,
not black)

From above

2) Frontal,
moderatesoft

1) From
right of
frame,
moderate
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Naturalistic

Naturalistic

(l)CNNHidden Arsenal

Genre
(type of
image)
Press
collage

Otherwise the
image is
framed by
page layout title at bottom,
site menus on
top and left,
text on the
right

Image would be
open to many
other, mostly
harmless,
interpretations
without the label or
context knowledge

Introducing
the text on the
right, followed
by link to the
full story establish a
mood and
pattern of
imagery for
Iraq's illicit
weapons
programme

There is an
uneven
outwardgradient frame
surrounding
the outline of
the
participants
(where the
background
was cut off)

Title at the bottom
of image is of
paramount
importance - the
image could
certainly be read
differently without
it, but it certainly
colors the intended
viewer's
interpretation

Primary
illustration

Framing

Patterns of
reference

Function
within page

Coherence

• Textual / Organizational Features

Man in centre
is most salient
agent in the
image

Barrel at the
bottom, centre
stands out due
to location,
brighter colour
than others,
and orientation
(it is
incidentally
the most open)

Title is most
salient (if we
consider it part
of the image)

Salience

The placement
of the title at
the bottom
rather than top
may also be
significant to
the order in
which the
image is read
(Ideal/Real)

See earlier
point
regarding
possible
temporal
symbolism,
which may be
significant

Linearity

There is a strong
given-new
relationship
between the
image and text
however

There isn't,
strictly, a leftright field
relationship
within the image,
however the
angle is
somewhat
skewed so that
the yellow crates
are more to the
left, and
workers/ barrels
are more to the
right

Left/Right
(Given/New)

Cohesion

Indeed the photo
could be
interpreted
differently were
it not for the
title, which
imposed one
final and 'real'
interpretation for
any future
reading of the
image

The top-bottom
separation here is
interesting - the
title is at the
bottom, rather
than top,
suggesting that it
is the Real

Information Value
Ideal/Real
(Top/Bottom)

The barrel
with
chemical is
in the centre
(if we count
the title as
part of the
image) is
central,
making
participants
and actions
going on
around it
peripheral
(and perhaps
not as
important as
their result,
the
chemicals
and the fact
of their
existence

Centre /
Margins
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Primary
illustration

Secondary
illustration

Press
collage

Ordinary
press
photo

(2) BBC Bio/Chem
Weapons

(3) BBC Plague

Among frames
within image establishes
causality

Important reference
to subtitle (which
situates the image)

Plays on very
recognizable
symbolic imagery
that immediately
establishes a frame
of reference

To title, text- used
to introduce entire
section

Image of rat
very salient
due to high
contrast and
distinct,
brighter colour
against lowercontrast, more
discoloured
background

Three black
border frames,
two smaller
frames
contained
within the
main photo
Vertical lines
on wall, right,
and
horizontals on
bed, bottom,
also provide
some measure
of internal
framing for
participants

Symbol salient
due to most
central
position and
striking/
recognizable
geometric
shape
Person in gas
mask salient
due to high
contrast and
size, closeness
of perspective
Man in
foreground
most salient
within photo
due to
position, size,
sharpness

External frame
border, no
obvious
internal
framing

Linear relation
may be
implied
between
frames - see
point on
causality
structure,
above

None explicit
within image,
although there
is a very linear
symbolic
connection
between the
three elements
in the image

Image is on the
right of article
(new)

Main photo
primarily on left,
inset frames on
right - given vs.
new

Menu to the right
of image

Symbol on left,
person in gas
mask on right given vs. new

Key relationship
between photo
and subtitle

Main photo
primarily above
inset frames ideal vs. real (?)

Image is above
article - ideal vs.
real; sets the
theme

None within
image

Victims,
especially
the one in
foreground,
are the
central
element; the
two inset
frames are
peripheral

The symbol
appears to
be the most
central,
organizing
element

(4) BBC Nerve agents

Ordinary
press
photo

Secondary
illustration

Black border
frame
Some measure
of internal
framing
provided by
verticals/diago
nals in image,
especially the
road itself

To subtitle establishes context
Refers to historical
fact of Hussein's
use of chemical
weapons

Victims most
salient due to
position
(foreground)
and high
contrast
compared to
the rest of the
image

None apparent
within image see note on
possible
temporal
structure,
above
Image on right of
article (new)

None within
image
Image and
subtitle (ideal vs.
real)

None within
image

281
None within
image

